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Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper
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Work Resumes
At Tappan Co.
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twoCommunist
-forces today made the third at- • The Army UH1 helicopter
weeks
in
was shot _dos...
stk....Tuesday_ while
a U.S..ali_base in the,Yietnain supporting South Vietnamese
war, shot down an American operations south of the U Minh
Workers were back on the job
helicopter, killing all four crew- forest in the „Mekong Delta,
By WILLIAM BRADFORD
of it to be_Peinstated locally.
at the Tappan Manufacturing
men, and intensified attacks about 16s Miles southwest of
• The bill introduced by Rep.
Associated Press Wetter
Plant here this morning acacross South Vietnam to their Saigon.
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP)-A James Yocom, D-Louisville,
cording to plant manager, E:J.
highest level in three months.
The South Vietnamese mitabill has been introduced in the Tuesday would go beyond a
Haverstock.
- The U.S.-Command also ass
e repeal of the present lawowhich would reverse the
y command-reported
The plant hadnamed that an Air Force F4 enemy attacks on its militay
on taken on Sunday closing as called for in a bill which has
closed down since WI-114dayjet bombed and appnrently de- _wits and Vietnamese civilians_
,.moroing when the 7 mam,,ohift- in 1970--by repealing _the_ been prefiled by Rep. George_
stroyed an iiillaircrait niassire during the 24 hours ending at.,
present law but allowing parts Siemens, D-Louisville.
failed to report to work.
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by Boy Scout Troop 77States Cosepeasmem Frank A.Stubblefkld at-the Eagle Court
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•
a Viet Cong ambush of a pin- Rbillip G. Rogers, Alan Lemons, son of Dr. and Mrs. Dale Lomond, and Robert Underwood, son elf
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which now are banned by the
Kentucky laic-Those other acmen in the Mekong Delta about
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' -States Congressman from the O.J. Jennings to Scott Thurman talren_by_ sinbidence from the few years and pointed to the
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1971 they _escaped.
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Hendon, Roy* Duggins with to the state Reclamation CornReports are she had a and deficit spending.
THE GREATEST SIN-Fear. throughout Indochina and sus- ceremony.
according
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a
Boy
friends,
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The Eagle Bronze Palm,first
Although Dr. Thompson made Charles Sutherlin, and Ron mission, to be appointed by, the
weakened blood vessel that was
THE BEST DAY-Now, Today. pond all U.S. aid to South Viettime in the tradition of Troop 77, Scout spokesman.
no econnunic forecasts he did Baker with H.B. Bailey.
to
thought
which
is
"leaking”
THE BIGGEST FOOL-The narn, Laos and Cambodia.
governor for four-year terms on
Troop 77 meets each Monday
The January Board meeting a staggered basis; anyone holdIt also said that if Nixon was awarded to Ronnie
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THE BEST TOWN-Where you would set the cease-fire for the Billington and Mike Alexander. the. First Christian Church. All court sqhare, and to later lapse five per cent unemployment will be in the home of Rex
Scouts Rusty Moore and Mike
Tet celebration Feb. 15 and set
(Continued on Page Ten)
into unconsciousness.. She had level by the beginning of Thompson on January 18.
succeed.
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received the rank of interested boys are invited to surgery for the 'leaking" blood summer as being a key adTHE MOST AGREEABLE
attend,
(Continued on Page Ten)
Life Scout. The Star rank was
COMPANION-One who would
vessel Veas in surgery from ministration target. Dr.
a.m. on Tuesday. Thompson told the club that
_ not have' you different_from__
12:30 tq,
--Mrs. Jeffrey was ac- most economic forecasts
what you are.
panied to Memphis by her predict a real GNP growth
THE GREATEST BORE-One Sen
husband, William Jeffrey, and increase of six per cent. This
who will not come -to the point.
THE GREATEST DECEIVER.
Mrs. Barletta Wrather. They compares with 3 per cent the
One who deceives himself.
were met at the hospital by past year and zero per cent in_
their nephew, Rev. Ed Frank the previous year, he stated. - FRANKFORT, Ky. AP
THE GREATEST INVENTION
tion by Rep. Terry Mc BraThe economic conditions of The Kentucky House of Repre- yer,D-Greenup, apparently will
Jeffrey,.wlso is a minister of a
OF THE DEVIL-War.
THE GREATEST SECRET OF
United Methodist Church_ in that the past two years may have sentatives has gone on record allow committees to exclude
the council's lay membership ttontrol of the council by the area.
"
By GARY 1,- U7IR
been affected by a problem of in favor of keeping all its com- visitors and the press at times,
PRODUETION-Saving 'waste.
from nine to 10, add the state executive branch. Asseeleted Press Writer
THE BEST WORK-What you
Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey operate psychology where business was mittee meetings open for -the however, if they so desire for
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -- superintendent of public inThe bill also recomMended
reluctant to invest and con- 1972 session.
like.
certain matters.
The Kentucky Council on High- struction as a voting member university status for Kentucky the Jeffrey DryoGoods Store on
The action, taken upon a mosumers reluctant to spend, Dr.
Main Street.
THE BEST PLAY-Work.
East
At least, that was the impreser Education,long _the subject and remove statutory limita- State College but set no date
THE GREATEST COMFORT—
sion left by House Majority
of scorn because of its impo- tions from the salaries- of its when rit, should be actianA job well done.
Leader . John Swinford of Cyntence, would be given substan- executive director and his staff. plished.
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tial new powers if a bill inSen. William Logan, D-Madirecommendation wall
Such
a
Giving up.
McBrayer's motion after
troduced Tuesday in the Senate sonville, one Of the bill's co- put forth last year by the
THE MOST EXPENSIVE
tifeBrityer -agreerlb-Make the
sponsors, said it was included present council's staff, which
becomes law.
INDULGENCE-Hate.
•
matter a policy-iespe-rether- In addition to reviewing to make it possible for the noted that North Carolina, Ten-.
THE CHEAPEST, MOST
-than a formal rules change.
council to hire the best possible nessee, Ohio and - V ir
budget
requests
of
Kentucky's
STUPID AND EASIEST
The motion carried *"., a
state colleges and universities, staff.
among nearby states, already
THING TO DO-Finding fault:
voice -"Vote, with. only a few.
the council would-he granted
State college and university hpd elevated thier
preTHE -GREATEST
scattered negative _votes heard.
authority to approve or reject presidents would retain non-vot- dominantly Negro institutions
TROUBLEMAKER-One - who
Haase committee ;need=
any proPoied graduate or pro- ing status on the Council.
to university status.
talks too much.
- were nearly all open during the
he governor would appoint
fessional level program and
Kentucky State was the only
THE WORST BANKRUP 1970 session and several comanrehhital construction project the lay members to four year one of five state colleges not
Loss_of.enthusiasm.
mittee chairmen arose before
terms which would be stag- elevated to regional university.
-pasting 9100,000
THE MOST DANGEROUS
the vote on McBrayer's motion
The bill also would hicreise gered, Logan said, to prevent status by the 1966 Legislature.
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Gov. Wendell Ford's office is, (Continued on Page Ten)
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Murray Quota Club
Meets On Tuesday

pr. and MrS:-Jahn T. Murdock and children, Ricky,
Cindy, and Larry, left Monday
• for Braiffia,tiliii,Where they
Jackson Purchase
Mostly sunny, windy and will be residing while Dr.
warmer today. Highs in the Murdock is the United States
alid to upper 50s4artly cloudy General Director of the
and cooler tonight and Thurs- Brazilian National Agricultural
day. Lows tonight in the low Research Project.
The former Calloway man,
30s. Highs Thursday in the mid
to upper 40s. Outlook for Fri- son of Mr. and lairs.
day, partly cloudy and much Murdock of Lynn Grove,
Will
colder. Probabilities of precipi- working with „ the
of
4griculture
tation near zero per cent today, Minisqy
ricultural
zero per cent tonight and 10 per develb.ping
pciagrams for So
Thursday.
le beans, rice,
Kentucky extended forecast
and
toek.,
Occasional periods of precipiTh program is financed
tation Friday and Saturday, ytife Brazilian government
ending west Saturday night oat 11.9 million dollars through the
east Sunday. Colder
ir
itdbY US AID loan fund plus an equal
Ss
the amount. from the Brazilian
nighrand Sunday.
40s and low 50s Fri y. In the national budget. Dr. Murdock
30s and low 40s Sturday. Lows will start the program on his
in the upper. -1Os Friday and arrival there this week and will
Saturday. Dropping to the 20s have his own staff.
and lowies Sunday.
Dr, Murdock Is under con,

tract with the University 01
Wisoonsin, Madison,
ere he
is professor of sollz,Alpon his
return from Brazilhewlll be
the Director of International
Agricultural programs at the
Danny Ray Todd, son of Mr.
University of Wisconsin.
and Mrs. Kennie Todd, North
urdock family has been 3rd
Street, Murray, has
Mftlng with their families here
returned home after completing
Ion the past few weeks. They
his tour of duty with the United
returned to the United Statea States Army.
from 'Bogor, Indoneeia, on
Todd, -a Specialist Fourth
December 11, where they had Class, had been in Korea for the
been residing- for the past two
past 13% months, having left
years'while Dr. Murdock was
the United States in December
working on an institutional 1970. He
"entered the service in
building project for the the
Calloway County draft call
development - of
`higher on April 23, 1970, took his basic
agricultural education in In- training
at Fort Campbell, and
donesia. His counter part was advanced training at the
Dr. Achmad Salient, president of
Aberdeen Proving Ground,Md.,
the
Bogor( Agriculturaland at Fort Behning;Ga.
University.
The Murray man attended
While in Indonesia, -DT.
Murray High School and was
MiirdOck conducted seminars at
employed with the Carrier
the agricultural universities in
Corporation Aprior to his in(Continued on page-Tewi
duction inethe Armed Forces.

GUN GIFT:Allen Cunningham, Murray antique gun enthusiast, admires the Kentucky long rifle
made and given to Murray State University President Harry M. Sparks by his son, Capt. Phillip
Spans,Minot, N.D.,as a Christmas present. Metre-inch flint-lock has a stock handmade from roily,
or saddleback, maple with a brass patch box ancrtrigger guard. It is decorated with ilk er inlaids.
The powder horn and the leather shot pouch was a companion gift from the Murray4president's other
son, Harry, Jr.. an architect at Fairmont. W. Va.

, The Murray 4 VI
its regular business meeting at
the Southside Restaurant on
--Tuesday at noon with the
president, Mrs. Heloise
Roberts, presiding.„_,..
Mrs. Roberts opened .the
meeting by repeiting the Quota
Collect: "Quench in our hearts
0 Lord all fires of Selfishness.
Unfold to us the joys of true
„friendship. Open our minds to a
better understanding Of-service.
Teach .us the real meaning of
sharing and help us to held high
those principleslpf Quota for
which we stand."
A "fun type" potluck dinner
with members to bring gifts for
auction was &mussed. Plans
will be announced later.
During the month of
December thegclub gave food to.
' an elderly person and gave
•`:
clothes to two teenagers.
Eleven members wire
preserit for, the Tuesday
meeting.
-
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Politics And 'Pot' In The Church
Of all the happenings in politicized churches in recent years
nothing was more freaky than the show the Rt. Rev. Paul Moore,
NEW YORK - She is 39
Jr., bishop coadjuter of the Episcopal Diocese of New York put on
years old but looks at least 10
at the Cathedral of St. John the Divine in early December.
years younger. She dresses
More than 5,000 demonstrators, hard-core leftists and
The Olftslantling Civic Asset etirfautentsvity
smartly, styles her own hair
is the integrity at its Newspaper
fashionable freaks turned out at the bishop's invitation for a
and applies makeup with
benefit concert for the People's Coalition for Peace and Justice,
dexterity. She has three college
the protest organization that tried to shut down the nation's
degrees, including a Ph.D., has
capital last year.
an Interesting job and is a
According to the Washington Post, the evening started with a
stau n11 WOmen'
440cirtail party In the basement of the Synod House of the
Liberationist.
cathedral, the largest church in North America. On hand were
LEDGER & TIMES FILM
She is a nun -1511 *is.
radical chic celebrities such as playwright Tennessee Williams,
Born Mary Harris . in
Deaths reported are Mrs. Lona Kirk,age 68, of Aurora who died
who said he was attending his first anti-war rally, and Norman
Brooklyn and reared:wWher
yesterday at the Murray Hospital,and Treman Chris:nen, age 47,
Mailer, perennial protest chronicler, and David Dellinger, one of
brother, now a newspaper
who died January 10 in Flint, Mich., after suffering a skull
the infamous Chieago 7 convicted ofcrossing state lines to incite a
pressman, by her widowed
fracture in a fall on ice.
mother who taught in the New
riot.
A group of local citizens met January 10 with the Murray
York public schools, she
Bishop Moore was on the sceneIn long purple robes, wearing.a
vt Planning Commission to discuss the parking and traffic situation
became Sister Maria Crucis
cross of peace. He announced that the funds raised at the benefit
in the city. Robert Wyman is planning commission chairman.
when she entered the Order of
would be used for the legal defense of anti-Vietnam demon•
Dr. Ralph Tesseneer will speak on "Understanding Your.
- St Joseph in 1950 after a year
strators. Bishop Moors'abanefit had another purpose, however.It
Child's
Thinking"
at
the
open
meeting
sponsored by the Paducahof college.
.
was billed as a kiek-pfffar "The Road to San Diego," a campaign
'McCracken Mental Health Association. Today she is Sister Maria
to draw a million-I/it:0e to San DiegoIstte of the 1972 Republican
• - Mr.and Mrs. Max Morgan of Harrisburg,M.,are the parents of
coordinator of religious
presidential nominating convention) to dimpt the GOP coneducation of the Roman
-4c'a baby boy, Richard Allen, born December 28. Grandparents arcvention.
_ .
Catholic Diocese of Rockville
-- Mr.and Mrs. Calton Morgan and Mr.and Mrs. Roy Gordon,allot
While Bishop Moore is an 41thand at radical causes, the clergy
Center and adjunct professor of
attached to the Cathedral of St. John the Divine weren't pleased
religious education at Fordharn
with the political use of the cathedral. theidentally, the Post
University.
reported that "the air inside the enormous cathedral was redolent
She,and other members of
of incense and marijuana." The Rev, Canon Peter Chase
her community voted three
years ago to drop their-church--,- CritiCiZed BiansF14. sare_!Pslitical sh9F,saying; "I question the
given names, some of which- Irglarlety of using a-public building, consecrated for the worship
.sl* Pliny Perris, age 80, died January 10 at his home On South 4th
•
a—a
r
of God for apparently political purposes and, therefore, I regret
, us
were in Latin or were the
• Street.
_
both the occasion and the manner of its obaervance in this place."
of
men
narnes
saints.
And
she
-manager-, Mrs. Ruth- Clopton,
.
---started wearing couventiongt--Unfortunately, Bishop Moore-isn't-the-lady prominent
Curd, district manager, all of the
The majardifIFITTfte
-Thelredmd-15ing--Admirtiatrittient:in-------ingfe when she moved into
clergyman who gives assistance to the New Left or who uses
' Supreme Forest Woodmen Circle,will attend a training school for
Of - America
Unitqd.. States
and The
dormitory at Union Theologicid
"
1
-Wera
stroctures or funds for the promotion of radical causes.
at
this
hour
the
tmtritional
..
_
field workers of the society in the northeastern states at Cin. _ .. ..
-- Seminary 21-2 years ago to Many members of his denomination are deeply disturbed at other
Communist nations .c.ould be distilled
cinnati, Ohio, January 17, 1, and 19.
content off frozen meals.Federal
• complete her work for a doc- activities of church agencies. For example, it was recently
to a single-phrase it would be "indi-•
The newly formed ground observer corps of Murray will get its
, torate in education granted
Commission
Is
• • Communications
learned that employees of the Executive Council of the Episcopal
.
vidual freedom."
' first real experience today. The personnel is made up of members
jointly by Onion and Columbia
Church contracted with the Liberation News Service to take part
_
monitoring
.
the validity of electronic
• of the Lions Club and upper classmen from Murray High School.
. University.
-Pursuing -the- thougbriurther, we
in training setsions for diocesan youth leaders. The LNS news
_
The Lyn() Grove Homemakers Club held its regular meeting at ,, are ,aywe____Rt.4he_14'ion_,„4:ebind
advertising and the Federal Trade
"At that time, living in ths releases have been .
described by Senate lhveati&atcira as
-theliemeof Mrs.Olive Parks. Mrs. Vernon Butterworth reviewecL
'7&m with
Marxist-Leninist, anti-capitalist, anti-military, pro-Red
tbtr -POW' Curistris --antrty'mpattitze IZIZalnisAm
' . the book, "Cheaper By The Dozen".
• manufacturers about elaims
a cm1Yeat,.it was Jaat nwe- Chinese, pro-Viet Cong, pro-Cuban, pro-Black Panther and anti-tat
=
lei& the -People who._ ar we_asswn
police." It is shocking that hard core leftists in the LNS would be
,
.,..
•
---,-products.
_
• constantly striving to attain -treater_
not to wear a habit," she said in
paid by a Churth group to help train "diocesan youth leaders."
an
interview.
Government
A
be,
United
-in
Slates
activity
personal
latitude of
and
It is sad but tree that Bishop Moores are to be found in a number
"I didn't need special peris - running- the railroadir, corn.thougtit.
of
.
denenneations-leaders who subordinate religion to politics
niission. It was a kind of per.pelling the. attenda' -lice of children in •
God gave the Increase.-! Corinthians 3:6.
- The corollary should 'be that .the
sorial thing with
.I
ht and who commit themselves to movements that seek to weaken or
Whether in sowing seeds or doing deeds, only God can produce
that at my age I was able to destroy American society and national security. They do g
people of the United States are .con.. _ _ certain 5ChCipis, establishing the flu_the harvest.
Uwe Of_the toys that -parents oan bUy
make that choice for myself." profound disservice to fellow churchmen-both lay and clericalstantly on guard against _encroachwhq carry out church missions on the home and foreign fields.
On special occasions she
•
their
through
dictating
children,
for
ments on their own preciOus__freeOn a global basis, the World Council of Churches is deeply inn
uivent.
..
to
continued
'navy.
wear
.
their-owii-gbvsiluairilegv
'Nd
e
or
the
ms
_.01Abe
byblack
---7_ .crpps_. that _ ,
but nc.'w -11a_a' volved;with aiding revqlutionary movements. The,promipent
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Are We really? . 1 • . been a year since Sister- Maria churchmen such as thelWftee: John Hines only recently
_
Wityslintrnding- int& areas-um
- t
by Carl Riblet Jr.
appeared in them at all. Episcopalians to radar* hada. to. the WCC that had been cut .
Even today, Congress is discussing -of new
•
- as-individual,pre-'Unlimited in what she may earlier.
v
Each of us discovers at just the right moment the
seriously-a- minimtim income'.ior, all we-otre..,detonded
The WCC is providing money to organizations that conduct
wear, she tries to dress in both
most interesting thing in life: that the opposite sex is
- senior citizens, indeed for all Amer-i
Tvgatives. :
guerrilla warfare such as The People's Movement for the
styles,
taste
latest
and
good
the
As surprising as the scope of the
indeed opposite—like the ladybug that made the
cans even if they now are_.providing.
which includes high-heeled Liberation of Angola and the Mozambique Institute of Frelimo.
happy discovery all ladybugs were not ladies.
7'for themselves- With the aid would • government activity is in our __daily
pumps and sheer stockings as The latter uses Chinese Communist weapons and instructors in its
lives, its increasing rate and its calm
well as simple silver jewelry. terrorist operations. In the United States, WCC gives money to
"Sex-the thing that takes up the least amount of
come federal intervention into the
Because the relaxation of such extremist groups as Malcolm X Liberation University and
people
American
acceptance
the
by
time and causes the most amount of trouble"
lives of millions of Americans.
restrictions on nuns has not the United Farm Workers Organizing Committee.
are even more remarkable.
Throughout America candidates for
been extended to increased
Many churchmen in the United States and around the world are
• we seek additional fedAfter all, as
some of--the-highest-offices in the land
salaries, she has little money profoundly opposed to involvement of the churches with militant,
for clothing and accessories. leftist causes. But the organizational structures of many churches
eral intervention in our lives are we
are espousing cradle-to-grave .mediMost of the.$200 a month she prevent democratic control of church radicals by congregations.
nor in reality asking for What the
cal care for Americans as an idea
receives for her work is turned Therefore, the man in the pew has only one means
-people of the Smile' Union Or China
that has arrived := with- comof protest
back to the order, so she, like a available to him-withdrawal of financial support
until
radicals
mensurate government controls of -7- already -have - complete consumer
lot Of working women, buys are removed from positions
of control. In the long run, financial
protection?
both the care and the purse 'strings.
many,, of her clothes in thrift sanctions by
individual churchmen are likely to prove the most
shops for as little as $3 for a
In the.: wings are complementary
'Is this what we really want?
effective means of ridding the churches of political extremists in
white
smart
and
black
tweed
a
proposals to socialize medicine .and
key posts.
Would it not be better to live with
suit.
NEW YORK 1UPI) - reading, and heeding! -1
regulate dental care, legal care, penjudgment, freely ex
bad
our
own
Living in a convent, which
• First and foremost: Read
Was a snow thrower under
sions, personal savings and automoCeld-spreaders
ercised, and our own bad decisions,
she refers to as "a house," with
the owner's manual, and
your Christmas tree?
NEW YORK IUPII - The
10 other sisters means she also
bile indurance.
freely made?
If so, Santa should have understand it thoroughly,
only way to escape catching cold.
receives hand-me-downs.
left instructions on hew to before starting the unit.
according to a pamphlet issued
Because she is small-size 9power away snow-and do it. Then:
the by the LI; S. Public Health
STOCKHOLM
Since
more
than
gets
finds
she
she
—
'Know
the machine's
safely.
Swedish government cut the Service: avoid all contact wjth
the others.
•
In case he didn't, the controls and how to stop'
limit down to 54 mph four people. Even the most conspeed
doesn't
something
"If
fit
- following suggestions from the quickly.
ago, the accident rate siderate person is a source of
years
.AN CH OR AGE, Alaska modern gadgets ellen the% arrke
Mrs. Peavy says she knows someone," she said, "it usually
.Outdoor Power Equipment
infection at times. The pamphlet
— Disengage power and 101'11- Mrs. Berths Peavy has hereon their first trips from their how people feel corning from
comes down to Maria. It has fallen by a full 25 per cent. particularly
cautious against
Institute are well worth stop motor before
A total of 7,838 persons were
usually
cleaning the unique job at Anchorage -remote villages.
fits
me."
small village to the Greater
injured and 463 killed during contact with the person y.ho
discharge chute, removing International Airport of making
to
explain
adAsked
the
brags about never letting s cold
don't know what an Anchorage area, which lists its
obstacles In the work area, traveling- Alaskan natives feel _ _'..They
vantages
vrepiedg:es of, wearing con- the five-month period following get him down. He goes about his
how
to
get
kr
or
a
eamilator
cab, population at 125,000, because
8,323
compared
speed
cut
to
the
making adjustments, or when welcome in their own land.
ventional attire. Sister Maria
business. spreading his cold
and sitme have,n't seen cars she grew twin the tiny villagepf
injured and 546 killed for the wherever he goes.
By United Press International leaving operating position.
Mrs. Peavy, an , Eskimo and before."-.
Wainwright on the Arctic Ocean.
"I think maybe at the deepest same five months in 1970. — Never direct discharge
Today is Wednesday, Jan. 12,
fluent in several native dialects,
level you can define yoursef as
byeatuatierts nor allow says
-the 12th day of 1972.most natives spear— Thus. Mrs.1me.e4oes_about
•The only time Wainwright who you are, or you can define
although
The moon is between its last anyone in front olmachine.
English in addition to their own the airport terminal lboking for gets mentioned is when the
yourself as what you are, and I
Debris
hidden
may
in
be
the
quarter and its new phase.
confused natives' to help.
think for me as a person I have
The morning stars are snow. it's a good idea to be dialect, many are confused by
to define myself as Maria
sure driveways and walks are
Mercury and Jupiter.
rather than as 'a sister.'
The evening stars are Venus, clear before snow falls.
-Keep children and pets
Mars and Saturn.
"Now, a sister is a somewhat
Those born on this day are a safe distance away.
impersonal role and there are 'CONSIDER THE COMBINATION
— Do not allow children
certain expectations of that
under the sign of Capricorn.
role. If one is determined to be
American author Jack Lon- to operate trim:hipe nor allow
adults to operate it without
siiitt
'a sister' one dresses in a
don was born Jan. 12, 1876.
_proper instruction. _
eertain way, one fulfills-those .
CM this day in history :
110111111;111
- Adjust height to clear
rat 't-x-peutiont,
In 1865 Confederate President
sometimes -they are not in .
Jefferson Davis met with an gravel or crushed rpck mreile1118
harmony with who.You are.
ernisgary-of President Lincoln faces.
Flour
at Richmond, Va., to discuss
- Exercise caution to
"I don't find the absence of
Civil War peace terms
avoid slipping or tailingthe uniform any hindrance to
Academy bard awe 110t010 Hi t,'I
In 1932 Mrs. Hattie Carespecially when operating in
my functioning personally and
way, widow of an Arkansisteverse.
-.professionally."
congressman, became the first
- Haudle gasoline 'with
Although she still regards
woman ever elected to the U.S. care. Always refuel in an open
herself as a sister, she finds
area.
Senate, serving unW 1945.
that the definition of what a nun
- Disengage all clutches
. In 1943 the wartime Office of
is has changed.
Price Administration ordered .and shift into neutral befaeewould say," she explained,
frankfurters to be replaced by -starting motor. Keep hands,
"that 'sister' probably has
feet
and
clothing
away
from
"victory sausage," a combinasuffered from too much
tion of meat and soybean_ meal. moving parts.
identity. Everybody knows or
ear Mom & Dad.
Pue -a-grounded three:
Int368 Gov. GeorgseRomney
knew whit a sister was. I think
Have gone to Chicago
wire
vitension
cord_
for
all
of Michigan opened his New
not wearing a habit has kind of
o seek fame and fortune.
phig4
,electric units.
Hampshire presidelltial rainchanged that
Don't w04 up.
'
-- - Keep Machine in good
paign against Richard Nixon,"
Love,T.R
operating
condition
'and
keep
He later withdrew.
ON DEAN'S LIST
safety- devices in place.
Danny Lee Lamb, son of Mr.
eetemeepre hetinci hetenh
A thought for today: Scdttish Three signed
and Mrs. Odell Lamb, Route 2,
clergyman tsfOrmal MacLeod
Hazel, was listed among 317
11011,YW(X)D wet)
said,"Courage, brother. Do not
students nettled to the Harding
iliztibeth Ashley,J oliet Pro wse
THANKS TO INIIIA-Sheik MujIbur Rahman, the president of Bangladesh, addresses a rally In
stumble though the -path be
College Dean's List for the fall
and William _Windom signed to
New Delhi, India, during a stopover on his way to Dacca. Rahman thanked India for its aid in freeing
dark as night. There's It star to co-star with Brian
semester, according to Virgll
Keith in- his people.
guide theburnble Trust in God 'Second Chance," an ARC'
Beckett, registrar.
and do the right."
Lamb is a senior Bible major.
(AP Wirephoto)
Vico IC-of-the-Weik•
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Miss Rebecca Susan Wagar Beconys-Bride
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Wednesday, inanary 12
The
South
Murray
Homemakers Club VW meet at
the home of Mrs. Bill Britton at
Mayfield. '

The
NetiConcord
Homemakers club will meet at
the home of Mrs. Noel Smith at
one p.m.
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Miss Phyllis Coleman Crowned As "Miss
Rainbow of 1972" -By Murray Assembly

The South Pleasant Grove
Hon 'takers Club will meet at
the home of Mrs. Kent Simpson
at one p.m.

Need won't make
marriakc successful
DEAR ABBY: I have been considering your statement,
"All that is necessary for a marriage to succeed is that the
two people really need each other." I guess I don't know what-you mean by "succeed."
My wife ard I need each other. She is my cook, housekeeper, and laundress. She raises the children and makes
most of the decisions in the family.
I provide her with a good income and am available for
heavy jobs around the house, areklida, and occasional child
caring.
We have no ilex life, and haven't for the last 4 yeartof
our 13-year marriage. That is her one decision I proteidatl;
but without result. Our anniversaries come and go without
comment. Divorce and. remarriage is tat of the question
because we took the vow to stay together "til death do us
part." Furthermore, one look at our widowed acquaintances
shows Lis life alone is hardly preferable.
So we plod along, yoked together in this polite, sterile,
wretched alliance you call a "success."
I would amend your statement to say "All that is necessary for a marriage to-endure is that the two people really
need each other."
ENDURING

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Chapman, 209 Woocllawn, a
230 p.m.
The Mason's Chapel United
Methodist Church WSCS will
meet at seven p.m.
Evening circles of the WSCS
of the First United Methodist
Church will meet at 7:30 p.m. as
follows: Hannah with Mrs. Joe
Keeslar, Highway 641 North;
Ruth Wilson with Mrs. John
Fortin, 1514 Glendale Road;
Wesleyan with Dr. Alice
Koenecke, 1701 Hamilton.
Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club will meet at
Gleason Hall at seven p.m.

Miss Phyllis Coleman wascrowned as "Miss Rainbow.
1972" at the meeting of Murray'
Assembly No. IR Order of theRainbow for Girls at the
-meeting
Saturday,
held
- January 8, at three o'clock in
the evening at the Masonic Hall.
The meeting was changed due
to the bad weather on Tuesdays
January 4.
This honor is glrren sanually

Robertson, "Miss Rainbow of
1971".
Miss Coleman is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs: Zane Coleman.
She is thirteen years of age and
is an eighth grade student at the
Murray Middle School. -.--- Other Rainbow girls having
received this honor in past
years include Misses Lesa
Robertson, Betsy Riley, Donna
Boyd, Anita Flynn and Joyce
Winchester.
.
Miss Janet Newberry, worthy •
advisor, presided. Miss Patricia
Evans served as recorder ppiC
tern, and Miss Irene Futrell,
treasurer, gave her report.
An election of officers was
held for the ensuing year. They
were Miss Janie Lamb, faith,
Miss Janet Newberry,recorder,
and Miss Barbara: Sled&
treasurer. The officer's- will be
installed at the next-regular
meeting to be held on Tuesday,
January 18, at seven p.m.
Zane Coleman was elected by
the Rainbow GirLs to be the
Adult Grand Cross of Color
.Designate. Miss Le.sa Ro
- ton is the Rainbow Girldesignate for the Grand Cross of,- color. These honors are given siT7Grand Assembly in June.
Members present
were-Phyllis Coleman, Kathy
Higginbotham, Linda George,: —
Becky Edwards, Janie Lamb,--Lesa
Robertson,
Janet
Newberry
Paula
Cook,.

roses, doves, tiny cherubims,
Women of the Oaks Country
and with a pair of love birds
between the third and top layers Club will have their bridge
standing in a portico formed by session at 9:30 a.m. with J
lattice posts. The almond butter Anderson, phone 753-7932, at
cake was topped by a pair of hostess.
wedding bells and framed by a
The Faxon Mothers Club will
large heart and white net. The
wedding • cake was garlanded meet at the school at 1:45 p.m.
with smilax. A large silver The • meeting was postponed
punch bowl id tray completed from last week.
the table. Light green and white
y, January 13mints and assorted nuts were
A shower for Mr. and Mrs.
also served from crystal
email Reeder and their two
compotes.
Those serving at the bride's daughters ages four and eight,
Miss Phyllis Coleman
table were Mrs. James Nix, will be held at the Lynn Grave
sister of the groom, Mrs. Larry School at seven p.m. The family to
as.
the member who has
(Photo By David HBO
Cunningham, sister-in-law of lost their home, furnishings, acquired the most points for
the groom, Mrs. Donnie Lyons, and clothes in a fire on Saturday
_
Mrs. Randy Lynn Cunningham
work they do concerning
Mrs. Bernice Wisehart, Miss -morning.
Assembly. Miss Joyce
Rainbow
DEAR ENDURING: Your '..`amaimlnieW is approved
Rebecct Susan Wager The bodice was.tlighlit,
,hted by a Marilyn Wisehart,. and Mlas
Winchester announced Miss
and appreciated. '
,
4...atid Randy Lynn Cunningham white lace blouse accented with 'Martha Wisebart._
ruzitsigliTilogissinakers_ !email aktht.Winner and she
n a tilvertan-rice
Kathryn Colonsio,Nita Atkins,
were united in =triage in the tiny self covered green *Wet'
DEAR ABBYi My hasband and rare fairly new in town
b WArdifiatintia"home
ci owned lrY Miss
t Evans, Irene -Futrell,
sanctuary of, the First Baptist buttons down the front. The long of' white net tied with tiny red Mrs. Den. Kelley, 1604 Miller
----and-we-secesitly-hatLacime-otour . new _friends over for a
iuzhJa December C819- bishop sleeves and -high neck._ ,t_and_seen satin ribbon were Ammsgt 10:30 a.m.
Lesko Klein, Dorisanna Steely,
dinner party. I served a dessert that made a big hit with aB'
the Elementary Educatio
Joni Scott, Barbara Sledd,
dlelight - ceremony at seven line were accented with soft distributed among the guests by
the guesta..0se lady asked for the recipe.
- .;11
Defiartment of Murray BOO? Lucretiathe
junior
'o'clock
bridesmaid,
in
the
evening.
, Joyce
Rev.
Coy
Miss
lace
ruffles.
headpiece
Her
was
I tried to get out of giving it to her, tat-alialteatafter-.
The Dexter Homemakers Univversity as speaker.
Garret iäiijdUisi
Winchester, Marsha Robertson,
a matching velvet bber with. Vicki Cunningham.
me until I agreed to mall it to her,
_ Club will meet at the
home of
Mrs. Bobbie Garrison played
ring ceremony.
Vicki Kalberer._
velvet streamers. She carried a
My problem is that recipe is a specially of mine that
Mrs. Lula Parrish at 9:30 a.m.
The Baptist women ot the
The bride is the daughter of white fur muff accented with appropriate selections on the
Adults present were
has been in my family for years and I don't want everyone
The lesson will be on "The Grace Baptist Church
are
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Jack Christmas holly, red berries organ during the reception. In
Coleman, mother adin town making it, yet I don't know how to gracefully get
Population Explosion",
scheduled to meet-at anima p.m. visor, Mrs. Lillian Robertson,
the center of the o. ;an was an
Wagar,and the groom is the son and red velvet ribbon.
out of giving it to her. Do ybu think I'm being selfish?
at
the church..
The Calloway NFO will be
Pat Evans, Dee Lamb, and
How can I-handle this? can't avoid this woman much - of • Mr. and Mrs. LA.. CunMiss Vicki Cunningham.. arrangement of dried flowers.
--Zane Coleman:
longer.
ningham, all of Murray.
- - sister of the groom, served as The ariengenient'ills flanked host To the Jackson Marketing
Guests registered in the junior bridesmaid. Her dress, on either side by silver can- area at the Callaway County
NEW IN TOWN
bride's book at a table covered headpiece, and muff were dleholders holding red burning Court House at eight p.m.
DEAR NEW: Because yea promised her the recipe,
The
North
Murray
with a white cut work em- Identical to that of the maker.' tapers. In each of the windows
give it to her. If you didet want ie sharelt, you should have
of the hallway and reception
"Free Book Return Night" Homemakers Club will meet at
broidered floor length cloth Of honor.
•
told herit_was_a_issIllY secret and y..!Starred te km" II
the home of Mrs.
K.T.
overlaid with.
bridesmaids, Mat: Pat room were arrangements of red will be held at the Calloway.
that way.
Crawford, Hamilton Avennue,
'turning tapers;single
gold
Library
candle
surrounded
from
-five-gto(Deena)
Sheen
Scott,
Mtss
The Murray
_Duplicate
Yes, I think you're being selfish. It everybody In tows
eight p.m. Persons may return aTLpth —
by white wedding bells and Smith, and Miss Jane Wager, red berries. _
Bridge Club will
were to enjoy your favorite dessert, It would in no way
For the Wedding trip the overdue books without paying a
white doves highlighted the sister of the bride, was gowned
(Wednesday) at seven p.m. at
diminish your enjoyment of it. C'mon. share!
'--- -table., Mrs. Charles (Denise) in velvet of Christmas eed bride chose for her going away fine.
Saturday, January 15
Gleason Hall, St. Leo's Catholic
DEAR ABBY: I am a young wife. We've been married
Beale and Miss Clarissa Lee designed in the same style as outfit a plum knit two piece suit
Chapter M of the PM.0,_ _Qatirdi, on North 12th Street.
The Mao 443 Club will meet Sisterhood is scheduled to have
eight years, and my husband has yet to call rue by fey_tra!
served at the registry. that of the matron of honor and with a white blouse and acAll interested personsare
name. Ile doeen't even call me "honey" or -anythkag-Vite-=--=
: lithe sarietuary of the church junior bridesmaid. They - •540.0_4•wittk.WP1.•-4Kcicetc*- at 3:30 Vim. at ihe aehool a noon luncheon at the tame of invited to attend. Winners of the
that. Be that doesn't call me anything.
.
was beautifully decorated with carried matching fur muffs. At her shoulder wag pinned the cafeteria.
14.rs--. Harry Sparks with Mrs. session held last week were Mr.
If he wants to get my attention, he'll say, "Hey," or,
.two spiral brass candelthra,. Their headpieces were a corsage of white roses her
Maurice Christopher as the and Mrs. Max Carman, high,
"Say, there." Or hell just start right in talking,to me, still
Camp 592 of the Woodmen of assisting hostess
mother was wearing.
each containing eight burning matching red velvet bow u
and John Berry and Corky
not using any kind of name.
The couple is residing the World will meet at the WOW
white tapers entwineti with velvet streamers.
Harrison, second
-1 really burn when he calls the office and says, "Sally,
greenery, and one arch brass
Donnie Lyons, served Mr. presently on the Panorama Hall at seven p.m.
Is the boss in?" (Sally he can call Sally. Me he has no name
candelabra, holding fifteen Cunningham as beat man The Shore Road near Murray.
Sunday, January 111
for.)
Mich. park records
white burning tapers. On either groomsmen and ushers were
Out of town guests included
The
Murray
Woman's
The
When he telephones me at home, and isn't sure he has
Baptist
Women
of
the
side of the candelabra were Larry Cunningham, brother of Mr. and Mrs. George Erwin,
Bowling
Association
LANSING; Mich. (UPI) will
meet
the right nwnber, he asks, "Is this3
Elm Grove Baptist Church will
.66-6686?" I stay mad at,
large baskets of white the groom, Pat Scott, Steve Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Erwin, Bill
at
Michigan's
2:30
p.m.
at
state park system
Corvette
Lanes.
him far days over this.
have'its
general
meeting
at the
chrysanthemums, and white Tinsley, Allan Cunningham, and Jean, all of Mayfield; Mr.
shopl easily eclipse records
At Christmas his card with his present reads, "I'm not
church
at
1:30
p.m..
glailioli with large red velvet cousin of the groom, and Jimmy and Mrs. Fred Erwin and
for attendance before the end
much for words, but I love you, Honey."
Monday, January 17
bows. The platform, the bap- Nix, brother-in-law of the Regina of Calvert City; Mr.and
of the year, says the DepartNow, why can't be call me "Honey" once in a while if
The
Cumberland
The Penny Homemakers Chib ment of Natural Resources.
tistry, and each of the windows groom, Ricky - Cunningham, Mrs. John Barnreuther of
he doesn't want to use my name?
Presbyterian Women of the will meet at the
in the sanctuary
Holiday Inn at
were brother eli,the groom, served as Gilbertsville; Mr. and Mrs. Al
QUIETLY BURNING
Through September, the
Billington, Pat and Laura Jane North Pleasant Grove Church ten am. with, Mrs. Thomas
illuminated by burning red junior groomsman.
will
meet
at
the
home of Mrs. James as hostess.
state's 76 parks and recreation
DEAR BURNING: Why closet you ask him? Instead of
tapers, red poinsettias, and
The mother of the bride chose of Bowling Green; Mr. and-Mrs. Edd
Glover at Seven p.m.
areas had. drawn 20.2 million
quietly burning, tell him how important it is to you to be
Christmas cedar. The family for her daughter's wedding a Frank Wager Jr., Susan and
visitors and 461,350 camping
If your recipe calls for melted
addressed by name, or In some personal way. II he forgets
pews were marked with red dark green knit coat and dress Lisha; Mrs. Mabel Jones; Mr.
The
facilities. Old records set in
Welcome
shortening,
Wagon
you
may
measure
-remind him. And remind him. But do it gently, with
velvet bows.
and
Mrs.
Lewis Erwin; Mr. and
ensemble with matching acNewcomers Club will meet at it either before or after melting, _1970 were 205 million visitors
patience and without anger.
Preceding the ceremony cessories. Mrs. Cunningham, Mrs. Joseph C. Freeland and
and.464,500 families.
7:30 p.m. at the First Christian for the quantity remains the
organ
Eric;
selections
Mr.
and
were
Mrs.
presented
Russell
was
groom,
atmother
of the
CONFIDENTIAL TO "TOO EMBARRASSED FOR
same,
Church
with
Mrs.
June
Smith
of
by Mrs. John 13owker. Mrs. tired in a coordinated gray and Wolfe, all of Paducah; Mr and
WORDS" IN SARASOTA, FLA.: Tell your therapist everyBowker also accompanied Gus blue knit coat and dress en- Mrs. Ronald J. Detrick and
thing. The niece be knows about you, the more he can help
Robertson Jr.,- vocalist, who semble with black accessories. Jennifer of Bowinansville„ New
-you. Besides. he has heard everything, and you won't shock
sang "Wedding Prayer" by Each wore a corsage of white York.
him.
Dunlap, and "Whiter Thou roses.
Rehearsal Dinner
Goest" by Singer preceeding
Mr. and Mrs. W.A. CunThe bride's maternal grandWhat's your problem? You'll feel better if you get It Of
the ceremony. At the close of mother, Mrs. John Bar- ningham, parents of the groom,
your chest. Write to ABBY, Box 16711, Las Aageles, Cal.
the ceremony he sang "The nreuther, was dressed in a coral were hosts for the rehearsal
WOW For a persoaal reply Noel**, stamped. addressed
Lord's Prayer" by Malotte. The knit dress with full length dinner held on Monday•evening,
envelope.
bride entered to the strains of sleeves enhanced at the wrist December 27, in the private
"Lohengrin" by Wagner and with a silver band. The same dining room of the Southside
the traditional "Wedding trimming created neckline Restaurant.
March" by Mendelssohn was interest. She wore black acThe T-shaped tables were
used for the recessional.
overlaid with white cloths. The
cessories.
Joe Cochran of Murray Route the group for the weekend were
Bride's Dress
The bride's paternal grand- honored guests' table was
One has been dismissed frofn other members of the family,
Given in marriage by her mother, Mrs. Russell Wolfe, centered with an arrangement
the Western Baptist H
Dr. and Mrs. John T. Murdock father, the bride was radiant in was attired in a petal pink two of Christmas flowers. Pairs of
Paducah.
and children, Ricky, Larry,and her formal gown of white nylon piece raw silk suit with silver five white burning tapers in
silver candelabra were placed
Cindy, who were in the United organza over taffeta, featuring accessories.
The groom's maternal along the length of the
States between- -Moving from- a •demi-bell silhouette and
table.
Small
Mr. and Mre..John Workman Bogor, Indonesia, to Brasilia, empire waistline. A front panel grandmother, Mrs. W.G. remaining
and Mr. and Mrs. J.B. Brazil, and Mr. and Mrs. Bob of alencon lace appliques and Parrish, wore a navy knit dress hurricane lamps were also
- Burkeen, Dennis Burkeen,and Workman and children, Laura swirls of tiny seed pearls was with navy accessories. Each used. Covers were laid for 28
TMiis Patsy Burkeen were and Owen, of Rock Hill, South framed with a bend of Venice grandmother was presented Smuts including the wedding
recent guests of their daughter Carolina. This is the first time lei*. The high neckline and with a _roIsage_ of white car- WVowing
op $ eevers nations. ,
.lb groom and bride 'elect.
and sister and family, Mr. and the family had all been together
Mrs. Glen Grogan directed presented their attendants With
j Mrs, Milburn Dunn and since June of 1968 when Mrs. complimented the bodice,. A
. daughter*, Deborah • end Workman's mother, Mrs. O.S. detachable train of lace en- the wedding and was also gifts.
crusted organza flowed from presented a corsage of white
Patricia,dAffaiit8,Ga. Joining Jones, passed away.
the back waist bow.
carnations.
Pre-nuptial parties honoring
The bride's headpiece vas a
Reception
included
the
couple
forward design of lace Petals
Immediately following the miscellaneous shower at the
and a triple looped organza wedding a reception was given Com:nudity Room of the
bow. Tiny seed pearls framed in the church fellowship hall by Murray Federal Saving and
From Pumpkin Hill
and studded the petals and the bride's parents.
Loan Building, given by Mrs.
to Buckwheat Holler
The beautifully appointed David Hill and Mrs. Ed Russell;
three pearl stamens were
topped with aurora borealis bride's table was covered with a a miscellaneous shower given
lose pounds of fat
crystals. A bouffant double white floor length satin cloth at the home of the bride's
for 'kers few. dollars.
veiling of imported illusion overlaid with white illusion and maternal grandmother, Mrs.
cascaded to elbow length.
tied at four corners with lilies of John Barnreuther, at GilbertShe carried a stylized cascade the valley and small white satin sville; a miscellaneous shower
bouquet of white roses, white ribbons in love knots. Centefing in the fellowship hall at Martins
carpations, and ivy. The only the table was a large silver and Chapel Methodist Church given
jewelry worn by the bride was a crystal filligree epergne filled by
Mrs. W.A. Lyons, Mrs.
Ph. 642-2932
'East of Miirroy on Hwy. 94
3 M:
diamond lavaliere, a gift of the with an arrangement of red Donnie Lyons. Mrs. Paul
Paris, Tennessee
Murray, --Ky.
carnations, white Fuji pom- Morris, Mrs Joe Patitee, Mrs.
groom.
124 W. Washington
Attending her sister as poms and German statice. It Larry Cunningham and Mrs.
fashions For The Younger Set
matron of honor was 'Mrs. was flanked by a pair of silver James Nix; a personal shower
David (Cindy) Hill. she wore a candelabra, each holding three at the Community Room given
formal empire gown Of dark white burning tapers
by Mrs. Pat Scott, Mrs. Charles
green velvet accented at the
The four-tierisd while wedding Beale, Miss Sherry Smith, an&
waistline by a green Velvetbow. cake was decorated with white Miss Clarissa Lee.

Mr. imd
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Princeton Ends Penn
Winning Streak With
69•56 Upset Tuesday
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L.

Lakers Dump
403-65

Five Calloway players landed
By ALEX SACILARE
Winia hit 13°f 44 tries from
Marquette,
Second-ranked
in double figures as the Lakers the floor for 29 per cent and
Associated Press Sports Writer coming off its bruising onedumped the Wingo Indians 103- finished with 37 of.58 tries froniN-.
When Chuck Daly took over now ewer,
/'eier -south Cara.
65 at Wingo last night.
;
as head basketball ,coach at Us, guiviaf:---tialieled to Ne
the stripe for 65 percekt.
Dan Thompson, frtshman
Pennsylvania during the off- vada and overpowered NevadaCalloway -ftevels to Ildrth
center for the Lakers, led the Marshall Friday night, while
season, he inherited nine letter- Reno 8245.
scoring attack with 23 points the Indians host Sedalia Friday
men from a team which had
Bob lackey scored 23 points,
and Johnnie Stockdale chipped in an attempt to.. take the
been third-ranked nationally
Jim Chones netted 19 and Larin 15 markers. Mark Ferguson, Windalia Trophy.
after compiling a 28-1 recordadded 18 as MarGreg Howard, and James Wells
and its second straight 14-0 Ivy ry McNeill
SCORING
raised
quette
its record to 11-0.
netted 12 points each.
. League mark in 1970-71.
Calloway( 103(-Thompson
Charles Bush led Nevada, 2-11,
The Indians had George
What he didn't inherit was.
23, Stockdale 15, Ferguson 12,
with 18 PointsMcAlpin as their leading scorer Howard 12, Wells 12, Futrell 8,
Use two starting guards from
with 20 points. Ken Emerson Shelton 6, Wyatt 6, Scarbrough
No. 12 Florida State out-that team, Steve BiLsky and
and Nelson aide finished with 5, Duncan 4.
Dave Wohl, both of whom grad- scored Mercer 20-8 in the final
12 and 10 markers respectively.
6:28 to pull away to a 96-78 vie.
uated.
Wingot65)-McAlpin 20,
Coach Jerry Conley's Lakers, Emerson 12, Cude 10, Leech 9,
He could have used them tory, giving Seminole
now 3-9, managed 25 of 40 gratis I3allew 7, Stewart 4, Newhouse
Hugh Durham his 100th college
Tuesday night.
throws for 63 per cent.
Princeton, with guard Brain basketball victory. Reggie Roy1.
Taylor shoeing the way on of- als scored 23 and Ron King
and reserve backcourt-, added 22 for Florida State,
_ man Reggie Bird providing the 12-2.
,
defensive spark, broke Penn's
_Illinois, ranked 16th, wis up30-game NY League winning--set by Big Ten rivid Michig
streak with a 69-56 upset of the: 75-70 as all five Michigan startsixth-ranked Quakers at Prints- era scored in double figures.
ton's caverrioM Jadwin Gym.'Illinois led 34-33 at the half,
Princeton, which is unranked
The Murray High Tigers blew quarter chipped in 13.
is now 3-0 in Ivy play and 10-2 fell behind 69-62 with 5:56 to go,
a five point halftime lead to a
Following Cothran's 36 points
overall. Penn is 2-1 against then came back to within one
South Marshall full court press were Larry Henson with 14,
s
- but could not pull even. Ernie
league foes and 9-2 in all.
before letting the Rebels take a Dennis Smith with 11, and Jim
Bird, a 6-foot-1, senior who Johnson led Michigan with 19
NOW HERE'S WHAT TO DO-President Nixon: Paul, go
Paul Warfield, Miami Dolphins receivers- But that's- ast- * 80-65 comeback victory at South Slack with 10 for
Marand
got W play because regular Points
Henry wiltntre
down the left sideline in Sunday's Super Bowl game against the
necessarily my best patter, Mr. President. 4es•
last night.
shall. •
•
,,
guard Ted Manakas had the added 17.
Dallas Cowboys, then cut toward the middle of the fkld. Grime
The main factor in the Rebel
The Tigers return home for a
(AP Wirepkets)
octitisand Stole- - sophomore Gtaese ,caryln _FM throw a pa.
flu, b
pass to you. I'm sure it'll be good for-s long gale.
charge was 6-1 Sherman meeting with Fancy Farm
the
scored a basket with three secCothran with16 points.Friday. -South M
half, twice getting uncontested OfldS left to nudge Eaton .
After trailing 38-33 at half- tertains Sympsonia.
'
paiaLBUqueene:
- time,the Rebels came out of the
SCORING
the knocking -the Dukes from the
-Jahn Baler carne o
1-&reu1flg room to-piron a run,
Murray High(65
, to chip in another 15 unbeaten ranks. Gervin led
and-shoot exhiNtion that Cuisten 26, T. McCulshin 7,
points. Taylor, the Tigers' high Eastern Michigan with 22
corn
ery—dominated the Laming 8, Willis 9, Foster 13,
scorer' 011 ---thr-Season, paced points white Lionel HIIIIRTY
suprised Tigers.
Jackson 2.
Princeton with 17.
and John Nojdowski each had
On defense, the Robs were
South Marshall( 80)--Cothran
By
THE
ASSOFIED
fifthganked
traveling
Cardinals
PRESS
"The key to the -game was 18 for Duquesne, now 8-1..
even stronger, holding their 36, Smith 11, Hall 9, Slack 10,
Northern
Kentucky and to Dayton for the featured conputting pressure on the ball
guests to thirteen points during Henson 14.
In- other mafor-games,-Mike Transylvania took easy vicwith iierythilig
the---- third period, while
Bantam
tories
points
scored
to
31
Tuesday
night
games,.
in
In
other
Kentucky
the
only
dared Princeton Coach_ Pete
bucketing 24 of their own.
power St. Joseph's, Pa., past games in a light Kentucky col- State hosts Lincoln University,
Carril.
Sherman Cothran hit twelve
Bellarmine visits Kentucky
Which is where the departed Rider 77-63; Michigan State lege basketball schedule.
of those points during the third
per
.cent
shot
from
58
the
field
Northern
Wesleyan,
and
host
Union
followed
plays
the
39
Penn guards, Bilsky and Wohl,
quarter,from all ever the court.
in the second half to overcome points of freshman Richarcf to Georgetown.
come in.
By The Associated Press
seconds apparently remaining. Seemingly impossible shots
Northern Kentucky played a
With those two quick guards Wisconsin 83-76; Rick Williams' Derkson to a 98-85 victory over
The Milwaukee Bucks, who But the clock ran out
in the would rip the cords, as one
it 24 points sparked Iowa past -Rose- Htdintor -eollege;- while - 'strong full-eourt-dahanieto_take. demonstrated their power by t,nfusio,i as in the1Iüopponts
The Murray -High-R.-Team
o
fficials
Jerry began to wonder where skill left
would be futile to press the Northwestern 76-67; Texas up- Transylvania broke away in the an early 22-12 margin over ending Los Angeles' record 33- Loeber and Paul
collected a narrow 42-39 win
off
and
luck
took
over.
Mihalic
were
Quakers. But with a 6-7 Corky ped its record to 7-3 by beating first half for a 79-55 win over Rose Hulman, and never trail- game winning streak Sunday, signalling the foul.
The Tigers began to recover over their hosts • from South.
.
ed, Jim McMillan added 23 now are protesting.
Calhoun, 64 Alan Cotter and Oklahoma State 67-61, and West Thomas More.
Van Arsdale went to the foul after the break between MarShall last night,
Four games are on tonight's points to back up Derlcson for
sophomore WIlitey Varga man- Texas State got 33 points from
The Bucks, defending Nation- line-with no time
The Murray juniors were led
showing on quarters and pulled to within
ning the back line,it's a differ- its captain, Ralph Houston, and Kentucky college schedule, With the winners, while Joe Snyder 1a1 Basketball Association chain- the clock-and sank the ganse-,
by Glenn Jackson with 15 "
four
points
at
onetime,
but
loss
Dralte.27-71.
downed
the
University
of
!owed 21 points-tw-lead Rom pions,. protested Tuesday
ant story.
_
„
i__Of _Tyrone McCuiston and.newly points.
Hillman.
(might's 115-n4 loss to Phoenix,
After getting off to a slow
eligible Thurman Foster on
The
Bucks'
The victory molted _Northprotest
was-based
game- that was decided _when
fouls was too much of a blow. start„, We Murray five over:ern's season record to 6-9.
thi Suns' Dick yea &Tisdale on an NBA rule which says,
The Tigers looked as if they came an early Rebel lead and
Everett Bass had 23 points sank two free throws aft* time "whenever the game clock in- had things
well under control took a 10-7 martin to the huddle
dicates zero, and although the
and 18 rebounds and Trans- had expired.
from the very beginning, as between quarters.
horn
has
BY DOM CARR
not
sounded,
time has they
ylvania teammate Dale Cosby
Van Arsdale was fouled by
The Rebels came back
jumped out to an early lead
had 23 points to pace the Lex- Oscar Robertson with three expired."
1972'
GE GAMES ir JAN AR
quickly,though and managed to
and
seemed
to
be
doing
OPPONENT
MARGIN
FAVORITE
tNT
Meanwhile, Los Angeles
AVO
MARd10
""
ington club over Thomas More.
outscore Coach Jerry Shelton's
MOREHEAD- KENTUCKY
10
HURRAY
DICLAFICKA CITY
ABILENE CHRISTIAN
2
started a new winning streak, everything right. They matched
The
losers
were
paced
by
Ted
FORCE
AIR
quintet and take a 22-20 lead at
7
NAVY
TOWSON STATE
AMERICAN U.
19
baskets
in
a
game
of
fast
breaks
beating Detroit 123-103; CincinVoltenheih's 13 points.
COLORADO
14
NEBRASKA
COLORADO STATE
ARIZONA STATE
5
halftime.
EL PASO
nati ended a 14-game losing and layups with the swift Rebels
1
NEW MEXICO
SCRANTON
ARMY
26
Thomas More dropped to 4-6
The lead see-sawed back and
and even managed to take a five
OREGON
2
NEW MEXICO STATE
EtAYLOR
4
TEXAS TECH
streak,
edging
Buffalo 109-107
for the season while TransCAN I SIUS
NIAGARA
forth during the third quarter
3
tir
HOLY CROSS
BOSTON COLLEGE
point
lead
by
the
end
of
the
first
in overtime; Chicago trounced
ylvania moved to 6-4.
MICHIGAN
14
OHIO STATE
INDIANA STATE
BUTLER
3
with the junior Bengals on top
New York 116-91; Seattle wal- quarter, 19-15.
IS:SLEW
OHIO U.
3
V. M. 1.
10
• CITADEL
Louisville romped to an 88-60
With 5:21 left in the first half, 30-28 at the break.
42
MOORHEAD- MI NMESOT A
ORAL ROBERTS
COLUMBIA
OJRNELL-N. Y.
2
loped
Houston
141-126; Portland
NEW ORLEANS (UPI)victory over Dayton when the
CINCINNATI
6
OREGON STATE
Ttw Tigers took off on a
SPRINGFIELD 17
the Bengals were on top, by
0...aina34rN
two teams met in Louisville Facts and figures for Super downed Baltimore 114-106, and
FRESNO STATE •
PACIFIC
15
RICHMOND
DAVIDSON ,
25
scoring spree at the start of the
WEST virt.r.zs IA
Golden State took Cleveland seven, 27-20. The Robs- scored
7
DAYTON
PENN STATE
14
DePALL
earlier this sason, as the Car- Bowl VI:
thfee straight in the next two. final stanza and appeared to
DELAWARE
REINCILDIALL
P M.C. COLLEGES
15
toiiardw-riat
Stake-World professional 101-92.
LOYOL A;MARYLAND
23
PROVIDENCE
NORTH TEXAS
DRAKE
3
things well under control.
minutes and were within two
become, a nine-game '
win foqtball championship for the
DUQUESNE
1
ST. BONAVENTWRE
DUKE
4
CLEMSON
Lost in the confusion of the points of the hot Murray They scrambled to a 39-32 lead
ST. FRANCIS-N.Y.
35
ST. JOHNS-N.Y.
EAST CAROLINA
II
F1.11MAN
Vince
Lombardi
Trophy.
streak.
controversial ending in the quintet.
with three minutes remaining to
ST. FRANCIS-PA.
12
ST. JOSEPHS - PA_
AUSTIN PEAS
EASTERN KENTUCKY
IS
Participants-Champions of Phoenix-Milwa
Dayton is 5-5, including vicST. MARYS - CALIF.
24
SAN FRANCISCO
HOUSTON
FLORIDA STATE
7
ukee game was
play.
The
Murray
crew
outscored
SEATTLE._.
7
Wries in the its last three the American Football Confer- a career high 42 points by the
SANTA CLARA
TENNESSEE
GEORGIA
3
But the Rebels wouldn't give
their .hosts 11-8 during the
.
IONA
14
SETON HALL
HAWAII
14
PORTLAND
fames. One of those victories once (Miami) and the National Suns' Neal Walk and the fact
STANFORD
up, and came back to score
16
SO. CALIFORNIA
9
PURDUE
remainder
ILLINOIS
of
the
quarter
to
take
came over Houston, then rank- Football Conference (Dallas) of that the Bucks' Kareem Jabber
14
WEST TEXAS
S. U. LOUISIANA
13' BBLL STATE
ILLIIK1IIS STATE
their 38-33 lead into in- seven points before the Tigers
SYRACUSE
19
MANHATTAN
WISCONSIN
16
I NDI Mat
ed in the nation's to 20 teams. the National Football League.
fouled out for the first time this termission.
could score again. The score
FORDHAM
7
TEMPLE
OKLAFIOMA TATE
KANSAS
12
Site-Tulane
Stadium, New season.
Kentucky State will try to
RICE
TEXAS
was tied at 39 all.
IOWA STATE
KANSAS STATE
12
Porter
McCuiston
burned
the
continue its comeback from a Orleans.
S M . U.
TEXAS A 6 M
3
3
FLORIDA
KENTUCKY
Los Angeles, in resuming its Tiger-nets for 26 points and was
Excitement grew as both
ARKANSAS
Capacity-.81,023.
11
CENTENARY
string of three less-than-sensaT. C. U.
9
LAMAR 4.
winning ways, set a Cobo Are- high man for the visitors. teams controlled the ball during
NOT-RE DAME
TULANE
1
7 'LOYOLA-N.O. LASALLE
Television
tional games. The Thorobred.s,
-Columbia Broad- na record with 18
29 'CALIFORNIA
consecutive Thurman Foster, a big factor the tie, but couldn't* score.
U. C. L. A.
II.
SANTA BARBARA
"LUNG -BEACH STATE
ranked No. 2 in The Associated casting System (New Orleans points in the third
BR IGHAM YOUNG
1
UTAH
AUBURN
-S. L
6
quarter to particularly in the opening Finally, with 40 seconds left,
A
XAVIER •OHIO
Press college division poll, area blacked out). Air time overcome Detroit
VILLANOV A
11
6
BRADLEY LOU LSV ILL E
despite 42
Glenn Jackson drove in for a
NORTH CAROLINA
VIRGINIA
3
LAS VEGAS
LOYOLA- CALI F
-1 I
bumped Calvary College 120-73 2:30 p.m. (EST) with pre- points by the Pistons'
Bob LaWAKE FOREST
5
VIRGINIA TECH
layup and drew the foul. He
31
DETROIT
MARQUETTE
game
Monday
show
at
2
night
p.m.
(EST).
suffering
after
IDAHO
WASHINGTON STATE
31
6
MESA
MEMPHIS STATE
nier. The Lakes' Wilt chamsank his lone shot for the threTe
TENNESSEE TECH
Network radio - Columbia berlain, the league's
11
defeats in two of their previous
WESTERN KENTUCKY
BOWLING GREEN
41 AMI OH 10
9
all#ime
point play and cinched the win,
,
1
KENT STATE
WESTERN MICHIGAN
6
EAST TENNESSEE
MIDDLE TENNESSEE
Broadcasting System, air time leading scorer, collected
three games.
•
his
1
SI,. _LOUIS
WICHITA
NORTHWESTER?!
MINNESOTA
12
1
1223
(EST).
2:20
p.m.
4.
' ARIZONA
WYOMING
MISSISSIPPI
MISSISSIPPI STATE
12,000th career field goal and
3
Players' shares-915,000 to finished with 29 points.
ALABAMA
VANDERBILT
.
, OKLAHOMA
MISSOURI
Murray High (42)-Hudspeth
.
„
OTHER G ES 01 jAPIARY 15. 1972.j
HOLLYWOOD, Fla. (UPI)each member of winning team;
VIRGIN IA STATE
22
J. C. SMITH
WESTMINSTER -I TAN
ADAMS' STATE
Ii
11, Resig 2, Landolt 4, Lanning
Nate
Archibald's
29
Fatigue
•
r7,500
and
member
points,
to
each
of
21
losing
possibly
the
WESTMINSTER -MO.
10
AARON
KANSAS lITY
•
CENTRAL CONN.
4
after intermission, and Tom -stomach flu got to Alabama 4, Lane 6, Jackson 15.
team. (Approximately
PERU STATE
- 17
--- KEARNEY
SAVANNAH
ALABAMA STATE
16
South Marshall (39)-Gold 4,
DRURY
KENTUCKY WF-SLEYAN
A
•3
AUGUSTA
, ARMSTRONG
million for personnel of the two Van Arsclale's 21, helped Cin- football Coach Paul "Bear"
SHORTER
14
LAGRANGE
BELLARMINE
ASHLAND
14
McGregor 14, Hill 4, Reed 4,
NEW
cinnati
nip
YORK
(
Buffalo
UPI
for
Bryant
its
)-The
first
Tuesday
at
the
clubs).
AmeriTECH
FOR4,14.
CALI
LAVERNE
30
JUDSON
AURORA
United Press International top
ST. AMBRoSE
17
BERF_A
LORAS
1
CUMBERLAND
Division of net game receipts victory since Dec. 11. Bob can Football Coaches Associa- Beasley 2, Mitchell 11.
LANE
S. E. LOU4S1ANA
LOC IS I ANA TECH
14
THEE.- TENNESSEE
20 small college basketball -after taxes, expenses and Kaufmann tallied 25 points for tion meeting.
BETH:ENT - KANSAS
12
MAR YMOUNT
TENNESSEE rLtirLF.
e.11,
,M I NCANI SO.
7
teams with first-place votes and player shares, remainder to Buffalo and rookie Elmore
Bryant gave the first five
064€1144*PE
- ••E VIEEK
If Yin
won-lost records as of Jan_ 8 in -competing-eh:ha' and -player Smith set a club 1
- -141ENEENE-E-HINEN
BRANDEIS'
MOUNT MARTY
.T-T'errs
.
25 eninieles.krture
WILL I AM CARET
EVAN NICHOLLS •1.A.
I1
TENNESSEE
CARSON NEWMAN'
„I
parentheses: sixth week
rebounds.
"adjusting
fund.
pension
to
changing
trends
Your
VI RG1 N EA WESLEY/E.,
VENTRAL MICHIGAN
NO. CAROLINA WESLY 22
114
CALVIN
.Team
Player uniforms-Miami will
Points
1 ,NCORD I A.S P
1
NOR THWE-STER N - IOWA
GEORG I A STATE
CHARLOTTE
LA
Bob Weiss' nine straight in college football" when he
.
1. F,au Claire (25) (10-0) 202 be home team, wear colored
LEINER S10( ETON
Phono.:
.PARSONS
cHATI ANOOGA
17
SAMFORD
_
.
points
in the third period and 24 began perspiring and was
21
Si •S QIE EHANNA
PHILA. TEXTILE
16
cir imsrvi./
• EYNEY
2. La. Tech (4)(10-01
unable
265
to
the
use
west
and
jerseys
continue.
bench,
over-all helped Chicago beat
N. E. ILL)NOIS
HUNTER •
•
CR IN( Y
17
N.
- 3. Tenn. St. (1.)(5-0)
He was taken to his hotel
200 Dalli.s will ne the visiting team New York for the third
5
BURT LEWIS
REGIS
14
(X1LORATIO MINES
COLORADO WESTERN
straight
4.
S.
F.
,
1
Austin
SOUTHERN
(11-1)
MISSOURI
ROCKHURST
DAVIS.
STATE
SONOMA
27
169 and wear white, using the east time. It was the Knicks' fourth room where a trainer examined
Before 5:00 p.m.
LA K MEAD - CANADA
17
WIT7111TOTO1t1T110
ST. CLOUD
16
...DUI ASCE
5. Kentucky St.( 5-1)
him and said he was just tired
158 bench.
consecutive
loss.
Of
I.
PAR KS I DE
!rELTA VI A 1 E
ST. LOUIS-U.M.
9
SPRING--HILL
6. Howard Payne (11-1)
and probably had a touch of the
100
Sudden death-If the game is
Mr MURRY
4
NORTHWESTERN 11 I SC
JOEI 1 Er 1',AN•
SAM HOISTON
17
7.
Evansville
(1)
Spencer
(8-3)
WEST
SALEM
Hay:wood's 35 points flu.
17
98 tied at the end of regulation
EARL TINE
SHEPHERD
9 ....OljaINGZON
N
AMNIA
1
So COLORADO
EASTER 1. ILLINOIS
WESTERN ILLINOIS
8. (Tie) Akron (9-1)
Willtens" 24 helped
73 playing time, it will continue in and
Bryant was scheduled to give
WESTERN NEW MEXICo
.;
SOUTHER t4 UTAH
ASTERN M IrE4 I CAN
27
LACROSSE
Between 6:00 p.m.
(Tie) Cheyney St. (8-1) 73 sudden death overtitne. The Seattle register its fourth a speech in Rochester, N.Y.,
HOWARD PAYNE
E
MONTANA TECH
EASTERN MONTANA
S. F. AUSTIN
IC
10.
Assumption
straight
(6-2)
victoryS,UPER IOR STATE
and overcome Tuesday night, but Michigan
11
,
STOUT STATE
66 team scoring first (by safety,
N. M. HIGHLANDS
11
'EASTERN NEW HEX .
7:00 p.m. In The
•
CANNON
TENNESSEE STATE
OREGON TECH
ASTERN WASHINGTON 29
11. Sam Hous. St. (9-1)
-by Houston's State Coach Duffy Daugherty
40 field goal or touchdown) will a 42-point effort
.I
GEORGETIHN1- KIND 4 K
THOMAS MORE
(LAIRE
PLATTEV I LL E
Evening
12. Capital (0) (9-0)
.35 win. At the end of regulation Elvin Hayes.
convinced Bryant that he
I.
WOOSTER
TRANSYLVAN IA
MI, I
EE
LAKE FOREST
If you know your route
13. Fla. Southern (8-1)
GRACE
I
21 time the referee will toss a coin
I-.
VAL PAR I AS
should
191 STATt
,
4 •r
stay here and Daugherty
Golden
St-ate, behind Cazzie
boy's number, please call
ATHENS
rII. I 5
4
2GALUME1
14. (Tie) Delta St. ( 9-11
TROY STATE
17 and the captain of the visiting Russell and Jeff Mullins, who flew to Rochester to give the
CENTRE.
In
16
A E II
him first. If you get no
PORT VALI.F
P I DA
TN ION - KEN-112E-1T
(Tie ) ISU-N.O.( 9-2)
17 team ( Dallas) will call the toss. scored 21 points each, in- address in Bryant's place.
24
UTICA
7F1ERN " 26
4- 3I trA
' UNION- NEW YON
FLORIDA T1111
results then call John
16.
Fair:lint
tWV)
St.
WILLIAM PENN
(6-1) 16 Following a three-minute inter- creased its winning
ANDERSON
UPPER IOWA
19
streak
to
, Jr. at the above
Pasco
2,
1
t1041 1 NT.
VALDOSTA
•
MARS HILI
21
17. Eastern Mich.(8-4)
15 mission, play will continue by seven games one short of its
COL-UMBIS
EAL I. E 1 THERE,'
WEST FLORIDA
number during the hours
Lee
flamed
18
To
(Tie)
Phil.
Tex
(6-2)
Position
periods
13
-minute
with a two- all-time record,
15
14.
GA . SOUTHWES I . R.'
WEST GEORGIA
VICH ES TER
• listed
(Tie) Puget Soud (74(
1,
ER ESNo PA'
IN
BATES
WESTMONT
13 minute intermission between
ATHENS, TEX.(AP) Bob
NI SSOUR I vAL.1,t,1
11
SAGINAW VALI,
WILLIAM JEWELL
24
20. Youngstown(0)(Si).
Geoff Petrie and Gary Gre- lee, assistant
oVertitne
9
period.
such
Teams
football coach at
HAMILTON
LtAR I •
:2
ITHACA
WILLIAMS
17
will change goals between etch gor divided 50 points as Port- the University of Texas at El
11
t/1RAM
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Pros Keep Chaps
In Last Position
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Agent Draft To
Start Today
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882 ray
Park,
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Far West
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High Team Series (HC)
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Phoenix
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10
Tom
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Landry
Dallas
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Marquette 82, Nevada-Reno
Road Runners
2373 Caesar's
Newport Catholic, Lou. Flaget,
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The 7-2 Gilmore, an All- and Don Shills' of Miami said Det,roit
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2320 Winchester Printing
1006 55
Middlesboro, Mason Co., MaiAmerican
at
Jacksonville
Night-Owls
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to
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Thick
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Georgetown
100,
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Red Birds
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2370
These plates are perfect
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Dan Jones
235 Caesar's
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224 Corvette Lanes
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St
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Bowl
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Dan Jones
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High Team Series (14C)
22.5 average.
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Kay Lax -------75
1* Corvette Lanes
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177 Winchester Printing
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around. bottom of
_Tuesday's Results
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6-2, leads the ABA in assists now reads the first team to
Cincinnati 109, Buffalo 107,ot $100,000 with the winner
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Hextall
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To
mobile
Barons
homes to keep
receivCharles Chilcutt
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with an 8.1 average and is 13th score wins
mutJones
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Chicago 116, New York 91
Stew,
.5
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ing $63,000. Mike Mackey, rac212
Fred Butterworth
-232
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in scoring with a 21.0 mark. T.C. Hargrove
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Vickey Stanfill
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Detroit 103
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High Ind. Series (HC)
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672 Steve Seltzer
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Call at
Marvin Burket
650 Virgil Setser
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Nigh Averages
Fred Butterworth
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will be honored at the U
Dennis Goodwin
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New Horizons WorkshopHelps Disabled Persons

man might repair five in one
day. Thus the youth would be
aucken
li.
Cut
livers in
paid the minimum wage, or
•
half. removing any yellow
ASHLAND, Ky. (AP)- - In. . see the competitive labor marDuring the first two weeks at school training, or college.
onefifth The wage of the regumeretbrane Beat one egg. " structors are now busy super.--"rat," Williamson said.
„
If the student remains at the lar employe, whichever is
- the workshop, the student is
livers
ItiP
"' egg and then vising about one dozen statist* --gm such workshops in Ken- evaluated by the staff, said Wil- workshop, he will begin train- greater.
roll in one cup biscuit
at New Horizons, Inc., a wortk--1 %dry are designed to be self- liamson, "to find out aptitudes, ing in one of the production
The genesis of New Horizons
coating generously Mmix'
eIt 1
ont.fourt.ti. ,
I.T.p _ sbort.emng___ahop
designed to provide enk_aggporting, with profits from coordination and, in fact, any- areas; specifically one which occurred some three years ago
ployment for the mentally, .eaatract work being used to ex- thing which will have a bearing the staff feels he will learn
;half butt8r in frv pan. Fry
a when area residents raised $8,emotionally and physically die.- ' pand facilities and increase the on employment."
livers in hot fat until goldskill that will lead to employ- 000 "to show our interest in the
abled.
----ea brown -and crisp. ReThe remaining four weeks ment.
Octo-.. areas of
project," Said Jack Finkbone, a
move to warm platter. Add
The workshop opened in
ntsng.already have are spent with the student
trdaeiru
ositu
member of the workshop board.
one up chicken bouillon,
ber and Director Harold Wil- and
Students punch a time clock,
mg ctn Job folding working in two job areas. Wilontraa
one
epacr
donepr
This money, held in escorw
one tablespoon chives. one
liamson is hoping that by fall ofArmco
fo
liamson said "this gives us a have a regular lunch hour and and now being used for staff
teaspoon
Worcestershire
this year there will _be, Wen- Corp. newsletter for mailing. chance to see what the incily.tel.-, Ire paid for their work.
salariT until income begins,
-sauce. On e •h a I f teaspoon -"r'' rolled.
Other students are refinishing ual is like at work. There can --Williamson salt they receive was.
Ey
-i.$20,000 state
salt. dash p e pp e r, one
"New Horizons is here to furniture.
be a great difference between either the federal minimum grant and an 260,000 grant from
four -ounce can drained
help anyone who, for one reaAn individual entering New pencil and paper tests and job wage or a rate equal to that the U.S. Department of Health,
mushrooms and one-third
son or another, needs training Horizons is interviewed as is samples."
which a person in the area la- Education and Welfare.
•
cup sherry iii pan drippings. stir. hripging _ mix.. _ ,to allow him to enter or re-en- Me person who referred him.to
After six weeks.. qie student bor market would earn doing a
There is 8100,000, which
lure to a boil Return livers
the workshop. If the student may be told he is able to con- similar job.
became available in July, is
to sherr mixture ansi atmFor example, a mentally rehas not been in contact with the tinue training at New Horizons,
being used for renovation of the
mcr a few minutes Serve .
Kentucky Bureau of Rehabilita- or may be informed his inter- tarded youth might be able to workshop,
supplies-and needed
over hot miked rice or ,repair
lawnmower
one
a day.
tion, he will be referred there ests would be served best by
_, • toast.;.
equipment.
:garnish %oh crumi
for additional assistance.
on-the-job, training, vocational On the labor market, a work- -. bled' bacon. Makes * four '
Of
5-ervings.
. _
a
4
Appointment
Pa. employes get 7-dity
BOSTON (UPI)- The Rev.
vocation owitry 2 vir*Okit
•
Avery D. Post, rident of the
* Massachuietts' onference or This is mt a particularly-- Ethe United Church of Christ, articulate book, nor does it
MARS PA. (UPI): Mrs. bleaches which recently in- of sales, proposed the two half-hour lunches-all
has been appointed head of a identify what is good and what
Mary Pekny spends more novated the three-day work three-day work week to em- staggered to keep producbad
professional
about
Is
ti
l
t
14-member commission to
ployes last October. They tion running."
time with her husband, her week of 12 hours a day.
:
footbail•
accepted the plan.
dersisi
-daughter and two grand' 1--study-natiorral
But anything
Is Mitten, children and gets -caught MRS. PEICNY reports for
Paul Heyman, manager
velopment in- the
'THE THREZDAY-rninited
about George Hales - labown
I!
19r. are
k 36
loycies fowr orta
8nr
up with my housework" work at 10 a.m. Monday of the molding department pai
- gturch nf Christ.
-"to millions as "Papa Bear"and works until- 10 pm. where plastic:-.:ftrittles are
______
is significant in sports because
' •Aislie Conned
day vacation every two She finishes her work week produced, said the 36-hour Christmas and New Year's
no one man has influenced the ,weeks.
Wednesday and does not week solved the nagging holidays.
SPRINGFIELD,
Mo.
(12P1)- nation's most popular sport
•
WIDOW'S LAMENT-Donna Rachele, 81, the widow of Benito
Giallombardo, 18, return to her job as a pack- problem of absenteeism.
About 50 workers in the
Bill
A
Council
on Spiritual Life, the more profoundly.
liussolint travels a rutted road, pitted with potholes each day
"Our absenteeism is 90 filing department work 10
spends his seven-day vaca- er until Thursday of the
second nationwide non-business
when she visits the grave of Il Duce.
per cent off from what it hours, four days a week
There
would
no
be
tions -hunting deer, rabbits following week.
gathering in the 58-year history, professional football without
She then begins another used to be," he said. and have seven paid holipheasants when in sea(AP
Wirephoto
and
via
cable
from
Rome)
.
of the Assemblies of God, will George Hales, a man with a
son in this Butler County three-day work week, is off -When we had the eight- days. Their work week be, be held in Minneapolis in 1972. rasping voice who can charm
area where game is plenti- Sunday and returns to hour shifts and . two work- gins Tuesday and runs..
The first such meetmgyas-held and irritate you within a Matter
-work the next day then ers were absent, we had to -through Friday, the peak
,fuL
.!
Y looks forward -Is- another shut down the machines. ----day of production.
e
. in 1968.
Bill and Mrs.
of minutes. He was, and
a
.The theme of the 1972 brugast man. This book,
-Now the machines run
work in the bottle produc- one-week vacation.
The Austin brothers said
. .
st a
i
Harry Austin. president constantly at maximum at- the 12-hour shifts have
department
the
is-Be
of
--ton
mee
howeveritiperficial,
Filled
111—
With
-1
tells
some
•
firm,
of
brothand
the
his
ficiency. The workers get eliminated Saturday overJames Austin Co., a manuThe Rev. Thomas F.
'
of the autobiographical details
facturer of detergents and er, John T., vice president two 10-minute breaks and time pay.
Zimmerman, general superin- of his life which have inPFtEDAPPIO, Italy (AP) - ghetti alla Benito."
tendent of .the denomination, fluenced profeskional athletics
The road to the hill country
The Mussolini tomb here in said it is "a natural outgrowth as few others have.
farmhouse where Benito Musso- the Romagna Hills between of the 1968 Council on EvanTo those who identify with
lini's widow has lived since Il Florence and the Adriatic also gelism."
the multimillion-dollar
SHOP EVERY DEPARTMENT FOR VALUES
is Duce's day is pitted with, ruts has suffered damage from van"We expect the spirit of the professional football of the
- I
and potholes.
dalism. It was shattered by a meeting to be one of humility 1970s, the sport possesses a
"Benito paved roads all over bomb explosion at Christmas and openheartedness," he said. glamor and magnetism that
"We come together to seek makes it as prominent as
- Africa," complains Donna time.
divine guidance toi
Rachele, al the widow lilies to Mussolini
has in today's world, the church General Motors. But the fact is,
STORES
and to coun- there was very little money to
be called. "But he neverA hired a guard to protect it.
Allto
:thought to.fix up the road to buried there are Mussolini's sel with one another,". •
be made in, or from,
our house."
professional football in the
--4a0Y"-KYNan Brujo. who died in a war- Despite her 81 years, Donna time
.projeer
1-• early days and it took
plane crash and daughter Swim Luther
tenacity of a George Hales to
Rachele still uses the road a Anna-Maria, who died a few
NEW YORK (UPI)- Com- carry the sport into the glory
lot. The white-haired, wiry little years ago.
pletion of -the, AniesicanAilL.
* JANUARY WHITE SALE
--of the present.
woman of tough 'peasant stock
There is a granite coffin io- ton of Luther's Works is ex- -days
You
think
fact
stop
of
to
the
goes
ever)! to the PredaPPia side that Donna Rachele had pected by 1.975 after 20 ears'
JANUARY CLEARANCES
that one of the greatest football
•
1- cemetery where 11 Duce is bur- prepared fin herself.
work, says,the:Lather= Coun"T"
lived,
players
who ever
•-• * SPECIAL PURCHASES
72----Denna Rachele has stuck-to- cil
"My dtad want-2 me," she her old habits of life. "I'm usu- translation of Martin Luther -quarterback architect Sid
Luckrnan,,
than
made
less
I
- N says simply,.
ally up at 6," she says, "some-- major writings, wilFbe the larg-; 17,000 much of his career and'
She will sit for an hoar or so times at 5." est and most authentic.English"
realize
that
changes
you
the
at the tomb gossiping to her
Until a year or two ago she edition available anywhere.
have transpired in professional
The project, totaling 22,000 football.
'..dead of family affairs or the planted and hoed her own garIt was riot that too long
pages
an4
8
changing times.
million
words,
was
40% PuTroy 4, polyesterden and tended her hens and
ago; the Bears and Lockman
started in 1955 in a joint ven• Until a few months ago she rabbits.
ture by the Lutheran Church- reached the peak of success in
'also went each day to "le Cam35% rayon and 25% cotton
She is battling with the state
Mute," a restaurant she has now to increase her pension for Missouri Synod's Concordia the 1540 title win - a 73-0
victory
over the Washington
run for 10 years atop the Rocca 30 years of her husband's work Publishing House in St. Louie
',,,.'S_
and the Lutheran Church in Redskins.
Minate, a nearby hilltop
auservant-his 20 years
1".
Hales has- seen it all,
ri--• -.4...ssi. .
..
Fortress- Press- in
where Mussolini had his official and eight months as premier,
- .i40:11-,‘ ".much of what he has seen is
"--•.*:CPhiladelphia.
•,
S;:-."'
5,1%
.
summer villa,
eight years service in the army
described in this book. Not all
;
Ae N.-246
..
The restaurant is closed now before that and Mn months as a
of it is favorable to Hales,
:41 ,v,
STAR BEEF
.for extensive repairs. The place grade sehatTreiteThei.--especially in the description of
;4
*h.
BROADVIEW. Sask AP; - what has happened in the later
'
46 9
was wrecked in a fight between
After seven years of litiga- More
was
8306.000
realized
than
.Communists and Neo-Fascist tion, the Supreme Court ruled
I Popular thermal weave that is
years as Hales maintained his
youths last June 29, on Musso- in 1968 that she was entitled to in a recent two-day sale of 420 control of the organization
ideal for all-Season use . .
• 0.7
Hereford cattle at the H
cool in summer, worm in
despite
birthday. Friends say the a pension. She received 152,000 polled
the
fact
he
himself
and H ranch south of here. Na..-winter with addition of lightplace will be reopened, perhaps lire a month or
entered his 70s.
$24. But she tional Hocke,/ League star Bobweight COYOT. Washable and
.The hoot brings_ioto per
contends that'Wider-a
-Ts* bi- ty-ffun- iS a pifther
-'"` hondlIiirgenk. TOO riy16
spective the history of
• -"Pm-not a rich woman even creasing state pensions she ranch.
.
binding. White, gold, green,
1111111ER-PIX•
professional football, which
though I am the widow of the should receive 228,000 lire or
row. 1442
blue
and rose.
Foom
more
Owes*
than
'a.8. TM
anything
is
a.
honest answer," he admits.
ruler of Italy," Donna Rachelle 2387.
.
Itubbiof
product of the Midwest.
But
"I
don't
think
there
is
said while eating in a nearby
"They act like my pension
You think for example, about
that much more trouble
restaurant.
was going to bankrupt the
100% COTTON THERMAL BLANKET . .$399
the
fact that professional
adapting
and
learning
from
one
The restaurant offered a state," Donna Rachele says
$299
football
was
bred
in
Compare at $4.99. Assorted floral prints on thermal weave
places
like
to
the
other.
"Mussolini wine" and "spa- acidly.
Canton
and
Massillon,
cotton.
Ideal
Ohio,
for
allergy sufferers. Nylon binding.
"Some people are better
Dacron* polyester filled
suited for certain positions than and cities which otherwise
pillows have floral covers
others." Fourteen years in the have no importance to the
foam rubber have zipperld•
pros have
white covers. '
programmed people who care about the
Krueger to a defensive tackle's sport.
*DypOnt TM
Think on the fact, if you
role in life.
He's learned to expect blocks would, about the man who
from a number of different designed professional football's
destWUiving been the playerangles.
Values to $59,
He's learned to watch for the manager of the Staley StarchSAN FRANCISCO - The
developed in theory."
makers of the professional
trap block.
year wag 1958.
Pro football is as much
SPECIAL ONLY
He's learned to watch for the world of 1920.
The San Francisco Giants
cerebral as muscular. Playing screen pass.
That
was
the
way
were in the midst of their first
defensive tackle isn't simply a
He's learned to watch for the professional football was at
major league baseball season
matter of -Krueger pitting his draw, and, yes, the sweep, the that time. It had no relevance
in the Bay Area after moving _268 pounds against the man in
fake pitch-out, and he must also to the type of sport it is todziY. It
frail..Ntw York, and, in
front of him.
e'the'guy litho collapses the was nothing until George Hales
Defensive linetnen must pass protection blocking or introduced the big image, the
A fonthell, the rookies were
-410g-reporting to.preseason-camps. show discipline, too, he says.
stretches his taped-up paws as man who could not fail, that the
lilbe Ray Nitschke' and Chuck
"I've never played offensive high above his 6-4 frame as he sport emerged from its own
Polyester Filled
A Howleys and Gene Hickersons line in pro ball," he says as he
today's most popular fashion
in aneffort to block a pass. cocoon.
4 were ,about to begin long prefaces his explanation in the canIronically,
at
fabric
a
special
The
man
low
was
'Red
price.
Grange,
a
because of suc/careers.
same cautious manner in which cess as a lineman, the zone relatively small -halfback by
Choose from crepes, lacquard,
So was a young defensive
blister and diamond weaves.
he sizes up a play, but"we have defense, the scrambling modern standards, who
$6.99
-1,1ineman drafted No. 1 out of
Machine washable . . tumble
control situations as well as quarterback, the sliding cup, emerged from the University of
Value
tTesas A&M by the San
dryable . . . AND NEEDS NO
turn-loose situations.
Illinois as the most glamorous
and
triple
option
quarterbacks
Doubl• fitted mattress covers at
• 1
-Francisco 49ers - Charlie ' '"Ibe only time we play turn
IRONING. Good s•lection of
coming out of college, he's got a collegiate player of all time. As
o special low price. High loft
Krueger.
colors and patterns. 58/60
loose is on certain pass rush new thing he must learn to Vess records it, Grange in
polyester fiberfill.
His hair was close-cropped
inches wide.
downs. We have certain react to: the roll-out quar- effect, made professional
then,..just aS it is now.
disciplines and keys and
football.
He
was
the
symbol
of
terback.
But that is one of the few
re4dihgs," he says.
"Ordinarily, you don't want a the college spirit which made
things about the 13-year 49er
Offensive linemen who must quarterback
to scramble," football so famous.
defensive tackle to remit! pi-4feet certain "lanes" on pass
Hales has survived through
Krueger
says.
"He might get
constant. •.
,
blocking and make sure hurt."
all the etas of professional
A
quarterback
, Those were the days, defensive men don't tresspass scrambles.
'Ladies Fall & Winter
Krueger goes on, to football, partly because he has
Ladies Fall & Winter
One Group
'Girls Fall & Winter
Krueger recalls, when the pros
may ''have - a little more give himself more passing been able to cajole, intimidate
. "put their pads on once a week.
SPORTSWEAR
LADIES
and lead one of the foremost
COATS
SHOES
learning to do" WI "we have time
DRESSES
"On game day. Practices were
$11.99 Value
"I like to see him (the powers in professional,football.
enough book work to do," too,
DRESSES
1/4
conducted the rest of the week
The book for the most part is
Reduced
quarterback) run because that
Krueger adds.
to 1/
2
1/4 to /
Now S
Reduced
1
2
.' without pads..
dealing
bland,
in
coeventional
Reduced 1/4 to/
Krueger doesn't profess to means he's getting some li
1
2
vomg trio& what has to be
"We wear pads every day
know which is the most pressure. 4--hets---heving to
now but Saturday" - the day
Men's Fall & Winter
Boys Fall & Winter
demanding - offensive or move arotind back there, we're one of-' the most important
One Lot
the pros polish their game plan
One Lot
defensive line play, although done a good job," Krueger spoils of all. But the Hales
and review - "and we hit."
JACKETS
figure
with
a
a
man
MATERIAL
dynamic
JACKETS
some say that Offensive: pass says.
•
MATERIAL
Football is a better game blocking, which requires /he
Bonded 60" Wide
Krueger lads! "It's fine with public image - Stands in .the
45" wide Values to 61.99
today, Krueger says, "better lineman to repel the rush, is the me if the quarterback tuns. I book as one of the most
Reg. $3.00 '
Reduced 1/4 to 1/2
s
-Reduced
4 now than five, 10, 15 years ago.
remarkable
persons
in
yd.
Yard
Now
like to take a shot it anybody
yd.
Na"
2It's more complex, more finely more difficult.
American history,
cooldn't give you an who's smaller than me."
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years ago
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inkbone, a
op board.
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,000 state
grant from
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, which
July, is
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Open Till Midnight 7 Days A Week
for Your Shopping Convenience

DOUBLE SUM ALL DAY TUES AND -WED
We Reserve The
Right To Limit Quantities

We Redeem U. S. Govt Food Stamps

MISS LIBERTY
' 111 Gal
State Fair

TOMATOES
CORN

N°. 21/2 can

Yellow Cream

5

Sweet

3/s1
303 $ .
cans 1Style

PICKLES
• Qt tar
Jack, —
MACKEREL tall can,

- New hailed Potato Chips
Del Monte

TOMI

.___Low—cAT-sup 20-oz. bat.
rden Delight
.

-*R. FRIES

3

39$

Pork Roast
Slie44-BaCOn

Boston Butt lb.

59$ ilacoa in

wAa

Pieces lb 19!

Ifoof Bctcon sliced

Miss Met •

Poric Staik7

MinlitalteakS US..Prime

lb 751

Sliced lb 65'

(with- coupon)

„
* LIBERTY COUPON *

CHIFFON

9'

22
b°t
with this coupon and 5.00 or more
add. purchase.
(lob. & Dairy Prod. Exc.)
Void After Jan. 18th, 1972
(t.ejtv.Atitk-.)13VV_";

S&H GREEN STAMPS
with this coupon and the
purchase of 20 lbs.

POTATOES
• Void After Jan. 18th, 1972
e

* LIBERTY COUPON *
MAXWELL HOUSE

COFFEE

9.19 mot
jar

With This Coupon
NO OTHER PURCHASE NECESSARY!
This Coupon Worth 30'
Void After Jan. 18th, 1972

lr,roll
TOW
ELS
with this coupon and
-

'7.50 or more
add. pur..
(lob. & Dairy Prod, Exc.)
Void After Jan. 18th, 1972

•
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Grads_Can Chpose Field
Of Training If. Qualified

WEDNESDAY-JANUARY

1072

Town cares for its GIs

The midwestern town of 65vritkree bank money orders receive upto three tree money
Olathe, Kan., has one ob- each month to pay such orders each month. Their
session. Its citizens, some recurring bills as rent and value, if they had to be purchased, would be $1.05.
utilities.
17,700 of them, are determined
In a life where pennies
honor
to
community
the
's
Qualified
high
echool Precision Equipment, conor
"This is not a money-making
graduates can now choose their sisting of Instrumentman, young men fighting in Vietnam, taunt, such a free service can
extremely valuable to the scheme,". says Robert 0. _
field of training upon enlistment Opticalman, and Machinery even at a time when that war is be
:ow
being called the most un- elderly," says Mary Yiuiltauer, Schumacher, Irving Trust Ike
in the Navy. According to Chief Repairmen.
popular in American hisinry. executive director of New president. "It is a public serGilkey, Western Kentucky's
-(12) Mechanical Specialties,
It coats about $500 to bring a York's Burden Center for the vice for an often-forgotten
Navy Recruiter, the Navy's Operation-Maintenance
the
city's
soldier home on leave from Aged. It is working with Irving segment of
newest program guarantees (General Service), including
population. If it proves sucVietnam, then send him back Trust on the project.
formal traliiing in any one of Machinist's Mate, Boiler
oli•Mft• is4
again.
Yorkville residents over 65 cessful and a real service to the
fourteen specialty fields of. Technician, Engineman •
The government can't pick need only to present proof of elderly, we hope to extend the
training that high school Equipment Operator, Conup tabs like that. The most it their age and their Irving program to other branches in
graduates may choose if struction Mechanic, and can do is provide
room on a savings account passbooks to the city."
qualified.
Utilitiesman.
first-cane-first-served basis on
TheSe are: (l) Operations
(13) Mechanical Specialties, military planes flying between
Specialties, Analysis, con- Operation-Maintenance
Vietnam and the United States.
sisting of Ocean Systems (Aviation), consisting of The GI has no assurance when
Technician,
Radarman, Aviation Boatswain's Mate, and he will arrive home or be able
Communications Technician, Aircrew Survival Equipment. to hitch a ride bock to. his unit
ment, Hall said.
and Aerographer's Mate.
j14) Mechanical Specialties, . on time.
Wheat, feed grain and cotton
- (2)- Operations Spec'
"The Agricultural Act of 1970,
So the citizens of Olathe,
-Pubtication, comprised of Hun
-Are.441116.!7.0.Soet.1 .%••
spurred by a local newspepee farmers who plan to enroll..na which established the set-aside
_Control', includin Air Con,
mance Technician,
for the last two years_ the 1972 set-aside programs concept, has opened the way for
-tiohnan, Signs man,'• Quareramalter, Molder,
have Made sure their fighting may sigii-avbeginniug Thur- major shifts in the patferns
termaster, Radioman, and Steelworker, and Builder.
—asday, February 3, according to American
ACT OF TREASON-In thiSpling by C.F. Blauvet, Benedict Arnold Is shown telling British .communication's Technician.
farming," Hall said...
-This specialty School' men would come home on 011ie
C. Hall, Chairman of the By using
Maj. John Andre to hide secret men in his boots. Arnold died in England as a traitor to his country.
(S)- Graphic Specialties, Guarantee Program is in ad- holiday liberty.
set-aside acreage To.
This year they raised enough Calloway County Agricultural limit general
comprieed of Photographic
Andre was hanged by the Americans as a spy.
overproduction,
dition to the existing Navy
Stabilizatio
money to finance the round-trip
n and Conservation individual farmers
Intelligenceman,
are free to
programs which guarantee journey
home for the 11 Olathe (ASC) Committee.
Photographer's Mate, and, specific training for qualified
plant the rest of their cropland
men serving in Vietnam and
"February
3
through
March
Engineering Aid.
to crops which will give them
applicants" commented Chief still had $2,000 left over in the 10 is
sign-up period at all county the most
profit. In 1971, 90
-7--€41
ilkey. For example, the kitty. Last year there were only ASCS
offices for voluntary farm percent
Specialties, mile up of Per- Navy still offers qualified ap- eight Olathe men
of US. farmers altered
on duty in programs," Hall said.
sonnelmak_ Data Processing. plicants over a year of schooling
their cropping patterns from
Vietnam. They all came home
Hall emphasized that the
TechniClarn-'; Yeoinan, Jour- in both the Advanced- E
their established bases and
for Christmas and New Year's. sign4
earlier._ MID_ allotments in order
nalist, Communication's tronics Field and the Nuclear
increase
Nobody quite knows what to usual, and also pointed
out no their profits. The toset-aside
Technician, and Postal Clerk. Field".
do with the $2,000 surplus. But extension
of the March 10 programs encourage
(5) Supply and Accounting
Qualified
this."
high
school everybody in Olathe hopes that
Specialties, consisting of graduates can now take ad- _next year during the holidays deadline will be made.
"Under the 1972 set-aside
Farmers who know they will programs,
By FRANK BAUER
antlitijected by a Boston belle
there will be nobody from their
a participant who
Margaret (Peggy) Shippen, Storekeeper, Disbursing Clerk, vantage of new increases in
Copley News Service
he-•
had - wooed in.
Aviation Storekeeper, and earnings with guaranteed
town fighting in Vietnam. Then be out of the county through the complies with the set-aside
,blonde and 19. She
sign-up
period
may
arrange acreage he has signed
rtensively, Arnold was reduced
will be time enough to decide
ation Maintenanee A
the daughter of a prominent
up for
of training field. For
Had Benedict Arnold •
the inaction of the
how to spend the $2,000 in the with the County office to sign up and maintains his aniperying
nnsylvanian ---a-judge of, -,Ministraticaunan,
further information on all of the
in
the
Champlain or Saratoga,'.
program
by
mail
Eidladelphia conutiand where conservative views and
*ISM
(6) Food Preparatkin-Serviee programs the Navy has to offer "bring-'ern-home" fund. - - -base, is free to plant the rest of
Tory
other procedure.
would be remembered-in the !his quarrels 'were with the
sympathies.
Specialties, compriSed of contact Chief Gilkey of Chief
his cropland to anything he
of
Most
over-65
the
residents
- - annals of ga
"Since no extension of the
Pennsylvania civil authoritieschooses, except a few crops
at the Nan( Recruiting. of New York City's Yorkville March 10_Ling.
.1 old social -COMM Commissarymatiand
lived for unfarnysr▪ • ead of the redcoats. So
deadline will
(7)
Medical
Specialty-t
he
are under---asarketing
district
with
incomes
fice—Toair
on
live
this
to
close
ed
marriage were often
' DU&
The swashbuckling' Arnold grave did the conflictbecome
be
made,
Calloway County quotas,"
with people favoring the British Navy's Hospital Corpsman.
the poverty level. They have
the ASCS _chairman
Broadway in Paducah or call
was indeed a hero of the that he was tried - and
farmers can insure their par(8) Dental Specialty-the 443-6289.
said.
American Revolution. He. had acquitted - by court-martial. cause or neutral.
small bank savings accounts ticipation by enrolling
early
in
"With the set-aside program,
marched
and no checking accounts. The the sign-up period. It
promptly
In July of 1780 Arnold was Navy's Dental Technician.
to His conduct, however, was
would be a farmers can decide what
(9) Electrical Specialties,
Lexington with a company found "imprudent and im- offered a command directly
result:
and
shame for farmers to miss their
how much to plant on their
Interior
from his native Connecticut. proper."
ComEach month, in good weather chance to
under Gen. Washington, but be including
participate
SCHOOL OR NURSING
because farms. The only crop
Massachusetts had sent him to
or feta, these elderly New
declined, giving as reason his munication's Electrician,
normally
The disgrace of this public
bad weather kept them from
- PRETORIA, South Africa
Electrician
capture Ticonderoga and, with reprintind,
's
Yorkers
Mate,
grown in Calloway County
Aviation
must
venture
still
out
and
crippled
co(itign..
He
following . on the
coming
in
to
sign
South
.
African
_
up,"
Hall
said.
Ethan Allen, he took the fort. heels of the
tinder restricted planting is
other frustrations asked for and was given the Electrician's Mate, arid Carn- Women's- Federation manage- pay their bills peraonally or
To qualify or pestinipate in
And four days later. Arnold he felt, added
ment committee is considering risk sending cash through the ASCS set-aside programs, tobacco, Hall said. to his fury and command at West Point - a struction Electrician.
conquered St. John.
mail.
(10) Ordnance Specialties, -asking- the-government. to_im
"If farmers have any
unhapjsiness. He found con- key -fortress linking the North
.
Gen. George Washington solation
• The Irving Trust Co. is trying farmers will set aside 83 per- questions on program parand
South.
comprised
of
Torpedoma
n's
pose
'a compulsory year of Serin a ,new young_wife,
cent
of the farm's domestic ticipation,
Chow him to march through the
Mate, Guner's Mate, Mineman, vice in a hospital for-all school- to do something about the
County ASC Comharsh wintry wilderness of
plight of the elderly in York- wheat allotment, 25 percent of mittee and County ASCS
and Aviation Ordnancernan.
leaving girls.
Office
the
grain
feed
Maine to capture Quebec. He
ville.
base,
It
and-or
has
20
embarked
on a pilot
(11) Mechanical Specialties,
officials will be glad to answer
and his 1,100-man force
program to provide those over percent of their cotton allot. them,"
Hall said:
r:
reached the British fortress
. after unbelievable hardship.
By SFC JERRY WORK
- With Gen. Montgomery, who
and tracker
The Army's field artillery has dogs. .
had joined him, Arnold atQUESTION:
cannoneer.' - at'.;.Qciebec. Montgomerywas killed and Arnold badly Well, honorary, at least.
seas areas for which a soldier
wbunded in this brave defeat.
She's Women's Army Corps may volunteer?
Congress promoted Col. Specialist ,5 Sherry Webb of
Through our various optima
Arnold to brigadier general, Abilene, Texas, who is assigned
e
r si
we can gdarantee
you
aid Washington wrote to praise to the Post Hospital at Fort
assignments to
Europe,
Rucker, Alabama.
Panama,Hawaii,and Southeast
tit!
Arnold, who was familiar
Specialist Webb had the honor
with shipping from his trading of firing the Fort's ceremonial Asia.
lt
Soldier Paints About
days in New Haven, was placed 'cannon on the morning
of the
America's
Urban
Problems
In command of the fleet on Women's
Army Corps' 29th
When -PFC Daniel L. Del Rio
Lake ChaMplain. There he
anniversary this year.
leaves his job at midnight as a
again distinguished himself in
She did such a good job that radio-telephone operator
a fierce naval battle with a
on the
greatly superior Brfrdsh force. the artillery gunners im- night shift with the 196th Inmediately
signed
her
up.
The
Arnold fought the enemy fleet
fantry Brigade in Vietnam, he
with his single ship to allow his canister fired by Sherry was takes up a palette and paints
other vessels to escape. He then also given the UIP treatment. It what's on his mind. He uses the
60 WIDE
SHORT LENGTH
58" WIDE
burned his own ship and was sent to the Women's Army side of a wooden crate for a
Corps Museum at Fort Mc- canvas and cut-up
escaped to lIconderoga.,
POLYESTE
R
soap dishes
POLYESTE
R
TURBO
Clellan,- Alabama.
for palette knives to paint about
This "whirlwind soldier" Easey Army Rider
the
congested
life
in
American
-iiitfarTV-1-nDUiren dale him
- The Mal has itecri
in weits
-y- cities.
•
was embittered when Congress rider" in
a Man named
Corduroy, Wools, Fake FursThe artist private first class
. did not promote him,to major Specialist _Mai Reitineyer
4
Full Bolts
worked four nights until sunrise
general, while eiting five
Values to '29.99
and nicknamed ""Specialist to complete his -latest
others of lesser stature to that
Reg. 13.99 & 14.99
•
America". With backing from masterpiece,a-four-foot
square
rank. Gen. Washington, sensPlain & Fancy Weaves
•
Solid Lktfur
ing Arnold's outrage, quickly the pentagon, but mostly under "palette panorama." The work
•
to assure him that "the his own steam, Doug and an shows various faces of crowded
Machine Washable $
Army buddy are highballing all city-dwellers. Splashes of black
'would be corrected.
•
- Me while, Arnold's wife over the country en a 90-day, &l- mix with rich yellowls, giving a
Values to 12.99
yd.
yd.
$188
had
and a sister was efty motorcycle tour "to tell three-dimensional effect to the
I, yd.
caring for
three young sons people about the good things the picture's white background.
Army
. is doing."
.and his busin . His private
2 RACKS LADIES
Del Rio, who sold his first
LADIES
FAMOUS NAME
GIRLS
Doug, who has always wanted painting at 18, says he is glad
affairs had su .ed in his
absence, and, thou ' he had to see America on two wheels, his job enables him to get off at
got the idea for his pilgrimage midnight. -"I work better at
. __been a successful
his 'military spending
in basic training. "I realized night, because it is so quiet."
being scrutinized critically
they were really making an
ENLLSTEES
Dressy and Casual Styles
civilian auditors.,
art to make the Army betA warm welcome to the two
Seamless Mesh
Mens & Ladies Styles
3 to 6x 7 to 14
The impetuous general ter.
y officials agreed that newest members of the
Values to 18.99
vented his fury on several Doug's
'- -ion was a wor- team for 1992 frotn this area.
Values
to '5.99
1st Quality
occasions, and Washington thwhile
NOW
The enlistees, who joined .the
NOW
...
• 'became mindful of Arnold's
Reg. '32.50
In _order to t his message first week of January are:
"little tincture of vanity" and across
to his
' target-as Danny L. Darnell, son of Mr.
:."overdestire of being popular."
many young men .
ible- and Mrs. Virgil Darnell, Route •
In April- of 1777, while on a
Pr,
laisit home, Arnold with 500 Doug is moving fast'. He"ad his 2, Murray, Ky.; and Joseph M. •
Reg. '20.50
7-volunteers hastened to fight off felVeir -rider-Specialist 4 .
O'Connor Jr:, son of Mr. and
S.
Mrs. Joseph O'Connor, Route 1,
X British invasion of Con- Speegle, iirhO graduated fr
FAMOUS THOM McAN
SHOP OUR ...
MEM 1013°0
necticut, „said at Ridgefield_be the Defense Nuclear Agency's
ncy Farm, Ky. Private O.
MENS
BOYS
Nuclear
Weapons School. the 0'
narrowly escaped with his lift
is married to the - •
POLYESTE
R KNIT
when two horses were shot same day as Doug-camp out fornie
PERMA-P
RESS
Farr of 13ardwell,
beneath him and it-pullet nights. Tents, stoves and Ky.
pierced his coat. Again-ile-was !sterns serve as home under the
•
- the hero'Congress vnted him a stars when their busy daytime
Items for All The Family!!
4
; horse and thanks, but there was itineraries are completed.
Slip On & Buckle Style
ILLEGAL STAMPS
Flares and Plain Legs
a
no promotion.
"Specialist America" has a
LAGOS, Nigeria (Ant •"-Solids &. Stripes
SAVINGS
OF
: He tried to resign from the habit of turning projects other There's a booming illegal trade
10'.- to 3 3'. to 6
Snlirlc & Strips
Army, but Washington sent people-consider impossible into in a variety of Fhafran stamps
Waist 29 to 40
: him north again to relieve a reality. While at San Jose City but except as interesting curios a
Reg.
'8
99
&
Reg. to '16.99 $1000 Regularly Sold
fort besieged by the British. A College in 1969, Doug and a of Nigeria's 30-Month civil war S
$500
'9.94
•
to few
months
later
his friend climbed San Francisco's they are probably worthless.
$100
More
To '5.99
Traders are...lartively hawkfearlessness
was
again Golden Gate Bridge.' The two
Pair titi
ing sheets of 1Qtkis $14 a sheen
exhibited at Bemis Heights, also sailed
to Hawaii in a 29-foot to eager
where his right thigh was
foreigners in private
sloop.
homes. alleyways and on street
i broken by a musket bullet,
Facts About The Army
corners
leaving him a crippled hero.
Did you know?
Insiders say they are proba- a
It was a slow recovery for the
-That the .Army's plan to bly being printed abroad and.
impatient soldier, but Congress train paratroopers and airborne are useless to professional col- a
now made him a major units was developed in 1939 at lectors.
• got, the
general, antedating
plates overseas and is making a
sa!
l
the Fort Bragg, North Carolina.
commission -- an act of , -That
SATISFACTION
Fort
Benning, fortune by churning there but by
justice" in Washington's Georgia,is the home of a unique the thousands." said one tourist
words
•
Arniy school.This it where'the who bought a sheet as a souvenii
Still suffering from his wound Army trains •dogil to be
stout

Set-Aside Program Deadline
Nearing Says ASCS Chairman

FOCUS ON -HIST

Benedict
s wild_
ambitions betrayed him

The Army Green

iMeirrminsg.. .....ornummintexpai.cocanircimmiticsx.rxxxxxoncorm4Q
CLOSED WEDNESDAy_:4A_NUARY_1.2tly
* SHOP EARLY THURSDAY * •

cii

:DOUBLE KNITS

:Alta
MILL ENDS

00

288

HOSE

3 77'
SHOES

CAR COATS

ACRYLIC
FABRIC

SHOES

DRESSES

w-$2°°-$3'

GRAB TABLES

$100

$200
&

SLACKS

NOW...
000
'1
to $1200

LUGGAGE

'2188
13

SLACKS

50Tocz,And

!

ITEMS REDUCED
ALL OVER THE
STORE!!

L

ERMANS
60ARANTEED

rxec....ennt. xr.ccatzszcornorx.corrommicax.cocigA
Dtx*:47.:17crar.w.:f.w..
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By JERRY McGINN
PULLMAN,- Wash. UPI)—
Researchers at Washington
State University have launched
a progam they hope ma
contribute- ki
hereditary disease Which results in skin cancer. _•!.
The medical term for the
desease is xeroderma pigmentosum, and its causes could also
be &link to the causes of other
.forms of cancer, according to
the Washington State scientists.
Dr. Alice L.. Svhroeder,
_
professor of genetkTWSU, is
pal-investigator
-program. She said researchers
. are concerned primarily with
the study of DNA maintenance
systems. DNA is the hereditary
material found in living cells.
Causes of Damage
"DNA can be damaged by
cosmic radiation, ultraviolet
• light and chemicals
by some organisms," she said.
This damage may lead to
death, mutation or possibly to a
cener-like growth and multiplication of cells."
Dr. Schroeder said that
although radiation' and chemicals are always present in the.
environment, the amount of
damage actually done to the
- DNA-in an organism is quite
small."
'It now appears that the low
-SOW* rite'la - dtfe- to
> ability of cells to repair
damaged DNA and, thus, return
to it's normal state," she said.
"The long range goal of the
research is to understand the
processes that allow the organism to repair both damage
FTed during nOd___Jor
and dtunagiInCurred
by explosure to chemicals and
radiation."
Dr. Schroeder said research
has revealed that bacteria,
fungi and man all seem to have
at least two systems for
repairing DNA.'These systems
may also be important in
allowing the organism to use
the information stored in its
DNA," she said.

FANCY YELLOW RIPE
FOLGER'S

Folger5
lifTitr

Peach, Apple
Chirq
20-oz.

Hyde Park

Chicken
Otthe
Sea

.
tit!

tn!

looitt"

TS

e.futs•

;

es
40

t
I

Pair
LW
, A GOOD B(JOKKEEPER
JOHANNESBURG,. So. AfThe National
rica AP)
Council of Women have. selected_Mrs,-Patricia Pheiffer as
South Africa's "Mrs, Average
Housewife.- Mrs. Pheiffer, 28,
her husband, Andrew, 91, and
three. Children live in a _two
bedroom apartment,.One reason she was selected, the COMcil said, was her ability pa.budget her husband's monthly
$458 79 take home par--

17-oz. can
-&oz. cao
10 Count

Nine Lives

light Chisilk— _

"The researchers, therefore,
4fl-try-- to determine the
number of repair systems that
actually are present in one
organism," she said. "In
particular, we hope to identify
some of the enzymes involved
and to examine their functional
relationships in the organism."
To. test for .enzymes
, Dr.
)
'Schroeder said
processes will be used on
normal fungi in an attempt to
identify the enzymes present.
Then, they will test fungi with
mutations for variations or
deficiencies.
Dr. Schroeder, who began
research on DNA maintenance
In 1966 while doing graduatework at Stanford University,
said the current research
program is being financed by a
three-year grant from the National Institute of General
Medical Sciences of the U.S.
Public Health Service.
Backing backed
.
NEW YORK (UPI)- Shopping for carpets and wonderingif thatfoam rubber backing will
last for the life of the roe
The buyer can reassure himself
on the spot; says Goodyear,
which make* the synthetic latex
that goes into Email backing.
The company says backing
should be at least 1/8 inch'
thick,: weigh 38 ounces per
square yard, and be fairly. rigid.
A good foam backing won't
c,acli.wb,n vigorously bent ye
EWISEVd, and it won't crumble
ivhen tubbed briskly.
*
4.
RISTURNS TO STAGE DES MOINES, Iowa AP —
Eloise Martin, a Ziegfield Follies girl of the 30's, hrreturning
to show business as an impressionist.
Married and divorced threetimes she says she can't get the
old romance of show business
out of her system.
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2-oz. can
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TUBBY SNOWFLAKE

COCONUT

ce114l-olg39t
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COOKIES
Toasted Coconut Bars-11-oz.
Chocolate Chip-9-oz.

* FRESH CUT-UP *
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3• e.1
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By JERRY T. BAIJLCH
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (API - The
Selective Service today proposed rules directing that •a
man be told why if his application for deferment or exemption ia:rejected_ .Under
present regulations, he doesn't
have the right to know and usually isn'btold.
The 'revisions • also give
those-such as students-who
have been granted long delays
in being called up a somewhat
better chance to seek deferment or exemption due to hardship or conscience objection.
The changes were published
iirthe- Federal Register and go
into effect in mid-February un
less challenged. They come in

Price Sag
II -Continues

LOUISVILLE,Ky.(AP)-The
recent price sag continued on
. Kentucky burley markets Tiesday, with the state's auctioncenters selling 2,907,690 pounds
,
- of tobacco for an aver.ag,e price
of M2.91 per hundredweight.
That figure represented a 51cent drop from Monday's average price.
The highest average price
was recorded in Harrodsburg,
with a hundredweight bringing .
$84.03. Eight markets recorded
prices about $83. Tuesday's
lowest price was $70.02 at
Paducah.
There were no sales Tuesday
at Franklin, Henderson, Rhmend, Hopkinsville or Russellyule, and the state Agricutlure
department reported that
Louisville and Hopkinsville
- markets will close Thursday.
Tuesday sales brought a gross
of $2,410,700.73.
The Federal-State Market
News Service said most better
grades continued to bring $83per hundred pounds, but
some heavier bodied leat'svas
i down in price on the eightetate
belt.
Volume was lighter Tuesday,
the service said, and four more
markets closed for the season.
Sales contained a larger portion of no-grade offerings, pushing the overall quality downward as warehouses depleted
tobacco supplies.
Gross sales on the 23 markets
operating in the belt Monday
totaled 9,405,606 pounds for an
average of $83.37, up nine cents
from the previous-day's sales.
Season marketings reached
479,007,597 pounds for an average of $80.85.
•
One-sucker tobacco brought
$44.58 per hundredweight on
sales of 416,360 pounds at
,Franklin
Tuesday,
the
Agriculture
Department
reported.

the wake of protests in Congress and elsewhere that some
proposed rule changes issued
last Nov. 2 were unfair. Other
rules proposed then, such as
phasing out student deferments,
became effective Dec. 10.
A,S a result of the critkism
draft Director Curtis W. Tarr
suspepded all calls for personal
appearances before boards and
state appeal board actions to
give all draft-eligible men the
benefit of the rule changes proposed today." The suspensions
will remain in effect until the
latest revisions become effect
tive.
In response to an avalanche
of mail critieizinva pr
new form for conscientious-objector applicants, Tarr has proposed another, simpler form
appearing in the Federal Register.
BLACRIMIRMTED-Three niegreei-aewlaralleullad-ms-tissoldidiralk afteribey were &rested
Most of the letters objected to following a shootout between blacks an(police in
Baton Rouge, La.
-question
length
of the 30
the
(AP Wirephoto)
form and to its complexity.

Senate• • .

listed in the U.S. postal guide:The Superman known to gel-erations of Americans came_to
fictional oily-called )4atzo.
polls in a rocket, sent by his
parents who died when the
planet . of Krypton blew up.
Raised as Clark Kent by a
middle-class- American ceVe,
be went to work as a renorfer
on the Metropolis Daily Planet,
shedding his mild-mannered
Cover when he was needed to
fight crime.
The Illinois Metropolis, on the
Ohio River, is hardly the place
for a big-time crime fighter.
The_tovnes 7,000 citizens, however are working on the image. One of the proposalsWoad
change the name of the Metropolis __Daily. News, a. weeldy
,to the Metropolis
Daily Planet.
Other ideas are to use a Superman letterhead on the city's
stationery and put a 20-foot illuminated Superman Nice on
the city's water tower.
'That,towr is..209 _feet.high..".
:Westerfield says. "You could
*see him from anywhere in Mansac County."
Harold-Mescher, president of
the Chamber of Commerce,
says that businesses, for a fee,
willbeable't0 buy certificates
r91,71=ilta°
"
"nas
laY
of membership of a Superman
Club. By proclamation, visiting
dignitaries also will be designated honorary Supermen.
(Cadiaued tress Page 1)
Money from the membership
Tuesday to say their panels
PASADENA, Calif. (AP) - fees is earmarked for the city
would be open again. Some of Mars may still be. a_ "living" treasury.
those panels had voted, earlier planet scientist's say.
Tuesday, at their first meeting
"Clearly, Mars has ... active
• aINS\
of the 1972 session, to hold open surface processes-;.. whereas
meetings.
(Coathmed
from Page 1)
before, we weren't sure whethMcBrayer's motion excluded
er we were looking at a fossil _ing a strip-mining permit from
meetings of the Committee_ on surface like the moon" said
Division, or
Committees, which-timeline-MN
Bruce Murray, one of the holding more than 7.5 per cent
to committee, and the Rules scientists who have been studyinterest in such a firm could
Committee, which sends bills to ing photographs taken by Marinot serve on the commission.
the floor"for-action.
ner 9.
The bill was sponsored by Rep.
asked
When
by Rep. Larry
Murray and other scientists Joe Clarke, D-Danville.
Mepkins, R-Lexington, why of the California' Institute of
-Exempt from the state
those two panels should not be Technology's Jet Propulsion
„saki tax any purchases made
open as well, Swinford said the Laboratory agreed Tuesday
of local government,
"smooth operation of the House that volcanoes owe dotted the by a unit
introduced by Rep. John bier,
demands that some things be red planet and played a big
D-Cdtington.
taken up -in privacy." He said role in shaping Mars. Geologi-Require magazines sold by
the activity of both panels was cal evolution beneath the sursubscription to have the exlargely procedureal in nature.
face may be continuing now, piration date of the subscription
Reps. Gruce Blythe, R-Louis- they report.
.
included on the address label,
vine, and Robert Hughes, DThe scientists also said that sponsored by Rep. Joseph
Louisville, announced _they _there are signs of erosion,
McBride, D-Waverly.
would introduce a bill today much like that on earth, caused
which would -provide free col- by gases and liquids.
-Establish a Kentucky Dislege tuition for children of servThe laboratory made public aster Loan Authority winch
icemen missing In action in Tuesday more of the recent could make no-interest loans of
Viet Nam.
photos that have given scien- up to po,000 to cities and $75,tists their best look at the Mar- 000 in state money would be aptian surface.
propriated to the authority for
One showed a series of each of the next two fiscal
strange pits and hollows, some years. It was sponsored by
about two miles across, about Rep. W. J.
.Reynolds, D-Allen.
-Allow.courts to require emThree persons were charged, 500 miles from the planet's
ployers to deduct from an ementered pleas of guilty, 'and south pole.
"The process that might du- ploye's salary money needed
were fined in the City Court of
City Judge Pro-tern Betty plicate this type of pitted to- for court-ordered child support
Wilder irethe court session held pograplon earth is so out of payments and to make such
phase with what we've thought payments for him; deducting 50
on Friday, January 7.
Records- show the following about Mars that it's just amaz- eentg .for expenses. It was ining," said Dr. Robert Sharp. a troduced by
Sen. Michael
occurred:
Robert B. Conely, driving Caltech geologist. "It means Maloney, D-Lexington.
-Increase frorri two to five
While intoxicated, amended to there are some very unusual
reckless driving, fined $100.00 conditions or events on Mars." the number of pieces into which
costs $10.00.
a parcel of land must be diCHRISTMAS TREE IrEED,
vided in order 'for- it.to be conThomas E. Latimer, driving
LINCOLN, Neb. (UPI(-Lin- sidered a subdivision, sponWhile ininriestetl, amended to
coln Zoo officials urged local
sored by Sen. Scott Miller Jr.,
'reckless driving, finel $100.00
residents not to destroy their
R-Louisville.
costs 610.00. .
Christmas trees, but to donate
Myron R. Smith, driving them
WRANGLERS TO SKATE
to the zoo because ii
while intoxicated, amended to
would be excellent feed for the
The Wranglers 4-}1 Club will
reckless driving, fined $200.00
four porcupines.
p-arty
sponsor a skating
costs $10.00
Instead,"We found that (teer.i Monday, Jan. 17,from 7 p.m. to
are also great lovers,of thi. 9 piti. at the Benton Skateland.
• ONE CITED
trees and bark," said zoo A fee of 81 per skater will be
One person was cited for
Director Robert_Spter -The charged to cover the cost of the
driving while intoxicated at 3:20 goats
All
interested
are going through them building.
p.m. on Tuesday bx the Murray faster than
any of the other -persons are invited to attend the
Police Department.
animals." skating party.

•

The deceased and his wife,
the former Zella Carroll, who
survives,
were
marrAd
January 7, 1924: They lived in
Detroit, Mich., until
retirement three years ago
when they moved to Paris,
Tenn. He was a member of the
Van Dyke Church of Christ,
Paris, Tenn., and was born
December 16, 1964, in Lewis
County, Tenn. His parents were
the late William Clay and
Louisa Dean Clay.
7gurvivors are his
- wife, Tart:Zella Carroll Clay of 1330
Reynoldsbiirg Road, Paris,
Tenn.; two daughters, Mrs.
Helen Latimer Shaw of Hazel
Route Two and Mrs. Frances
On Green River markets, Bryant of Grand Ledge, Mich.;
sales at Owensboro brought five sisters, Mrs. Willie Mach,
$41.62 per hundredweight on to- Mrs. Cecil Carroll, and Mrs.
tal sales of 134,288 pounds. Johnny Kencade, all of HampThere were no one-sucker shire, Tenn. Mrs. Bonnie
sal3s.
Bruster of Trenton. Mich., and
Murray and Mayfield- western Mrs. Claude Quillen of
flue cured markets reported a. Hohenwald, Tenn.; three
hundredweight average of brothers, Claude Clay of
$58.14 on 540,252 pounds.
Florence;Ala_,-Rotiert Clay and
Clovis Clay, both of Hohenwald,
Tenn.:- four grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held
Friday at two p.m. at the chapel
of the Miller Funeral Home,
Hazel, with Bro. James McGill
officiating.
Pat , Hackett
now
is
Pallbearers will be Jerry
i wile= ating at his home at 904, White, Charles Rhodes, Zack
Poplar Street after suffering Holmes, Acroti MeWhester,
...two breaks in his left leg. He is • Bobby Holmes, and Eugene
manager of the Fulton lee and McWhester.
Coal Service Company on Seuth Burial-will be in the Murray
4th Street, Murray.
,Memorial- Gardens with the
Hackett sustained the broken arrangements by the Miller
leg while '"salting" the front of Funeral Home of Hazel- where
The business during the ice and friends may chll.
snow storm last week. His leg
will be in a Cast for two month.
•
-Now You Know
The Murray man has been
By United Press International
with the Fulton Company for
King Edward I of England
three years and prior to that
was with the Murray Coal and passed an air,pollution control
Ice Company for thirtpaine law in 1273, forbidding the
years. During that time he had silversmiths- of Nottinghamunder pain of beheading-to
only lost four days of work.
His wife, is the former burn soft coal, which produced
Modena Perdue and they have a smoke that bethered, his
one son, Joe Pat Hackett. They queen.
are both active members of the
First Baptist .Church and
ALARM CATCHES EIRE
.Hackett has operated the
HEMEL HEMPSVEAD, Enbroadcasting and sound system
- glancti UN j--Firemen respondat the church since the church ing
to a fire alarm in a factory
started broadcasting its seefound it was the alarm itself
.vices over the local radio
Walled caught fire.
station

Hackett Sustains
Broken Leg Here

--Superman riAdo.pted„...
64 COY Of MetroPolis

called tricky
tuifair. were
questiens
°f theand
The new form -.contains only_
(Continued from Page 1)
four questions and leaves it..
mostly up to the registrant to
„Ford added that he would insupport his claim to CO status. .:_clude
money for the coundill
By pENmE SUE THuBmAN___
Current rules don't require a reorganization in his budget,
draft board to explitip why it which is expected to be pre-- - Nitr
i RolPo
ted
us
Pre
:/WrAp
ter)
rejects an application for defer- seated early next mouth,
-Superman;that fearless
inent or exemption. Under the
K hint that the governor was . der for truth, justice and the
changes proposed Nov. 2, an
displeased with the present. America, way, is being
applicant could be given
son if he applied within 30 days council came near the end or "- adopted by The citizens pf Metafter being told of the decision. last year when he returned the ropolis.
'This is not a sham or
The rules proposW. today budget requesteof the-state col.
would require draft boards to leges and universities with in- joke," says Bob Westerfield, a
give reasons .for every rejec- structions for the council to Metropolis resident who first
make specific recornmeoda- thought of using the Man of
t4on.
Steel to put Metropolis on the
Critics of the Nov. 2 propos- bons for funding priorities.
The council had sent the re- 'map. "We intend to treat Suals also said they required a
perman in the proper perman to file an appeal of his quest totaling around $330
board's decision before he knew lion to the State Finance De- spective."
Westerfield and the Metrowhat that decision was. Tarr pertinent without recommends•'polls
Chamber-of Commerce
rewrote the
to point Q
My-4be3 -aircad,y _have_
that-beetthe case.
' •
en from the original requests backing of National Periodthe second time around.
icals, Inc., which publishes SuThree bills to tevatnp the perman comic hooka.-- —
council were introduced in the
"They've prombiab
- riii
1970 Legislatue. Two died in the uniform George Reeves
committee and the third was wore in the original television
reported out but never 'acted series," Westerfield, 43, said.
upon.
"We also plan to set up-a comRevision of the council was mittee to read and answer letThomas Clay, father of Mrs. proposed by the Interim Study ters mailed to Superman in
Helen Litiiriet- Shaii of Hazel Commission on Higher Educe- care of-Metropolis•.-r- • - ----This is the only Metropolis
Route Two, died Tuesday at bob.
Tuesday's bill was introduced
2:30 p.m, at the Henry County
General Hospital, Paris, Tenn. by Sen. Gibson Downing, DHe was 67 years of age and a Lexington. Other co-sponsors
included Sens. Wilson Palmer,
resident of Paris, Tenn.
_

Father Local
Woman Expires
On Tuesday

•-•-•••-•-•••

•

•
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Red Forcet . . . Kentuckyltrairs-Roundup -

Selective Service
Proposes New Rules
•

1

Scientists
Planet
Open Door' ...
,Be.,

House Bill

Three Persons Are
Fined, City Court

(Continued from Page 1
an early deadline for withdrawal of all U.S. troops, it would
"guarantee" the return of
Americans held by North Viet'nem and the Viet Cong.
In northern Laos, North Vietnamese forces captured two
more government positions
near the Long Cheng base, informed sources in Vientiene
said.
Laotian irre_gulars were
tinted to abandon a pillIop 7
miles neigh of Long Cheng
when two North-Vietnamese
battalions followed up a heavy
artillery barrage with a ground
attack. Three Laotians 'were
killed and Ig.:seninded, the
sources said. •
wasdeclarLa
Another edotia,n
enmcna
omt

By'THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP)Proposed cuts in the 1972-74
budget of the Division of Tuberculosis Control in the state
Department of Health are directed at the rural and the
poor, according to the head of
the division.
Dr. M. M. Vandiviere said
"tuberculosis is still a disease
of the rural people and the poor
people...you might say the cuts
are directed at these two
groups."
Tommy Preston, press secretary for Gov. Wendell Ford,
said Dr. Vandiviere's comments on the $600,000 in cuts
were premature.
buil.,0UofflerSVingILLEiree, tuitionK y. iAto
P Ian
-Ay

are participating in the three-1.
day workshop.
WASHINGTON (A?)-Congress has asked the Army
Corps of Engineers to provide a
"Complete report" on reported
pollution in the Fishtrap and
Carr Form Fork Reservoirs in
Eastern Kentucky.
The request, to be filled by
the end of this month, came
_
from Rep. Henry. Ruess,
Wis., chairman of the house
subcommittee on conservation
and natural resources.
,
Recent reports have indicated 7
•
both at the reservoirs are
polluted by siltation and acidic - •
drainage from acdie and aban-_
cloned coal mines.

•

Rites Held Today
For Mrs. Colson
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with a
$70.00 to
3 bedr

effective" after suffering IT child of a Kentucky seviceman
PEACE
casualties trying to defend .its -held prisoner of war-or-listed
position on a ridge overlooking as missing in action has been
Long Cheng. The position was Introduced in the Kentucky
The funeral for Mrs. Otie Bell :
$26,500.
abandoned Tuesday night, gist:- __Legislature _by two -Jeffernet:Colson of 209 North 5th Street is
ing the North Vietnamese CTii County state representatives:
-being held today at two p.m, at
START
to
high greund around- . -The bat -introduced by 32nd the chapel of the J.H. Churchill
Long cheat
District Representatives Bruce Funeral Home with Rev. Eura
•
Blythe Jr. and Bob Hughes, Mathis officiating.
mom.
would allow youngsters 17
Pallbearers _pre Harley
through 23 to attend free a col- Barnett, Keys Wells, Dan
much 1
lege of their choice in Ken- Shipley, Dallas Holland, Duron
1Comtinaed frees Page I)
lucky.
Morris, and Larry Hurt. In-YO
Singapore, Malaysia, Thailand,
terment will be in the Elm,
garage
and the Philippine Islands.
PADUCAH, Hy.
- Grove Cemetery with the
attracti
His wife, the former Sue - mer Gov. Louie Nunn has- mi.:- -arrangements by the J.H.
as well
Workman, dalighter of Mr. and ceived a- nudge from former Churchill Funeral Home.
Mrs. John Workman of Murray, Kentucky Sen. Thruston Morton
Mrs. Colson, age 81, died
taught conversational -English ,*relation to one of the state's Monday at 9:37 a.m. She was a
classes in her home for the U.S-1- niirelektfri
a.
thentftettvea'.4ZIndonesian women while there.
Morton said that it$qu.Jin. berland Presbyterian
They also worked with the--"2L-Sherman Cooper', R-V:, mates .and was the daughter ofthe
chen,
Church of Christ in Djakarta, as is speculated, he hopes Nimn George Washington Cook
bor
Indonesia. _ Their children, „ would seek the post.
- - Ada -Jaw Barnett Cook
Ricky, anty, and --awry,
If Cooper decided norto ran,
Survivors are one
DRE
traveled forty miles each day to Morton said, "Nunn would be Mrs. Larue Warren of Murray;
your f'
Djakarta to-attend the Joipt the strongest candidate the Re- two sisters, Mrs.
Owen
town.
Embassy School there.
publicans could field."
Billington of Murray and Mrs.
2 baths
Enroute home the family
0.G Cathcart of Hopkinsville;
with 2
visited Australia, .Fiji Islands,
PIPPA PASSES, Ky. ( AP)- one brother, Joe McDaniel of
want to
Hawaii, and Los Angeles, Damage of between $10,000 and
Murray Route Five; seven
MAKE
California, before going to $20,000 was caused by a fire at' grandchildren, Miss Donna
Ivtadisos,Wiseonsin,wherathe3r -thePippa Pass exchange of the ---:--Warren, Tom Warren,andhirif.
t
visitettriends and Dr. Murdock Thacker and Grisby Telephone
Brenda Boyd, all of Murray,'
conducted seminars at the
Tuesday.
s. - Wanda Edwards, Mrs. - --• - - IT•0
University.
Company President Robert
Linda Therrien, and Bill
gay
_Their older son,.' Ricky, -Thacker said telephone service
Warren, . all of Hazel Park,
-btlYtag
returned to the United States in for about 20 per cent of Knott
Mich.. and Joe Wayne Colson of
_ Cent
August and resided with-his- County's residents was affectBenton; seven great granduncle and aunt, Mr. and Mrs. ed, but emergency lines were
children.
duplex
William N. Murdock. .Lynn .expected to be in use today
- 107'x
Grove, and attended the first while repairs continued.
yours
semester at Calloway County
FRANKFORT,
(AP)-- (Continued froU4age 1)
BEG
The Louisville Urban Studies
Indonesia
HighPrIc
'
eSchC'enter-haff-beesfitsked .br-the-----wher makes you want-to- learn-.•• •
Dr. Murdock and his family state to study
proposed widen- THE MEANEST FEELINGmiss
resided at their home in ing of the Watterson
Ex- • Feeling
bad at another's
Madison and he was the presSway in Louisville:
A
• •
success.
assistant director of the Inre
Public heaiings on proposed THE GREATEST NEEDun
•
ternational
Agricultural widening of the
expressway common sense.
program at the University of tentatively are scheduled
than
for THE GREATEST PUZZLEWisconsip. Be conducted work next fall, with the
present time- Life.
DO Y
in the countries of Brazil, table having design work
short
THE GREATEST MYSTERYColombia, and scheduled for completion
Nigeria,
in Death.
only
Venezuela while serving in this
THE GREATEST THOUGHTNEW
position.
f
Murdock
The
family returned- - SOMERSET, KY: (AP)
-- 111E GREATEST THING,BAR
to the United States in June of• -Larger
barga
crowds have brought NONE./N ALL THE *oath_
1968 after Tending four years more crime in Kentucky
parka j
ove.
with the University nf
-- according to a criminal investiWisconsin Development project_zzatoHeadrci
at Porto Alegre, Brazil.
• Headquarters
ua
thrttile- in_
Winchester.
Nationalrorest
"Advice From, thi
theDr. Murdock graduated from
Bill Dixon made that report
Young to: Adult". utich_waa
Lynn Grove High School, at- to a workshop
on parks law en- reprinted from the Comtended Murray State Univer- .forcement here.
sity, received his B.S. and M.A.
About 50 representatives mentator MA *And., „ei. John's
Hospital, St. Paul, Minn.
degrees from the University of from the
sponsoring U.S.'ForKEEP YOUR COOL. Kids
Kentucky, and his Ph.D from est Service, the Army
Corps of need the confidence that
only a
the University of Wisconsin. His Fzigineers, Kentucky
Parks De- steady hand and a settled
soul
wife is a graduate of the Murray partment and state
Department can offer.
Training School. __
UNDER
- of Fish and Wildlife Resources
bedroom
DON'T GET HUNG UP ON
family ro
ACTIVITIES that keep you too
central hea
busy to establish good compick your o
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS warnings covered most of Mon- munications with your children.
constructio
tana. Heavy-snow warnings ex- Fathers should set aside time
INDOCHINA
2% baths,
Some big North Vietnamese tended as far east as Minnesota for family life. Mothers should
fireplace,
be at home to supervise their
gains in Laos and Cambodia, and Wisconsin.
and two r
two major buildups along South
children.
deluxe ho
Vietnam's Western border and mlbe Selective Service today
DON'T GET STRUNG OUT.
--dose to
new challenges to U.S. air pow- proposed rules directing that a. Stay away from liquor and pills. .---,Schciol on
er signal a crucial year ahead man be told why if his appliBUG US A LITTLE. Use
of the We
for Washington and Saigon.
cation for deferment or ex- strict but loving discipline.
• Christ. Ph
emption is rejected. Under Show us you are wise and strong
.p.m. to s
INTERNATIONAL
present regulations, he doesn't enough to be boss. _
Financing
President Mujibur Rahman have the right to know and usuDON'T BLOW YOUR CLASS.
buyer.
gave up the presidency of ally isn't told.
Keep the dignity of parenthood.
Bangladesh today to become
Don't try to dress and act like
prime minister after ordering a
teenagers. Kids need to know
NATIONAL
FIVE ROO
parliamentary government for
Two of the dozen Democrats their parents are adults.
Roe room
Asia's newest nation. The presi- entered in Florida's presidenLIGHT US A CANDLE. Show
dency becomes largely a cere- tial primary prepared for a us . the way to faith. Be an
could be _
monial office.
second day of campaigning in example of faith at work.
mu
the state today and waited to
TAKE THE WORLD OFF
*sow.
see whether the field would di- YOUR SHOULDERS.Talk to us
WASHINGTON
Acting on the complaint of a minish. Sen Hubert H. Humph- about morals, love, life, eterman who says he was denied rey planned to visit St Peters- nity, peace of mind and values.
-AU
membership in a Portland, burg, and Sen Vance ilartke Let us know we can count on you
Ore., Elks lodge because he is moved into Miami, Florida. The when things get up-tight.
AUCTI
black, a federal court panel has secretary of state said 11
SCARE THE HELL OUT OF
January' 1
ruled fraternal organizatiions candidates world be on the US. When you catch a child in..
shine at
are not entitled Co tax breaks if Dernocrat
.,_
ic ballot in the March his first encounter with wrong,
at 7
Issue
they exclude nonwhites. The 14 primary.
punish- hirn:Ite stire he unall furnit
ruling said such organizations
derstands
what
he
has
done
plus some
are not exempt from federal in- BALD MEN SHY
LONDON (UPI)-Gerry Rex, wrong and why it is Wrong. Let
o
from
come taxes and revokes the
-him know .you are puntaiiinil
room suit
right of individuals to deduct a London wigmaker, advertised him because you
love
him and
rocker, t
charitable contributions to such far
'a Iniml*
'
In northern -are'conCeined about him not -•
TV.,radi
clubs from their income tax. . districts of England, heavily hit because you want to get
even.
by unemployment, that
matching
ALL
firand
O
dan
UR
it
B
let
LtlulFF
a cn Stand
wanted a baia man
chairs,
A storm packing hurricane;', Wanted
bolster
force winds and heavy snow demonstrate and sell wigs with
BE HONEST WITH US. Tell
• Sewing
whipped across the western the possibility of earning sis,qtg your children the.truth. Be
cooking
mountains and northern Great a year. No one answered trig generous
in praise. ,When • it
and logs,
Plainsetoday. 'Frail warnings ad.
comes
.time--tecritse your
the
' coauld
rea'abe athraet baahlydermetnnonin
-bicycle,
were posted from Washington :
ild re
heope
wcitll tyhe
our
n be
judg
lieve
ernei
/l
.
table
.1,op
to Nebraska, while blizzard
chan
usual," Rex said.
Many o
Dougl
of sale.
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to- learn-. FEELINGat another's
ST NEEDPUZZLEMYSTERYTHOUGHTTHING, BAR
E WORLD-

carried the
e From. the
". Which was
the CornSL John's
,Minn.
COOL. Kids
that only a
a settled soul
NO UP ON
keep you too
good cornyour children.
t aside time
others should
upervise their
UNG OUT,
• uor
Use

LITTLE.

and strong

YOUR CLASS.
of parenthood.
and act like
need to know
• adults.
Show
faith. Be an
at work.
OFF
S.Talk to us
• ve, life, eterand values.
n count on you
up-tight.
OF
tch a child in.
✓ with wrong,
sure he unhe has done
is wrong. Let
are punishing
love him and
bout him not
nt to get even.
;LUFF. Stand
et us con you.
US. Tell
the • truth. Be
also. ,When it
criticize your
n believe you
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Drivers MOBILE HOME, 1970-12'x60'
THACTQH7THAILEH
(Experience Not Necessary) Marriott,
bet:trod-in,
Must have good driving record. Mediterranean. Owner must
Be in good health. .74;) train for liquidate immediately due to job
local and over-the-road hauling. relocation. Exceptionally nice
.BE NUMBER ONE - To see our just listed house arid Na. I
This BRICE HOME-ON-WirsThEET needs new cast at
For application, call 606-299-6912, trailer with washer, dryer and
with added income. Two sleeping roomsIn_back of homsadd
paint on the trim and you will have a nice 3 bedroom, 1 bath
from 9 8.111. - 7 p.m., or write central air and Much more.
$70.00 to your monthly income, while you relax in tnodein
SEMI Please call only if interested, 753lovely place where the kids and-ftuirreis can PlaY together.
WIDE
NATION
3 bedroom house.
Let us show you this one.
DIVISION, Su4e 214, 171 New 2584.
J14P
Circle Road, N.E., in Lexington,
PEACE AND CONTENMENT are yours on Sunset art 3 - HANG *tines Calendar on tlie waB hi a - home of your
JI2C JANUARY SPECIAL; Big 3
Kentucky,40505.
own. Inspect this fine brick home on 'Calloway Ave. 3,
des and Hying-raw, naistiptgrbedroom double wide. Everyone
fireplaces,21u11 baths,lots of closets, built-in kitchen. All for
bedrooms, large living room, convenient kitchen complete
LARGE-,EASTERN-eompany can purchase one in January for
- $26,500. You need to see this one,
with stove and refrigerator. Just $21,500.
has two openings for local only $6595.00, completely fur•
manager trainee who can nished. Delivered and .atit
- FF FUGHT in this attractive 3 • START THE NEW YEAR RIGHT! Ownership doesn't cost-it
CART YOUR YEAR O
_qualify. Write Kent Jackson, 910 within 100 miles. BLINT--INN
bath off master
•:Udine& tea home. 11
pays! See this 3 bedroom brick home with Whig room,dining
/
2 baths-has
Curtis, Paris,Tennessee
tlomes, 3900 Beltline Nigh'.
room, kitchen, family room, extra large patio,"feirports
bedroom, gas heat, 2 air conditioners, carpeted,large living
38242.
J13C way, Paducah, Kentucky. Phi*:
room. Stove and drapes will stay with house. Garage and
with lots of outside storage. $22,500. 443-6150.
- "114C
outside storage unit. This spacious home can barium Mr
"OR
much less than you imagine. CALL NOW!
NEED A BUILDING SITE not in the-cfty-22 acres
TWO BEDROOM tralW, 12'x417Stella with foundation and storage building under
Notra- abanparliy
BitiBilhed.
Phone 753-946YOU HAVE 2 cars? Put both away at night in the 2 car
1971-121115'
KINGSWOOD
mobile
EXTRA
after
cos
NICE
p.m.
bedroom_
one
-atruction
Two.- BEDROOM furnished
nui
_
garage attached to this lovely 4 bedroom, 2 bath home. The
bedrooms,
i_omni_invo
l
2
full
furnished sPartment-r-hin&baths•rapertMent, gas heat, $80.00 per
attractive kitchen has all built-ins and opens to dining room
central
ifr;
from
T
i
months
old.
Must
college
only.
Couples
No
month. Also two bedroom trailer,
26 ACRES on highway 94 juat 12 miles Northeast of Murray,
as well as large den. Inviting foyer, large rooms, beautifully
see to appreciate. Assume loan. TWO PANELS new imported
pets. Electric heat and air con- swoop/a month.,Phone
tfied location for future investment.
489carpeted, central gas heat with electric Waists of closets.Phone 435-5961 or 435-5715. J14P linen tie-back drapery 90":84"
ditioner. Phone 7534135 or 713- 2595.
.
J13C
each; 9 yards matching fabric.
SEE THIS ONE TODAY!
4478.
TFC
A 1972 DREAM-100 acre-farm for only $16,500. Located '
TWO
1,
4
SIZE
beds
with
springs New quilted bedspread 96"x110".
Northwest of Kirksey. We won't have this farm long at this
J14C
•THREE BEDROOM furnished and mattresses. Excellent Phone 753-3186.
NICE FURNISHED apartment, yeller. Located one mile north of
thedroda'
•
condition.
Ideal
for
children's
close to amigo.Phdne 753. . Murray. Phone 753-5811.
JL1C
.
men betutfful drapeicalr-condi
rom. or cable. Complete with SLIM GYM exerciser, NOM.
craw'
6564._
TFC •
point
BEThi
boyhood.. A real buy for $20,000.
brim
o
om
6
.
,
0
pillows,•sheets-ancLbediPrears.'Phamt 4...
1-- Ir.= 5-100-7:00
pod farm land'. Only 2mile;
.South of Murray.
JI3P
$50.00for at
.
. Phone 7$2-1310.J14Clui:
PROFESSIONAL OFFICE space. baths,living room,--kitchen-den,
DREAMING-OF A PLACE4Peountry and sitting by .- -90 ACRES
SOI1EaElbeheaWandraround_Blekeee,borredaiitim
room, utility, fenced RET,,fovE
available;_ _tor' information
CARPET paths and 1970-12'280' MOBILE HOME.
your fireplace? We have the ideal place. Only 4 miles from
dered by a water shed lake. Small frarne house - excellent
coritaet BrueiThomas at Federtenu
-S-180-11T-Phohe" f53- soots; nalheetei down nap*lib Includes yatio.,.
,awning, untown. With big trees in the front yard. house has 4 bedrooms,
tobacco barn. Now is the time to start thinking of spring
Savings and Loan, Math Street in 6079.
JI3C Blue Lustie. Rent shampooer $1. derpenning, metal storage
2 baths, completely modern kitchen, carpeted throughout,
plantin'.
Murray or Phone 763-7921. TFC
building, air conditioning, carBig K,Belaire Shopping Cenwith 2 acres of land. Bring your checkbook because you wi
•TWO BEDROOM unfurnished
PERFECT FOR INVESTMENT -ll
30 acre tract locatettonpeting and utility room with
J15C
want to buy this country home. Less than $30,000.
.
aiNvoisiiiiisimmisissomsomissiasast apartment
Johnnie Robertson Road. Develop this and make your 1072 a
ca7roaporit
:,ayane
nd. ter'
washer and dryei hookup. Phone
MAKE MONEY WHILE YOU SLEEP with this brick duplex
rtment = storage room at
richer one!
RE:
OR hed
.
= Nice FOR
753-9900 or 7534964 after 4:00
priced at less than $20,000. Don't let this one get away. 2
=
x -Phone 753-1962 between 7:30 and 1951-74 HARLEY DAVIDSON p.m.
COMMERCIAL FRONTAGE on 641 North. 70acres priCed at
J17G
bedrnrkrns on each side._Great income!
Chopper. Phone 753-9084 or 753E for 3 or 4 college boys. Also i 4:30.
JI3C GOOD OLD used Frigidaire
-----.
j
-1-3C
---- 9944 after 6:allm.
IT COSTS-NO MORE TO OWN LOVELY brick duplex than to
for
ACRESFRONTING US641 North with around 700' highway
and
Privileges. .
refrigerator. Price $15.00. Phone .pay that apartment rent. Have an income' while you are
-11
"1"
:
1
Phone: "Gal.wIth lutdiel
lsal
H°eME
at 641 SifilEperThe rent, Murray,
frontage.
i' TEN WEEKS old Toy Poodle. 436-2381.
J13C
buying. Each side features 3.betireghtk_Milit4n 0
-'Trkentucky. Phone Max at 753Phone 753-5945 after 5:00 p.m.
1 241M,
16 ACRE.TRAI:Em Earnest Battey road. Good investment
= 753-5865 days
Central heat and air,carpets.Only.2 yearitold.
.
2.
; 753-5108 after--5:10 p.m. -4 9131.
1TC J14C
40" F1419MAIRE ELECTRIC
property..•
"
DOUBLE YOUR PLEASURE,Double yaw Mon willIthis
_AtillOSININIINNIIININNINNINININININJ
range, white, top elements and
duplex...2 bedrooms each side, fully occupied. Lot is
MILES WEST OF MURRAY on HighwainK-we have 15 ..4._
:
ATC1R WM-1°Iblin one oven. In good condition; EFRIGER
41 hores
:
oirlE
7448.
F
75.1.
- ceL&.n
arn
for;:
Or", Lake,
n-pti
iyiumati
1 :
-hti
107
irstboR
)
np
9
ffe
nernx
tr
.:
.tuTe in 11
'.inf
107'x192', big enough- to build 2 more apartments. Can be
freezer
10 miles
frontbfarray
across top. 535.00. Phone $30.00. Phone 7534109.
acres.
•
_ _
JUG'
yours for $24,500. Great investment!
J14P
THINKING OF BUILDING your
home? We have many
1790.
J13P bedrooms, 15's15' living room, BEGINNERS SPECIAL! This neat little frame house has 2
Iota listed in p9st_any part of Murray you would like. Some
12'x61' TWO BEDROOM mo.'
separate dining room, kitchen, CHERRY LUMBER, Phone 753- home. Spacious floor plan, very
'
bedrooms down, 1 up; electric heat, air conditioner, some
have large ffiies..All are_well lodged:"
NICE TWO bedroom furni.shed central elettric. beat and air
carpeting, draperies. Can be bought for just $14-,800.- Don't- ---J12P clean. Extras. Phone 753WATERnt13141"t0T-tr-Panorarria-Subdivision. Ideal for
apartment. Air, carpel,private-conditioning_ All new Appliances
miss this one!
6812.
J13eyear around'home.. drive and entrance. $110.90 per including washer. On private lot. 11"S terrific the*ay we're selling
A CHALLENGE TO THOSE WHO WANT an older home to
ON BLOOD RIVER EMBANKMENT, we have 20'acres of
university. Phone Phone 436-5571.
Near
month.
.f14C Blue Lustre to clean rugs and LOVE FOR sale; Cocker Spaniel.
remodel and resell. This 4 bedroom Pi story brick home has
choice waterfront property. Perfect location for developJ14C
753-7550.
unlimited possibilities. Ideal investment property and less
upholstery. Rent shampooer •_$1. female puppies, registered.
ment with over 1200 feet, of lake frontage.
'FURNISHED
APARTMENT; Begley Drug Store, Central Excellent quality. Wonderful
than $16,000.
IN GREEN Acres Trailer Court, two bedrooms,central air, wall to Shopping Center-'
-IF YOU ARE LOOKING- for a lot or cottage on the lake,
J15C pets, good with children, Shots,
DO YOU WANT A HOME of your very own but hind& are
10 and 12' wide trailers. For wall carpeting. Good location.
-CALL US!IrWe have property all up and down the lake for
dewormed. $50.00. Phone 753short? How about this 2 bedroom newly decorated home for
married couples only. Also Phone 753-4331.
JI8C
sale.
5605.
J13P
only $10,500.?
trailer spaces, $22.50 per month.
TOWERS. AND ANTENNA
IT WOULD BE THEPERFECT setting for your antiques A
Clean and quiet. Available,,ONE 2 ,BEDROOM furnished
at
NEW COTTAGE in Panorama Shores. 2 bedrooms, partially
AVOCADO MAYTAG ports
creative mind could turn it into the charming cottage it long
telephones, natural gas and house, gas heat. Also one 2
WHOLESALES PRICES
dryer. Phone 753.3010.
furnished, ES:perfect summer home. Let us show you this
J13P
to be.Imagine 5 bedrooms,one with a fireplace, dining room
cablevision. 1.3 miles on North bedroom- mobile home. See
BIG JACK ANTENNA $19.9:
bargain at only 16,500.
basement, on 2 acres. Large outside shop building.
16th Street extended. Phone 753- Brandon Dill after 4:00 p.m., no
T. V. Service (enter
J18C phone calls please. Located at
NOTICE
Central Sboppbg Center
Murray Drive In Theater en7534165
THREE-11EDROOM trailer, trance.
Mon.-Tuee.-Wed. _
Three miles-frontMurray on East
US. PRIME SIRLOIN
BLUE LUSTRE not only rids
side. Phone 753-7056 or 753STEAK DINNER
NICE kVANISIM oglecarpets vied but leaves pile sift • Complete
and Satisfying
6231.
JI3C bedroom apartment: Carpeted and lofty. Rent
ilectric sham$1.49
and air conditioned. Located 100 pocer $1. Murray Home
&'Auto
'South 13th Street. May be seen
TRIANGLE INN
Stare. •
.115C
NICE 3 bedroom House, Dining
J14C
room, Den. Garage, Quiet Kelly's Nit Control.'
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
location, $140.00 per month. Call
NEW TWO bedroom 12':60' BELTONE FACTORY
TFC
fresh installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
753-9917 after 6 p.m*. •
trailer on private lot in Hazel. hearing aid batteries
UNDER CONSTRUCTION 3 FARM FOR Sale, located nine
AUTOS FOR SALE
for all make
SERVICES OFFERED
Carpeted throughoat. Phone 492- hearing aids. Wallis
bedroom brick. Two baths, miles east Of Princeton, KenDrugs. J12C EVELYN'S BEAUTY Salon
tUIIIfllftlflhItUhiIftPIIUIIlHulIHISilfthllIIIi
9785. •
woulct like to announce that
J14C
family room with fireplace, tucky, 16 miles north of 1969
CORVETTE
FOR RENT
CON- CARROLL'S PLUMBING &
central heat and air. Buy now and Hopkinsville on Highway 91. 104 VERTIBLE,$3500.00. Phone 753- maintenance, ceidneter. phone
Nice furnished apartment
I HAVE about 400 bales of Jap Peggy Noel is now working with
TIIHEE BEDROOM trailer,-IF Hay to sell. Phone 435-5312.
pick yqur own colors. Also under acres more or less; two story 2562.
for 2,3,4, or 5. College girls.
J12C them and she would like to invite
'MP 418-2295
•
J12C.
wide, 1967 model. Southwest side
all her friends to call 753-2511 for
construction 4 bedroom brick brick house; timber; burley and
Close to campus.
of Murray.,Couple only: $10.00 ESTEY DOUBLE key organ, an appointment.
Jl2C •
2/
1
2 baths, family room with corn base; close to church, on 1959 MERCURY MONTEREY,BULLDOtER WORK, trucking,
Phone:
per month, Mole 753.9293. .114C used. Less than 1,4 price if bought
fireplace, formal dining room, school bus and mail route. two door sedan.Phone 753also bank gravel, fill dirt and
753-5865 days
and two car garage. Both are Contact Mrs. Bertha Kerr 9242.
J13P topsoil. Phone Hardin 354-8569 or
753-5108 after 5:00 p.m.
new. Phone 753-8361.
J13P ELEXTROLUX SALES & SerHELP WANTED.
TFC
3544161 after 6:00p.m
deluxe homes and are located Princeton,Kentucky 365vices,Box 213, Murray, gy.,C.M.
-close to the new Murray High 6504.
J1 1962 VOLKSWAGEN, rebuilt INTERIOR PAINTING. Free
phone 382-2468, FarSanders,
MOBILE
VICTOR
'home,
8'x35',
FURNISHED APARTMENTS.
PLANNED
Schciol on Holiday Road just east
engine, new brakes, $200.00 estimate, Work guaranteed. Can Laving roonoficylik-bithroom
condition.
good
TFC
Stove, mington,Kentucky.
PROMOTIONAL
SMALL
FARMT-goad lOcation; Student needs
of the West Murray Church of
refrigerator, bath and 'holier:
money for 2nd furnish references. Phone 753- with shower ancirtiith7Drie or two
OPPORTUNITY
Christ. Phone 753-3903 after 4:00 business Or future investment. semester. Phone 753-4048 after 3484.
Ready to move into. WOO,
PETSHOP. 7 miles North of
TFC• bedrooms. Zimmerman Apart
.p.m. to see these fine houses. One mile East Murray, ap- 3:00p.m.
PREFERRED
MALE
Phone 492-8452.
TFC Murray. Fisb, birds, puppies,
J13C
phone
Street,
ments,
16th
South
Financing available to qualified proximately 10 acres pasture.
msters, guinea pigs and
This position offers a
TAX SERVICE. Leave records' 753-6609.
J15C
buyer.
J14C Hog wire fencing, stables, water. 1971 VOLKSWAGEN, red
supplies. Phone- 753-1862 or 753career opportunity through
for fast preparation. Government
Cozy older
7 room house, .4cruarebadt,
9457.
low mileage. One trained. Reasonable rates. Phone ABOUT
planned advancement to
J27NC
modern. For appointment call owner.
25 Acres of soy beans.
Thursday
Phone 7531818 or 753management
or
levels
February7C
436-5430.
753.2959
and
Phone 498-8361.
FIVE ROOM house with separate 436-2173.
412C
TFC 9997.
All You Can eat
ir
SPECIAL 071..permanent waves
higher earnings. ApJ13C
five room apartment on large
HORNBUCKLE'S
BARBER
at Adam's Stony...Skip in
plicants
should
have
some
corner lot. Has upstairs that
TRIANGLE INN
Shop, 213 Spruce Street, open 9:00 BEAUTIFUL VALARAH Lee
1961 CHEVRDIETINkup
Cokalwater.Phone Judith Darnall,
college training or a high
WANT TO BUY
tinfurniShed,
Apartment,
could be made into large apartcylinder straight drive with air a.m. till 5:00 p.m., Monday
41111-21112.
.1141Cschool diploma
with
kitchen,
bedroom,
room,
living
ment. Located at 811 Vine. Phone
ARC REGISTERED Toy Poodle
conditioner and new tires. Nice through Saturday. Haircuts EA.
business
experience.
Times
&
Ledger
BUY
WANT
TO
J12C
753-6607.
puppies, 9 weeks old. Phone 753- HUB DUNN is now associated
Boy's haircuts $.75.
TFNC utility, and bath. Carpeted. Air
Applicants must have good
Newspapers dated December 29, condition. Phone 753-3000: J13C
Dishwasher,
conditioned.
6379.
.115C with Reiner. of Murray in the
driving record.
1971. Please bring to Ledger &
SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back refrigerator', stove, garbage
Central Stepping Center. Phone.
We
offer
a
good
1956
PICKUP
starting
DODGE
truck,
new
office,
103
Times Newspaper
AUCTION SALE
hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 753-1 disposal. Across from Westview
TWO HORSE trailer. Phone 435- 7534909.
salary, plus liberal em.111IC
. TFNC transmission and engine. $200.00. 5033.
South 4th Street.
St.
16th
South
Home
Nursing
on.
TFC
J14P
4872after 5:00pxn.
ployee
benefits.
Phone 7534741.
J14C
Phone 753-3865 after 6:00 p.m
AUCTION SALE, Saturday,
BALDWIN PIANOS and organs
For an Interview apMR ALL your hotne additions, J15C
OVER 100 year old log house, for rent or sale; Rent applies to
January 15, 10:00 a.m., rain or WANT TO BUY good used chain 1954 PLYMOUTH.Runs good and alterations, remodeling, etc.
pointment, call or write to:
16'1411'. Logs are in excellent purchase. I.onardo Piano Co.,
shine at the late Cordis McKinney saw. Phone 753-2987.
_ J14C has good tires. Licensed and Free Estimates.Phone 753MR.C.P. WILLIAMS
TWO BEDROOM trailer, furcondition. Phone Puryear, across from Post Office, Paris,
home at 740 Nash Drive. Will sell
inspected. Phone 480-2651. 114C 8123.
TFC fished, electric heat, near
C.I.T. FINANCIAL.
J14P Tennessee.
Tennessee,409-8635.
all furniture, modern and clean
JAC
wheel trailer
two
BUY
TO
WANT
753-3895
SERVICES
or
753University.
Phone
'
I
AM
young,
pieces
married lady
plus some old pieces and
•
1969
Phone
OPEL
753GT.
Conone.
for
3482,
gear
running
J
13C
or
MOBILE HOME, 12'x60', 1971
from others in family. Living
Sonthside Shopping
3571.
J14C looking for permanent emimportant.
We push vegetable plates 3
model Atlantic. Take over
ployment. HaVe office clerical
room suite, leatherette platform dition of box not
753-6702
JI2C
Vegetables- 69 cents'N"-"*"41444‘419PPMR•epooiplaciiitii.no• b.-Cir.
payments. Phone 753-8716 or 753experience, good re1erencea.
rocker, two automatic washers, Phone 753-9786.
n Alf I
5.
1967 VOLKSWAGEN, excellent Please call 753-9706.
TV.,radios, rugs,chest, cabinet,
J13C child, rem bedroom house at 1008
Catalina Drive. Drapes, air
Employer
matching end tables, Ole lamp,
condition, white. Phone 753'TRIANGLE INN
9" TABLE SAW, 12" Radii arm
6737.
chairs, linens, feather bed,
J18C WILL CLEAN offices or beauty conditioner and stove furnished.
753 4953
saw. Treadle No.I White Sewing
Phone 753-3903 after 4:00 p.m.
bolster arid pillows, treadle
shop in evenings.Phone 753WANTED: WOMAN Fridays machine. Apartment
1970 GOLD TWO door Chevrolet 6392
sewing machine, dishes -and
J13C .113C
only to come In'are baby* for refrigerator, eiectric-cosir-stove.
Caprice with black vinyl top, air
cooking utensils, electric irons
onechild.Phone 767-4797. JI7C 14' Ahuninum boat. 5/
1
2 h.p. and
conditioning, new tires, 20,000 HARRY'S ELECTRIC!! THREE
and logs, phone table, chairs,
ROOM furnished
35 h.p. Johnson motor. Deep well
bicycle, child's rocker, formica
actual miles plus warranty book Rewiring, Service Changes, apartment, private entrance,
NEED EXTRA money after Pcnilx Three piece couch,rocker
for 30,000 miles. Owners have Electric Heat Specialist. No Job la heat,
top table, 6 chairs, new, and
site!' furnished. Extra Christmas? $5.00 to $10.00 an'
Chair. Wood cook stove.
purchased new home and will sell toe small. Reasonable rates. 1108 nice,
many other items.
*quiet. For teacher, couple, hour rtill or part time. Willing to Skill saw. All of these are in
car for $2,750. Pbone 767-4252 Sycamore,Phone 753Douglas Shoemaker in 'Charge
adults Only.$90.00. Near hospital. work. Phone 489-2324 for in- perfect condition. Call after 4:00
after 5:00p.m.
J13C
of sale.
J14C 7407.
February
753.1299.JI4C terview.
J13C p.m..753415&
J13C
_

Donald R, Tacker, Realtor, and Associates,
Say Resolve- NOW TO---Have-A--,New Home in /97211
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PhOnt 753-4342
Associates: Edna Knight,home iihon053-4910,Pat Mobley home phone 753-8958
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It Happ

FOOD
STORES

* Prices Good Through Tuesday, January 18, 1972 *
Field's Chestnut
By
Assoc
MAN,
he is,lisis
nviroiun
n here he
clean and
Two U
Dame biol
Poulson
are w •
tourist ca
The
SimPlY
hIghte-.o
the stela
bats and
put light •
and it
That is
floor.
algae,
. The P
Insects
Aormally
caverns.

TENDEREST BEEF IN TOWN
Swift ProTen

First Cut
Swift's ProTen

-4144
At'e
a knr
said. "

* FROZEN FOODS
Acts \

* PRODUCE

a/ties
tit (g't'

i
Sh01 4 j

8 oz

BRUSSEL SPROUTS
MIXED VEGETABLES
CUT GREEN BEANS
LADY CREAM PEA

35
19;
49'

10-oz.
20-Oz.

59

24az.

JONATHAN 'APPLES
YELLOW ONIONS
GRANGES
BANANAS
LYNN GROVE MED EGGS

Nabisco

Flavor-Kist Choc. Chip

25 Lbs.

Trail Blazer

29

Del Monte Cut

No. 303 ca25

Del Monte

No 303 can

Detergent

23'

No. 21
/
2
-dan

25t

13-oz.

31

Del Monte

Pineapple Juice
394
B
9' Shortening 75$
Food

10'
•••<••

shore.

5
No. 303 can

DEL MONTE
fin

FRUIT
COCKTAIL

33'

No 303 can

DEL MONTE

46 oz can

GerberStrained

'Red & White Pure Veg.

aby

SAUCE

434-oz.

3 lbs.

JOHNSON'S

Kraft
1111114AWIll
MOUSI
If

save

Reveal
IttrIXWEl,

either a 1-1b. bag or a 1-1b. can of •
Giant Size

.lb.

TOMATOES 29st

Baby Formula

GARDEN
SPINACH

lit
•• •

Del Monte Stewed

1-1b.

DEL MONTE EARLY

3 Lbs.

PURR

Del Monte Early

No 303 can

with '5.00 purchase, excluding tobacco
and dairy products.

39
29'

Kleenex

ORE
O
thoz
45t
TISSUE00c
COOKIES 3/$1
GREEN
DOG FOOD 79 BEANS
LIMA
JUNE
No.
303
OLEO
BEANS3T PEAS
5$ Pear Demo.
55
Simil
ac
Halves
DELIGHT SOLID

4 Lbs.

-GOOD-S
GREA
gland(
Weaver
water
hooves g
workout
Monday.
fle144111.
suddenly
a shot
water W
horse k
"He w
mile ou
-minute
Jockey a
until

-•

MAXWELL HOUSE*
Coffee at JOHNSON'S
1-1b. Bag Only 6-5t
on.coupon per Famtly

1-1b. Can Only 794

otter Expres 1/18/724.A.11.1614,41.ajwidayjulyhajj6J1.&arlLi6.11.11.11...11.1.11.41.41
.
1

No. 300 can

23

Softasilk

ROASTING
111 ••

III

III

•

IRO

RY 12, 1972

WEDNESDAY
JANUARY 12, 19'72

JANUARY 12,4972

It Happened In Indiana

By LEROY POPE
upj Business Writer
NEW YORK (UPI)-There Is
no national advertising market
per se in the United States
anymore, -and that mews
better days for newspapers Mid
local broadcasters,a&Ordbigto
two marketing experts.
Thomas W. Judge of RKO
JERUSALEM,(AP)- More Television representatives in
than 1,900 Moslems from the Is- New York and John J
raeli-occupied territories have Henderson, a New York markleft during the past week for eting and advertising cow*:
the holy pilgrimage to Mecca, a tant, also said it means towillr,
spokesman-for-the-military sledding ahead fee network
government-mkt Sunday. He television.
-WI-Tim
The segmentation
said another 1,000 Arabs were
in eroded the once potent national
pilgrims
the
Pin
t•I?
-eikee!..ed
-- advertising market helped to
the nex1-10 days.
_.
destroy such once vigoroua
GAY MILLS, Wis. (AP) - general national magazines as
Rental bees are good insur- the Saturday Evening Post and
ance, says Bill Meyers of the Look, said Henderson.
Kickapoo Orchards, providing a
Judge and Henderson's firms
backup to local bees in the job have just completed a study of
of pollinating the apple blos- the changing life styles of
Afarlcans in 100 key markets
to analyze the way they have' z-•
cave a
affected advertising. ,
"If we get the bees too early,
a low food supply," Poulson
There's hope that Wyandotte,
Major Conclusion
said. "They have a low Spring Mill and other Indiana they send out their scouts and
Their major conclusion is
caves can be saved and -still be establish routes -to other pol- that after 25 years of explosive
for petiple less len," he said. "We wouldn't otertb, network broadcasting
want that, so we get them when no Tonger 5
spehmkers.
than
hardy
-the-darling otEnGREAT YARMOUTH,
Green suspects that adding we have our own pollen."
Madison Avenue.
Jockey Red
gland (UPI)
Apples are not the only crop
National advertising now is
Weaver thought a little sea ultra violet light could prevent
the bees-ness. A state bee designed and placed on a
given
He
surfaces.
cave
on
growth
home's
water would do his
hooves _good after a strenuous said it might even kill existing inspector says cucumbers and regignal basis with the retailer
and ciiitributor having an ever
workout •along the beach plants that followed the light cranberries also get buzzed.
growing voice in the process.
Monday. He backed the bay bulb.
• STORY-OF AN OUTLAW
The biologists are consulting
"This ,ais bound to give
gelding,slowly into the sea and
--PlObLYWOOD-+AP4- Ben
suddenly the harm took'off like with geolottsts in a search for Johan". foczoor rivid rider newspapers and lociftiroada shot into the ocean:-In deep inethods- tit Speedtag- up-. ac- and stuntman. has been signed _ casters a bigger share anis me
water Weaver fell off and the cumulation of Calcium car- for the role of Sheriff Mean network a smaller share,"
-`--tionates that produce the John Simpson in "Dime Box,"a Henderson said.
horse kept going.
The 1970-71 recession acceler-He was about a quarter of a handsome cave formations.
20th Century-Fox produCtion •
If this can be done, the algae now being filmed on-location in ated the breakdown of the
mile out and loving every
- single package national market,
minute of it," Weaver said, ravages in old tourist caves can Durango, Mexico. •
It is the story of.an outlaw they said, but disintegration
Jockey and trainer had to wait be repaired.
This isn't an isolated study. who enters a small Texas town started much earlier. They said
until the horse was tired
_ the cntu'.with-----110411mes were:
Cave Research Foundation at the
The
to
returned
swimming and
going straight.
of
intentions
major
conducting a
is
shore.

By Dale Burgess
Associated Press Writer
M -kN, bumbling creature that
i* is, has managed to foul up his
ivironment in smie areas
where he thought he was being
clean and tidy.
Two University of Notre
Dame biologists, Dr. Thomas L.
Poulson and Richard Greene,
are working in one such fieldtourist caves.
The damage has been. cipne
simply by installing electric
lights so visitors could admire
the stalactites, stalagmites,
bats and other cave attractions,
put light in the depths of a cave
and it gets scummy.
That is, the cave walls and
floor become livable for green
algae, mosses and even ferns.
The plants, in turn, attract
insects and animals which
normally shun the food-poor
caverns. This invasion could.
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metabolism rate imd are good
at finding every bit -of nourishment in the environment. Extra
food from plant growth and
litter could easily favor the
outside species over 4iiie shy
cave animals, further upsetting
the natural ecology."
The light-stimulated growth
produces another problem. The
algae acutally can cause
destruction of the rock for,
mations tourists go to see.
"The plant life breaks down
the pristine rock formations,
"often leaving unattractive,
crumbly spots beneath when the
growth is scrubbed away,"
Green said.This could become serious in
southern Indiana, with a wealth
of limestone caves and hungry
for tourists.
The problem is an old one in
Mammoth Cave of Kentucky.
Its green mats began growing in

research and .exploration
program.
It's a darkening thought, but
Indiana's hundreds of miles of
caves may some day be
desirable retreats for higher
forms of life than blind fish and
crickets.

directed a technical sehoot pro- was transferrecTliSect'etirt- elected her president.--Every- - --By BOB INGLE
gram and gave up a teaching staltation involved in bacteri- one from teen-agers to senior
Associated Press Writer
camcitizens worked in her
career to help the war effort
ological warfare.
..
TALLADEGA, Ala. (API
After the war. Miss Whitson paign..
_ In 1910 Maria. Whasc---T;- • Ti•lay.at TO, she's still forgNow her rieblem is -•
ing forward and makes a habit taught again until she retirfea in
__lead ,
decided she'd rather,
"I never 1964, but being idle didn't ap- never been able_ to get dpne in
not looking
,Ir• ••- wanted to relive anything, even peal to her. When the govern- one day everything -I had
-_v
back times. I ment changed in this northeast planned." On the question or
- 14 41'
svhrleaclhal
ideh s boi
—
l l°11-4
tlt--.wawsn
1s., butrieh
the more enjoyable
until 60 years later that her never felt I could do any better
Alabama town from a city corn- women's lib. she 'says. "I ye
ambitions were fulfilled, when If I really intended to do better. mission type te a mayor and never been denied anything beshe ran for °Mee this year, and I cB
council type, she was off and cause of my sex. I think everyanntstane
nown,"
rlth
fer
o
lsihttelesaiedncour- running. She outpolled the other body should be treated as an
tnTeled
'
uipo
dr caixtdates
e-ityle n-une
othe
some
agement, she'll talk about those. 29 candidates„ and the,council. individupl. There are just
things women can't do.
In the meantime, Miss Whit- days in 1921 when she went to
-"My motto is: Never do for
son wasn't idle. She was the school with all those men at
POWDER FOR SOUP
yourself what you can get a
first woman- to get an engineer- Auburn. After getting a degree PRETORIA:-'South Africa good man to do for you
lag
ing degree from Auburn; she in math and physical science at AP - A
soup powder used in
Randolph-Macon Women's Col- this country's prisons as deCEDAR RAPIDS, Iowa ( AP)
-An actual decline in Weer-. lege in Lynchburg. Va., Miss signed bythe South African Butage Whitson said she realized she reau of Standards to keep the - Sheriff's officers arrested
tising outlays as a
,.
ef deiff.feney die_
two men here after an angry
of QN11. and company taA--------stranted &jet>. A favorite prates- inmate free
the new field easeatts not that -one-wallet- - 300-pound steer was found in
recommended
sor
SkepticiSlif Wthe•- pail-111-11--new breed of
of electrical engineering and to give them a luxury 'diet, but
the trunk of a car.
aij_Auburn accepted her MPkiwewastio ensure thatthey_.- _Officers said the men were
dal executives abouti
•t_ ,--callon. •
- -teafFtIt•-•=`lwitta scientist:charged with cattle rustling'"
_sales results 01
, "Since- 1-hact mostnt _tne_bas,_
during a routine auto Inspection
national advertising.
was
I
way,
the
of
ic courses out
night.
Saturday
-Inability to Measure the able to get a degree in two
DENVER - (AP) - Four
said they had
sales impact of network and years," she said.
young boys found a $29,000
men with
charged one of
national ads accurately enough. .. And- the reaction from her -bankroll ins metal box along a.
a
weapon
concetied
carrying
"Remarkcolleagues
male
Control Increased
river bank and George 4.
--Increased`government con- ably well, considering they Mahoney, a 70-yeai -old World and ordered his car impounded.
urn. e
a
They were filling out an arrest
trol over advertising,didn't want.gir
War I veteran claimed the
when` they' fitaid -a
!wort
'
'
Wer.e re-111e big jumpin the costitz-°a1Y-linle-nlY-feebngS
--allf•Kie-was *Neil TAISCOvered rnoneY Sunday- --strange-noise from the rear Of
network TV time.
he
said
the
Mahoney
dropped
-they- were finding out which
Finally, said Judge and sections I would be in so they box about a month ago while the vehicle. Officers opened the
trunk and were greeted by the
Henderson, manufacturers, who could sign up for the others,
out for an evening walk along
steer.
are the biggest national adverti"It,seems.they were afraid a the river bank and couldn't find
sers, became irritated over certain colorful professor it--nrene darkness.
CRABS HAVE MERCURY,inability -to communicatesaid it contained nig we
--AUSTIN, Tex'. !API as they thought they were of stories if I were in his class. . savings, as well as personal pa- cessive mercury is still being
• After receiving her degree'
_en 'Wed to with network personin blue crabs taken from
...an army discharge,
from Au6urn. Miss Whitson Pe,r:s ancl____,__,
nel.
- ----,- La vaca Bay. and the Texas -_
•
ngs
l
i
o:;
ceyrePu
Bifi
rn- P"
the
co
rintg
dun
'efiginee
rinomed
t
o
f
bu
ed
k
wory
pan
The process cannot be
, 12, 11111 Health. Depdrtment says that
reverised now because the whole depresSion,. so she found a job brother Derrick, 13, and Terry blue crab from that area should
method of buying and selling teaching elementary school his- Miller, 13, and Martirr Snow, j2, not be eaten until further noDepartmenrsayview;,.
broadcasting,time has changed tory, When the schools wanted were out for a bicycle ride over tice
situation. to of
to
techniesil edlicalra. 3,"IN Weekend when they saw the "The
.
weil
vermen
tifiued
out of
Westinghouse, WRO,
nn qua
.ie fdie school 11"
sticking
safe to eat' if they
ly"
"
Innatiardr-rirerfe,t
Metro, ABC, Avca•-and other.
tbe South Platte
River. along
have been taken from approved
.
broadcasting groups, have system in Tailedega. They Wok it to the home of
curnmalga harvesting areas
formed their. own time. -sales .. Bid when World War II came Edna Cooper, the
Officials have been checking
gond-.
organizations instead of relYing .- "I got tired of saying
boys' aunt.
mercury pollution since 1968
joined
sot
boys.
those
all
to
bye
on the old independent sales
"When I opened the door the and have noted a "steady and
. the WAVES. They made me a
th
boys came running in yelling consistent reduction in mercury
in
grade
senior
lieutenant
.
Z
,,,
A_
ilthandled
w
days ""
lush
in
business
charge of a hotel where WAVES. they had found a million dol- densities found in oysters taken
'
"
u`"'..77_____,__,"'
• ' friansLavaca Bay-".--• -- •
tWete- -11ept:-.-- From there- she, lars,"-MI:2- Cooper said.
-“` •-.41/
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Bel-Air Shopping Center
9-9 Mon. thru Sat.
1-6 Sunday
Phone: 753- 8304
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CAPITAL—TOUCH

What's Buttermilk?

ar eluipment finding
peaceful:uses at home

By Marianne Kohler
Home." Instead, they', got a
If you had to explain but- professional rendition from the-- termilk to a foreigner you might cast of "The Stephen Foster -be in real trouble. But if you
Story" by recording on the'*
‘34.4/3_
happened to be an officer of the loudspeaker. There were a
of
smiles
many
Foreugn Liaison Division at great
Fort Knox,Ky., you would know recognition as they listened
Cecelia Stone, of Palmdale,
47
*2-Z4z .
already paid for the property.
By EDWARD NELLAN
just what to say. 'This was intently.
Calif. She is one of 12 VISTA
to further
put
it
see
now
They'll
News-Service
Copley
weatherman—:evidenced recently---erhen
Kentucky's
volunteers at Arizona job
use in veterans' hospitals in the
toured smiled, too. He gave them a
officers
foreign
colleges
where 90 low income
and
unemployed
of
training
The
WASHINGTON historical sites in, thei-Com--- warm, sunny day...these men,
or unemployed families are
underprivileged persons in
being
roller
wobbled-wheeled
globe,
the
monwealth. The __ _Travel.. from half-qay round
enrolled in program stressing
used to grade new bicycle lanes vocational fields and in many
Division of the Kentucky gathered around listening
family participation.
full
as
such
programs
other
the
in
Park
through Rock Creek
Department of Putilic In---40...."The- tuft shims--hright--aa.4.conservation
control,
pollution
Other military suppiies
nation's capital has freshly
formation provided a guide and . my Old Kentucky Horne."
unloaded and handed over to
painted signs on its sides, and law enforcement."
she was bombarded by
.Later,at lunch, the men frail-As provided by law, Kunzig
ACTION at the LOng Beach
which say "National Park
questions from the English- Thailand, Laos, Viet Name, • 4tex.
said, federal agencies have
ceremony were distributed to
Service."
speaking guests. She was im- Singapore and Iran looked up r
the Office of Economic Op.
Four months ago, the-KO - first choice of the propertY.
142.4.444e.
pressed with the quick way the -,.--4rorn the menu and askekjfollowed by schools, colleges, -_portunity, Labor Department,
piece, of road-building equ
'
•
officers from Thailand, Laos, --"What's buttermilk?"
ment was being used at Cam hospitals and civil defense --and HEW-financed poverty
Viet Nam, Singapore and Iran
Ranh Bay in South Vietnam to agencies.
..projects.
grasped and stored
"The use of surplus military = Another vehicle unloaded at
level a helicopter landing pad.
what
told them.
The lettering on its sides then supplies for civilian needs is a
the Long Beach ceremony was
Brochures, background
said, "U.S. Army Corps of part of President Nixon's drive
a Jeep, the keys of which
exreduce federal
to
formation and a map, provided- Engineers."
Blatchford handed over to
M. penditures," Kunzig said.
in a kit for each person, were
VISTA volunteer Jerry Sure of
President Richard
Some $21.6 million worth of
read and absorbed almost
Holly, Mich. Sura drove the
Nixon's schedule of 'bringing
the boys home" from Vietnam property is still in government surplus Jeep to his assignment
inunediately. The officers are
waiting'
is getting niost ofthe publicity,
.4-at the Walker _River Indian_
g
te--CO4OnlY_
also si 4àiti .the real reason
linmore
companion drive to dwirtrib°uutSeeds.
a
Reservation in Schwa, Nev. .
but
they are in America. At Fort
By JOHN CUNNOT,„>_,
"bring home the war equip- aboard ship en route back to Basiasea_Amiyat___
Knox tffey attend classes in
ment" Ls"Mking notable U. S. 'ports. from -Staltbealit
There
Mechanics and Special Officer - NEw yomr- r Api
• .
progress.'
' tions in
ibidershlp,-tmet one for Motor are some sad mem
Among the agencies. which
drive,
the
of
success
The
Officers.
•
those bullish forecasts for the
called "Project Home Run," is have received equipment under
't According to Captain Donald 1972 economy, many of them
7' 77
all the more remarkable in the the project are the Bureau of JANuART 7, ,
_Davidson, in Fort Knox's involving the continued prob.
_
American Indian Affairs in the Depart- '"ADULTS..M
of the
face
•
•
office,
Division
"-Foreign Liaison
lems in the job market. One of
reputation for leaving war ment of the Interior, U.
ME',.5
"Most of the men get a basic these exceptions. seems espematerial scattered across the Forest Service, Juatice.
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
knowledge of contemporary--.4eially tragic.
.
_ .
battlefield or in the hands of
-Department. Federal Aviation - Mrs. Diane King and- Baby
_ America, _pet _tie theirAspeculators.
scrap
local
- --- oy, 902 Ehn SL,IWW.
Administration;lDtihint
dripping wet hair. But he cut it
So far (as of the second week
- ass°ciati°n with °Mean err -from the Bureau of Libor StaNext, we went looldng for
By RICH SEELEY
Office DepartPost
he
Labor,
when
and
Peggy's
like
just
4
'-meet in school front the US,. tistics shows that in November
1smillAIA
of December, 1971) the
electric shavers. Generally
Copley News Service
Ad- ' Quinton Roosefelt Gibson,
Veterans
combed it out, it looked the best women's electric shavers cost acquisition cost of equipment ment,
• and even from eaelsother. there were more than 320,000
ministration, Atomic Energy 1837 West Olive, Murray, Mrs. °
01
a-crew_cuthad
I
since
had
it
ihRever, when they come to Vietnam war veterans without
the
te
Vietnam
a
from
thanmuch leis
returned
Do you realize the price
Conunission and ACTION, the May Boaz Simmons, 1403
America, we try, to give them jobs. Moreover,the jobless rate woman pays.for a product or years ago.
generally, as most women will United States under the project
my
with
citizens' service corps.
it
for
pay
to
went
I
So
Hughes, Murray, Ruford Perry,
the opportunity to visit areas for these men was rising.
tell you, ladies' shavers do not totals $45.2 million. The
service may be higher than the
ACTION, the umbrella Route 1, Almo, T.C. Collie, Box •
representati_ve. Of our history; • Some 50,000 more vets, main- price a man pays for the same $13 in my hot little hand and I work worth a hoot.
campaign began in November,
organization that embraces the 495. Murray, Miss Norma Jean
was thinking I'm crazy for
tradition and
The highest-priced ladies' 1969.
girl
the
Peace Corps, and VISTA as -- Benntter. 1320 West Main,
when
much
can understood how we have ly between ages 20 and 2sr," were thing?
.that
paying
,
Of the total, approximately
shaver made by one famous
Maybe you do. I wasn't that
without jobs in November than
well as several other formerly
"$7,
said,
register
cash
the
at
Mrs. Clara Estelle
manufacturer is $8 while the,,,4H.1 million worth of the
we are a month earlier. Their rate' of aware of it until my wife,
developed into what
citizens' bodies, Murray;'
irisightliito'.
independent
—
plesee."
lier
lowest-prided men's shaver-property has been distributed
todiy. It gives them
812 Nnrtlr 19th. Murray,
unemployment rose above 8 per Peggy, decided to to lave
has been increasingly active in -Lee, Cynthia
some
Sue Ragsdale and
Mrs.
That's „Has -there been
that manufacturer makes costs by the General Services Adweek.
last
styled
hair
• our progress."
drive.
an
Run
Home
with
compared
Project
the
cent from 7,
mistake? No, that's the price
either women arta-ministration - the governour
115 South 12th,
Baby
Girl,
started
NOW.
we
how
_ • Tools and implements cif the
eta:-Bii‘Peggy_f_exeirainixik, in a docluside,Aturray,Mrs.Ruby A. Forrest,
• .late 1700,8 411 disploy_41,,,overall rate of 6 per cent. .',
menfs housekeeping agency getting a great bargain paying
..esistigatkin ei-,•heir-price7avit
It
and'
haircut
Sadie
the
justgot
Lair Beach,
one-third what men pay OF else.
fatality seem todepend on
and •Route 5, Murray, Frank Ben• cereinonsr:at'
reeentb._the
vt'-;4 'rans' rate in
-1Tbe--Shakedown caught the eye of
GSA.
they are getting an inferior to a number of federal agen- Calif
vember exceeded the rate for • whether you're a man or a was $13.
several
several student officers
.
Peggy, who went with rne.to product.
Defense DeParTiiienT-turned-Jarain Leffler, Box 28, Hazel,
recognized them as similar te rionveterans in this age group, woman.
place for moral support,
_this
'"It's the taxpayers who over to ACTION Director Joe Mrs. Ruth Farmer, 416 South
namefour
.had
has
Peggy
Si
known
Wdiarays
Peggy
ones from their homeland, as was the ease in most months
looks up and says, "Must be brand ladies' shavers and none benefit from this program," Blatchford some $6.2 million 9th, Murray,Festus Lynn Story,
the troublemaker of the family,
Other primitive items had other of 1971," said the report.
nice to be a guy."
says Robert L Kunzig, GSA
worth of surplus equipment Route 1, Murray, George
of them has worked out to her
would
she
Does this suggest they would so it figured that
--Robert Long, Hardin, Mrs.
we discovered satisfaction. She finally bought head who planned the drive, just back from Vietnam.
how
that's
attractions. An anxious young
And
start something like this..
'Cheryl Alegre Hargrove and
in pricing. a model made for men and says The Departrnent of Defense;
standard
double
man from Singapore, proudly now have jobs if they hadn't
the
why go,.
Anyway, she went to one of
Blatchford handed keys •to a 1, ftoute 2, Mayfield.
Health, Education and Welfare
So we decided to look around it works great.
wearing a coonskin cap he had served? Or does it mean that these fancy new places where
Mrs.
volunteer
VISTA
to
bus
service-conreasons,
other
for
some
were
there
Ad
AdIf
Veterans
see
e
and
the
purrhased at the gift shop,
looking
were
we
While
and
men's
they - do • beth
to-the guidis-and • nacted PerhaPs,- they lust .d.a womenTi-Faistyling or cutting' other areas where women paid shavers, 'we also compared-ministration also cooperated to--41plepoimirtneimporgarmon
itifthet
vim
men for the same prices on tnen's and women's help avoid the massive waste of
qualify?
not
Daniel
have
declared, "We
you call it. She told more than
whatever
or
*
*
NEW
I
q95
SHIPMENT
goods and material that ocBoone Show at honsi:..I must 'Interpret it as You 'list, You me it would loot -really good thing.
watches. Here comparison is
Caught up tri the current difficult,.
As ea.
curred after World Wars I and V'efTrack and Cassett• Tapos
get picture of me at his fort so still must face the sad irony and only
t $7.
Keegan War.
bicycle-craze, we went to look
the
isa
It
to
tend
that
watches
Wornin's
style
the
all my friends and relatives at that thews young men we rein
cut
She got it
Dixieland Center!
at bicycles and see if there was cost more than men's watches
Kunzig said-1the taxpayers 'LEACH'S TV. AND AAlitiC
home will know I was really turning to an economy'that had
was made popular by Paul
0em. eine o wow. •eala-owes,
price difference between that have a comparable
a
were
they
gain "because they have 111110.041111Wo
when
jobs
of
plenty
McCartney and the Beatles.
here!" This was of course at
man's and women's models. number of jewels in the
You know, the one with bangs
Fort Harrod,-and the smile in away and not enough now.
We found that the major movement but
employment
the
are
These
women's
it
as
girls
on
good
that looks as
the picture said more than a
of American bicycles wateties are smaller, which
maker
vets:
Vietnam
male
for
figures
-does_on boys.
writer-turned-guide could cver
the same style bike for the means they are more intricate
In civilian labor force,
When she got home I said, sells
relate.
same price regardless whether to assemble and this accounts
3,616,000;,
employed,
3,937,000;
looks
good."
really
that
---"Wow,
Colonel Couvillion, one of the
Ifs the men's model- or-the- for the price difference.
And she said, "Yeah, but I
Fort Know officers ac- unemployed, 321,000; jobless
N.
's model.
--women
$13,
rate, 8.2 per cent; not in labor hate to tell you this. It cost
Ladies pay a lot torlhose tiny'
"Justice has triumphed," I
le company,ing the group ex- force, 356,000.
not $7
dials so
told peggy as wanted to the timepieces that ha
-;---Plainerl why, the ,t9ar was
How con"
For nonvetti-"WeiVillan la
magn/Ying
Euall You
catalog. I—
the
in
planned the dig before New
prices
identical
„. "Well, they charge extra te
,
force, 8,170,000; employed,
glass to read them.
.Year's Eve: "Most of our
comb it out and put conditioner told that to everybody until I
570,000;
unemployed
7,600,000;
We did find Timex makes a
American soldiers are hojne on
told it to a couple we know that
aa4t"-tiftittflOorTlerirrate-7. Tulin
leave during the holida ys, and.
had just bought a pair of nurse's -watch comparable in
What
guess."
I
fair,
"That's
size to a man's watch and the
we try to give the foreigners bar force, 1,400,000.
The nee lodge for Senior Citizens at 1505 Stadium View Drive in Murray, Ky.,,is now
do I know about hair stylists bicycles from that company. price is the same as for a
the
while
that
us
told
for occupancy.
They
something to do to occupy their
ready
In either case the figures are
was
it
Anyway,
work?
and their
price was the same, the bikes similar one for men..
Our goal is to provide this area with the best possible care for ambulatory senior citizens.
time and educate them at the not good. Vet or nonvet, these
a terrific haircut.
Our rates are less than $7.00 a day for semi-private accomodations.
same time. A tour of t4is type jobless are in a category that
Peggy kept telling me how were not. The man's bike has
This price includes; three balanced meals a day, maid service, clean linens, comfortable
works very well irl-Uth generally is assumed to include
great this guy who cut it is and racing-type handlebars, dual
TWO MICE REPLACED
living quarters, color T.V., social activitieeand religious services.
categories." The foreign the healthiest, most ambitious
STOKE-ON-TRENT; Enhow he cuts men's hair and how brake hai.dles, toe holds on the
We take care Of the ordering and dispensing of the medicines, call your personal physician
students are not allowed to and enthusiastic workers, often
gland. (AP)- A museum here
I ought to have something done pedals and no fenders.
The woman's bike has the has fi?ed two of its personnel
or drug store when needed.
drive a car while on their short equipped with the Jatest educa- about my hair.
,
old-style handlebars, one set of
shy of people.
visit of usually six to eight tion.
Since we are just open, a choice of rooms and accomodations is now available. Please
Well, I really like that Pali] brake handles, no toe holds and because,they're two mice
victims are
contact me at the Fern Terrace Lodge. 7$3-7109.
weeks,so any opportunity to see
But thetemparison..between
McCartney style and I'm really those dumb fenders that people The
They were kept to -ran round
the American countryside is vet and nonvet is disturbing
tired of people telling me always take off because they
model treadmill generating
a
welcomed.
something ought to be done rattle.
also. The high rate of joblesselectricity. But they couldn't
At My Old Kentucky Home-' ness among the vets may repabout my hair,'so I agree to go
Now maybe some women like stand the crowds peering at
MONA isy,110k1 RA ADMINISTRATOR
State Park,some of Die ()faders resent a_ temporary situation, to this hair stylist.
the fenders and the straight them. The museum has given
The next day found me handlebars and the plain die job to three gerbils, another
the
how:Skirted an understandable adjustment
asked
feeling like an idiot sitting in pedals. The lady who owned the kind of rodent.
hostesses to sing Stephen period between military and cithe chair while this guy cut my bike we looked at, however,
Foster's •'My Old Kentucky vilian life
considered them lilt funk and
said she coii.dn't ride utast or
as long as she could on the
man's model.- But she didn't
buy a man's bike because she
doesn't like the upper crossbar.
The only 'solution she has
p.m.
found to her problem is to
Sat.,
Jan.
15
spend $30 to have the men's
Every one of us uses an average of thresegallons of oil every day.
equipment put on her bike.
So do.att the other 205 million Americans. Oil and natural gas supply 75 percent
'We looked around and found
BRING A FRIEND, SPLIT THE 1AYINGS!
of our energy needs: almost all transportation, most of what is used for cooking and
ADAMS DOES THE UNUSUAL AGAIN!
some interesting things about
heating, more than 40 percent of all our electricity.
children's bikes. Two department stores we che( ked
A'countrythat runs on dil can't afford to run short.
ADAMS AGAM OFFERS DRASTIC REDUCTIONS ON WOMEN'S, CHILDREN'S & MEN'S SHOES
charged less toi girls'- bikes
than for boys' bikes. It was
about $10 less in fact. One
would think the girls were
getting .a better deal.
But when you look at the
bikes you see the girls' models
have respectively a three-speed and a one-speed gear
arrangement while both
comparable boys' models have
At The Regular Price...
five gears. The stores do not
carry a similar girls' model
Select Second Pair of Your Choice for Only 5`
,.-prith five gears.
' Peggy _was__verpset by
Buy for two different members of the family!
'this. Keeping my male cool, I
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What keeps Kentucky running?
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Progress!
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I
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1 Kroger II

1

REGULAR

Cinnamoi
CINNAMOI

Coffee C

RAISIN,
CRACK

BR
GOLDEN

Cal
Poi
Fre
Gro

IDAHO R

GOLDEN

FLORID/

Buy One Pair

jpiri

Your Local Oil Companies
For more information write Kentucky PetroleUrn Counert
*-• 2125 Commonwealth Bldg., Louisville, Kentucky 40202

;
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hike
"Thir,
just know how

manufacturers
'unmechanical You females
are."She didn't speak to me for
an hour after that. '
We did find,one store that did
carry what appeared to be the
same bike- (except for the
position of the crossbar) for
biks and girls at the same
price. There are probably other
stores that are equally just
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WOMEWARMAkiiii--451-41111-41EXTEU
MEN'S: ROME - PEDWM
CHILDREN'S: BUSTER BROWN
ALL SALES FINAL - NO EXCHANGES - NO REFUNDS
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PRICES... Plus Top ValueStamps
FAMILY-PAL MIXEDP*R.OF

JAH I ERs

Fresh -P1 ers
U.S. GOVT.

C

SEMI-BONSLESS(Whole)
'
lb.
FULLY-COOKED (Whole)

lb,

Ham

Bakingliensb.
Bieent
OR Legs

lb.

FAMILY PAK

PORTION OF

MEDALLION FROZEN

ck Roast

STEAKS

-

Boneless Hams

GRADED CHOICE BEEF CENTER CUTS

FAMILY PAK'
.3.1p 9STEKS

FROSTY lEAS,_

MORRELt MEAL TIME

Peeled Shrimp

Sliced Bacon

4-lbs. or more

lb.:69C
COUNTRY STYLE RINDLESS

lb.

49c

i„.

Sliced Bacon
Pork Sausage

69c

PORK STEAKS

541a. ROUND STIAK
Pet RIS STEAK
11-les. CHUCK STEAK
Wes Country Deb All-Sta1
HANISURGER
6-11is. Csour•ein RIR

Facial Cleanser
BRECk
Creme Rinse

•
SAVE

MEDIUM

vaxii.E, LEAN
Fresh Hams

-

lb.

•
lb

Pork Neck Bones

-Spotlight Coffee

10 Lb Bag

MOUS QUALIP/---

- -

Heinz Ketchup

11.0 415111100110

KROGER GOLDEN

SHORTENING

98,

3 79`
Tomatoes
4

PLUMP, FRESH
lb.

KROGER

All Meat.Wieners

• SERVE 'N SAVE
Bologna

1-1b.
pkg

69

1-1b.
pkg.

69

KROGER SLICED

Jumbo Bologna

I

CHOICE GRADE
u
CORNED REEF

BRISKET

69'

lb.

KROGER GRADE A .

ALL FLAVORS 28-oz. ONE WAY

09

WITH OUR COUPON

Big K Drinks

3-lbs.
1-oz.

CLOVER VALLEY FREESTONE HALVES

AVONDALE

•

3P1

Hi-C Drinks

can
1h.

MEL-0-SOFT

Breast (Waders

urge gs19; Giant Ajax

41C Kroger Sugar

2batize•
PLAIN OR SELF RISING
Kroger Meal
bag 04
5:93.

ea.
d Center

C. IM

-

29-oz,
cans

140.
cans

,is now

'them.
ortable
ysician
Please

KBOUR

3
Cinnamon Rolls 3

ATOR

Si

18-oz.
pkgs

15-oz. 45C

pkg

RAISIN, VIENNA OR
CRACKED WHEAT

49c

BUSH'S WHOLE
KROGER

BREAD31
GOLDEN DELICIOUS

Si

13'
45c
10`
79-c

8-oz
cans

Tomato Sauce
EMBASSY
Salad Dressing

lb $
loaves

1-1b.
cans

A

1-lb.
$1
•1P cans
KROGER Relish, Sweet mixed, Chips or
22-oz
jar .
GOLD CREST GUM DROPS OR
2 18-oz. $1
j pkgs.
KROGER NEW DINNER

Small Peas

a

Green Beans 4

Ivory Liquid
KROGER

SIX PACK MILKY WAY,
SNICKERS, 3 MUSKETEERS

Si CANpF,Y,, 53'

Pkgs
of
9
9-oz.

Coffee Cake

can

Oreo Cookies

REGULAR OR CARAMEL

CINNAMON STRIP

Zr-eei-leiettle-witrv-W-free ounces
GfN`rLiTE
-

NABISCO

COUNTRY STYLE

Kroger Rolls

CL1

Asparagus

20-oz. $
loaves

49c

Sweet Pickles
image gees

MACARONI &

CHEDDAR

lb.

•

-lb.
bag

GOLDEN SWEET

IS'

ORANGES

Fresh Pears
SUNKIST

lemons

12

SWEET FLORIDA

for

Red Apples

6

lb

hag

MINEOLA

Ts

10

for

19(
59'

ORAurt
c
n

40-or
can

Chili & Beans
KROGER HEARTY

40-oz
can
KROGER CUT OR SLICED
1 -lb

Beef Stow

4

Bens

KROGER BARTLETT

Pear Halves

3

1-lb
can

3
5

''.*101,1101,11UVITIT11.".?r.

S

14-oz:

sTiTif

5I1"/:'54
-4
with this coupon and a 81.50
••4I
purchase
of
fret
vegetables or fruit. Good
-4
thru Jan. 18. Limit one.
Subject to applicable taxes.
!iogeiill11111111111111111111111111.
',

GOLD CREST Malted Milk Bails or

Circus Peanuts

pkgs

1-113
cans
KROGER HAMBURGER SLICED
22-oz
jar

Dill Pickles

Si

Si
39`

E A TM ORE

ei.:

MITITIMITittoMetTISTki,;.,r
WORTH 30c CASH
KhiAER COFFEE

4
1:
1 5

Good th-u -1 18 Limit 1
Subje
o 1.pciticabls Taxes

Meat Pies

3
6

lb.
KRAFT American Single-Wrap

Cheese Slices
KROGER

lb

8-oz
cans
KRAFT Stick, Milk or Mellow

Biscuits

c

J

Yogart

Double Top Value Stamps Every Tuesday and Wednesday

Giant Ajax

ZI

8-oz.
Pie,

aexi
111=

69c

ass
ex.
wag

with this coupon thru Jan, 18
Limit I. Sublect to applicable
taxes.

iletrtintrrniti.' Tr,

51

Si
85
49`

Ice Cream

:89c
7 7Ph
pkg
half E nt
gal.

ju

FOR EXTRA
TOP VALUESTAMPS
SO

50

with 2 okos. 8 count Kroger
1
Sandwich Buns or Wiener Rolls
with 6 pkgs. 3-or.
2
Jell-0 Gelatin
with one can 9-or. Horns
3
Pride Alf Freshener
,
with 2 lbs. or more Ground
4
Chuck, Round, or
Chopped Sirloin
with 2 pkgs. Breakfast Of
Cinfef-MI Pork Chops
with 2 pkgs.ryer
6
Breast, Lege, or Thighs
with 1-1b. pkg. Kroger
7

25

with 4-gallon Fresh

8

25 W
Ctritahnge-he
jusids
ice Lettuce
•
Lettuce
25 wi 5-1b. bag oranges or
Grapefruit

9

50
AVONDIU F F`RO7EN

CRINKLE-CUTS

5 11
h
1) (j

7
3 Si
34'
29' Baby limas 4
8-oz
(ins.

0,;se.)141sTststetstsTsTsTollstsfelsT

OLE SOUTH FROZEIK7--

COUNTRY CLUB

Parkay Oleo

me
.4
milli

k'"?.4"kiliblittallintrittisk"r
"
.

Fruit Cobblers
KRAFT REGULAR

....

toward purchase of one 2-lb can
Sr.

KROGERFRQZEN

OLEO

YUBI

btls.

wee

GRAVY TRAIN
Gogd thru Jan 18. Limit 1
Sublect to Applicable Taxes

Barrel Cheese '65c
89` Cracker
KROGER PIMENTO
45c
Spread
89' Cheese
KROGER Extra Large Fruit
EATMORE (2 Tubs)
Fmk
pies Apple or
.
Peach
38-oz.
Soft Margarine
lbs
KROGER
MINUTE
MAID
FROZEN
16 oz 75
Buttermilk
29'
gts
Orange juice
can •

LIQUID DETERGENT

Pink Kan&

,oracr
.111
wee

WORTH 35c CASH

era

s

1-lb
cans
KROGER Regular or Instant
4-oz
pkgs

KROGER

Pies

ALL
FLAVORS

toward purchase of 25.ib bag of

5

•

FLORIDA RED OR WHITE

JUMBO NAVEL

GOLDEN
CORN

ja9c
14

KLEENEX JUMBO

WESTERN

1,1ioi4
‘
Sew

•

2-lb
pkg

KROGER

KROGER, CREAM OR KERNEL

Apple Saute

18

• • ••

BANQUETC
FROZEN
renL
a

59

KROGER

Cabana Bananas
Fig Bars
Si
Pork & Beans 7
1
Potatoes
c
Puddings
49c
5.59c
Fresh Corn
TOWELS
Grapefruit 10 for 99` 3 s 81
IDAHO RUSSET

lb.

FAMILY PAK FRYER

1:'

Slit

61

lb

Leg (leaders

WIENERS

49'

SPARE RIBS

55t-59c

‘1E ATY

S5.81!

GRIND IT FRESH!

$2
93

Roast

WHOLE FRESH

66-lbs. of
Meal All for..

MiOXIMPO41111MI

BOSTON BUTT

-Sliced Lim_
S21r

29`
59c

lb

lb.
TENDER YOUNG (Beef, lb. 69C)

Sibs. LEAN PORK STEAK

lb.

KROGER ALL-BEEF-

Pig Tails
PO*

PORK CHOPS
Wes FRYER BREASTS
6-11ss FRYER LEGS
.2.111s PRISM LINK
SAUSAGE
2-11s. KROGER ALLMEAT WIENERS

TURKEY
SELF BAS i INC
10 to 14 lbs

or

lb.

tot

-FAMILY PAK FRYER

PIG FEET OR

EAMD 'V PAR

NMI BONUS NNW

JERGENS $1.35 size

.4

pkg.

KROGER GhADE A

Link Sausage

lb.

DISCOUNT PRICES
HEALTH AND BEAUTY AIDS
JERGENS_ 10-oz. $1.19 size
late bottle

_

KY.FARM
OSCAR OAYER FRESH

Contac

29

•

Breaded Shrimp

QUARTER-SLICLD

FIGHT COLDS WITH 10's
$1.69

-ekt.
!2w

SM. oysters
SE,‘ WAY HEADLEct:

WHOLE FRESH NeNIC

on

•

DEL'S FRESH

FAMIL
PAK
3 to
average

U. S. GOVT. GRADED CHOICE BEEF

=burger

elt Gibson,
furray, Mrs. °
mons, 1403
:uford Perry,
!. Collie, Box •
Norma Jean
Vest Main,
lam Estelle
Kb, Murray;---lagsdale and
South 12th,
y A. Farresk _
Frank Benz 28, Hazel,
Jr, 416 South
s Lynn Story,
ay, George
ardin, Mrs.
arg;rove and
!, Mayfield.

TEND TROUT OR CATFISH

Cooked-Hams

COUNTRY CLUB ALL BEEF -

WISSIONS
g and Baby
-Benton.

au.

INT
II

a

KROGER Frozen Broccoli, Fordhook csi
p
11?

Si

FROSTY ACRES FROZEN24-oz. 29c
Pkg.

Hash Brow.__

50
5t.r
50
50

All-Meat Wieners

25 wah,S-ib, or
!Vita90
EXPIRES 1118/12

10

.11

-- _
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Kentucky Weather Was Typical-i—

weeial-stuctlea-booka for jffiJI ''L
and ninth grades.
Major problems creating
tensions nationwide rarely
reported. There foggy month.
LEXINGTON, KY.-The injuries were
were preseRted as conflicts or
a number of
in
flooding
NovenTher was mild and dry.
was
y
Kentuck
difficulties. They were por- familiar saying about
locations.
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it,
like
don't
you
in
-"If
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ely
"relativ
weather
as
trayed
June was sunny, warm and up to 3 inches on grassy surinten,sity" and capable of being just wait around a few minutes
with temperatures faces in several locations but
humid
in
true
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resolved by our social and and itil diange"
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6:30 Sports
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10:30 Tonight
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Princeton is an oasis
of beauty in ugly East

AUTOMOTIVE

•

Nassau Hall was built in 1756 as dressed and there are longcuts
.the first local site of the hairs, mediums and crew
The women wear minis,
university which moved here
and changedits name maxis, blue jeans and other
If that
PRINCETON._IL J
lothes, but-'barefoot
Brigham Young had traveled from the Co/lege of New Jet.- :4in-0Y -c
its
not; nor is their hair
since
are
held
they
had
it
name
a
sey,
eastward rather than westward
unkempt.
meeting
and
when
stringy
1746
in
founding
in 1847, he might have issued
Princeton has had a small
his famous "This is-the place" in Newark and Elizabeth.
Nassau Hall was used by both share of the campus problems
this
in
pronouncement
Colonials and the British as that have racked other
the
rather
beautiful college town
and a hospital universities, the wort. being a
barracks
a
than in a green valley near Salt
Revolution riot in 1963. However, the
the
during
lake City.
depending on which side-held university paid for all the
Princeton is, indeed, the
during darnagedone and assessed the
place." It is an oasis of the good the town), particularly
battles of treasuries of the four unlife, described by novelist F. the fierce and vital
Princeton. These dergraduate classes equally.
Scott Fitzgerald as "a green Trenton and
phoenix rising out of the ugliest two campaigns. made liberty This may have helped because
country in the world ... Sordid for the Colonies a plausible today the campus is like a
passibility rather than a beautiful park
lush green
Trenton sweats and festers a
few miles south. Northward are dream,and it was the Battle of lawns(except when covered by
Princeton that brought George winter mows), friendly trees
Elizabeth, the Erie Railroad
Washington the triumph from and shrubs, and buildings of
and the suburban slums of New
which the British never several architectural' eras'
•York."
There is much more that recovered.. It was a battle (modified Gothic, colonial
rather moitly ), nOne disfigured by
_ _Fitzgerald might say if he were notable for viciousness
alive today. He could point to than length, but it- lifted then -slogans of filth or protest.
the "parks" of junked cars sagging Colonial-rearatio.„. .
'also ". might be
A
;There . are --several. specific
along parts sif the .smog-fiiied
and pleased — at
sea
New Jersey Turnpike. He could areas that mark the battIe,---iim-40Pa
a big football game
of
start
the
point to the smoke belching they could be marked more in Palmer Stadium to note that
from oil refineries and other prominently,by those who wish when the "Star-Spangled
visiteistoseethen,There is an Banner" is played,. the entire
factories in the Philadelphiaimposing monument in the crowd of 33,000 rises and joins
'Camden area.
meadow and woodlands where in singing the words.
More refreshing, he could
point to the campus of Prince- the battle took place, and there
Perhaps campus life has
ton University here, and to is Morven, a home still stand- and soinething_ to do with this. The _
erect - with
the studebtaL_sW,..A.Anix
courteous, both serious and charm. It was used by Lord entire
cent
fun-loving young men and Cornwallis as his headquarters dormitories and 40 per
through
aid
women — in a day when college during the British occupation of receives
work,
• carripitmtoo often are elan& Princeton and now is the scholarships, self-help
This
Immo
urallthroe.
of
governor
the
of
residence
frith
posters
of four-letter-word
unity makes possible the honor
New Jersey. • ,
•
students to match.
•411 visit to Princeton today system - of unsupervised
There is more of the good life
in Princeton. too, and many',\ must include lunch or dinner at examinations, in effect since
..
attractions to delight tourists, A the famous Nassau Inn. It was' 1893.
The univetsity also has
particularly those interested in here that Norman Rockwell
tory. painted . the mural about brojight the town a residential
America n'
Revolutionary War_Thistory is Yankee Doodle • and, ap- class that resists neon signs on
big here and even exteilds to _ _PForriat.0Y, the Plural Nangs liiiifiess establishments and
the campu where famed over the bar in the inn's Yankee other curses of dollar days. The
vervc homes are neat-in- all -incomelaseaterrinvern, with
•
undesneath: "Yankee Doodle brackets and the lawns are
came to town, riding on a pony, attractively kept and - landstuck a feather in his cap and scaped. Even'the industries are
of the 'titan" type — mostly.
_
, called it macaroni."
January 9, 1972*
In the inn, particularly on the research facilities like those of
i.ADULTS 103
odd gear Saturday of a Yale RCA, nearby 'McGraw-Hill
NURSERY
Princeton football.. game, Publishing Co. and others that
NEWBOILN_ADMISSION
pleased to-see keep both the-air and_ the earth_
Baby Girl Miller(Mrs. Wilma vi:sitors will be
students, both men healthy.
university
Lee Miller), RL 2 Ilex 83,
and w.omen
..E*_tbtatztttnametr
women in the undergraduate the natureof the,area:. Autumn
- DISMISSALS
- tein Dr.(the town
Rd.,Ens
student body of 4,000;; enjoying
Leonard Ray Barrow, Rt. 1, luncheon with their parents, also includes the David Sarnoff
'
Puryear,TeruL,C,arlFtay„404 S. even grandparents. , Research Center), Shadybrocolt
9th St., Murray, Lester Lee
There seems .none of thei Dr., Pretty Brook Rd.,
Taylor, 911 College Courts, contempt for elders that is Pheasant Hill Rd., Honey
Murray, Mrs. Bessie May claimed to mark-the attitude of Brook Rd.
There is no "8th Ave." or
Paschall, Box 33, Lynn Grove, students on most cAnipuiqzs
Mrs. Floy Caldwell, Rt.. 3 today The men students are -55th St." and that seems to be
casually but not sloppily cause for rejoicing.
Murray.
There is. in fact, much to
rejoice over in Princeton. And;
• it is quite satisfying to find here
WILD ANIMAL PARK
abundant confirmation'that-the
-Fastiisn't_at_tald —
Jersey.

EC/ALP

By JOHN PINKERMAN
Copley News Service
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Kentucky higtnveysIllamt.
284 In Reidland will be open to
all traffic this morning.
It is comeiperiences.
The announcement w a a
monplace to find the cubs, cats
made Monday afternoon by
and dogs all Playing together
Jack Gray, First District highon the grassy slope between the
way engineer.
house and the rose garden.
Local traffic has been using
Originally, only 100 acres the new brideg war leSerwere used for the wild animal state-24 for several days. The
two state roads, formerly U.S.
preserve, and lions were the
IS, had been closed since last
only species exhibited. Now
April to allow for construction
other fenced areas have been
Of the bridge.
added and the %Uttar who
Ky. 284 terminates just east
makes the drive from London
of the bridge at Its intersection
on one of the country's feW
with U.S. 68 which now skirts
speedways will be greeted by
siglir-a—a—riercTst 'the Reiclland contmunity. Ky.
131 is one of two routes beAfrican giraffe grazing just
tween Paducah and Symsoeda
over the'fence beyond English
and other Graves County com•-beef-c-attle.
munities,
The rich green meadow
provides food for the giraffe,
zebra, Ankole cattle with their
enormous horns, ostrich arid an ATTACKED BY PIG
DETROIT (UPI)—An attack
assortment of antelope. In
separate fenced areas are by a pig has left Police
cheetahs on a grassy hilltop, Commissioner 'John Whale
six white rhinos in a fern-tilled limping.
forest, more than a hundred
Nichols said Monday he was
noisy baboons in tree clumps, attacked by a 450-pound porker,
and of course, the lions. The named Sheila, during a visit to
preserve now stretches over a Utica-area hjrm Saturday.
250 acres.
"She's extremely small but
Near Lord Bath's enormous extremely dense," Nichols said.
ancestral-home, a large lake is The pig was given Nichols as a
populated with hippos,sea lions birthday present 14 months
and water birds. An island is
ago by some of his men. At the
borne for chimpanzees.
it weighed only 15hiounds..
time,
The three-story stone house,
Nichols said he went to the
built- in the 16th Century, is
and was
filled with art treasures anti a farm te visit Sheila
into
stepped
he
when
accosted
of
fine library. It was the first
the English "Stately Homes" to . the pig's pen. He managed to,
be open to the public. Lord Bath get one leg out oldie way before
began that on a limited scale in being bowled over by the
1949 because of mounting porker.
taxes.
Since, dozens of statelyGARRAIN LEADS NAVY
homes offer tows for a price,
ANNAPOLIS. Md (API 16•
his
followed
and others have
Linctipcker Jim Garban of San
success with the wild animals Bruno. calif.. will -captain_
io preserves. For thousands...if Navy's 1972 football foam
'Englishmen, they pill'Aft
-A fullback at Serra High and
economical means of seeing the -Naval 'Academy NO
African wild animals in -a School. Garban switched to
-thoroughly unnatural habitat, linebacker while ttending Nato which the•Inirnals have vier° 'Junior- College in 'Corsi..
cana. Tex '
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By BEI"TY PEACH
Copley News Service
WARMINSTER, England —
-The neighbors are calm about
it now, but there was a time
when the presence of all those
African lions in a nearby
meadow was a mightily
disturbing thought.
"lions at Longleat" was the
-first of the big rural wild
aianal parks established on
the grounds of the ancestral
homes of England, when it
opened in April, 1966. It is on a
portion of the 5,000-acre
wooded estate of the earl of
Bath, about 125 miles southwest of London.
The animal park, pioneer of
the drive-through kind which
now dot England and after
which those in the United
States were patterned, was the
brainchild of Jimmy Chipperfield, long-time animal
dealer and showman. Fie
convinced 1.ord Bath that
African wild animals transplanted to England would be
an enormous attraction. And
help raise funds to pay the high
property taxes in England.
his
and
Chipperfield
daughter. Mary. Chipperfield
Cawley, are only-part-of the
animal-oriented family which
planned and now manages the
project.
Mary Cawley is chief nurse
. for the various animals whose
mothers refuse them. She and
her husband,'Roger. the park
manager, and their two sons
currently share their house and
garden with three lion cubs and
a yOung giraffe, born in the
park. They. also have horses,
dogs and a kitten or two.
Mrs. Cawley has-hand-reared
more than a dozen cubs since
1966, and her sons consider the
lion babies as a routine part of
'daily'life.
She has written ar. book,
"Lions on the Lawn," about her
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